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ABSTRACT 
 

Context: Exploratory Testing (ET) and Scripted Testing (ST) are two of the more commonly 

practiced manual testing approaches in industry. ST is a traditional testing approach in which 

testing is carried out by executing pre-designed test cases. While in ET, learning, test 

designing and test execution are carried out simultaneously. In many instances, ET and ST 

complement each other very well in projects; however, proponents of ET claim that ET is 

more cost-beneficial in comparison to ST. Moreover, a few studies have indicated that ET is 

more effective in defect detection. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no study has 

been conducted to compare the costs and benefits of these two approaches. 

Objectives: The aim of this study was to conduct a qualitative Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

of ET in comparison with ST. By comparing and analyzing these two testing approaches, 

this study attempts to aid in decision-making with respect to how resources should be 

allocated for ET and ST for certain projects. 

Methods: The factors of costs and benefits of ET and ST were identified by conducting six 

semi-structured interviews in industry. Based on the analysis of these factors, a CBA model 

is proposed. The academic and industrial evaluation of the proposed CBA model was 

performed by conducting five interviews with researchers and practitioners. In addition, a 

qualitative CBA of a process of ET, Session-Based Testing Management (SBTM), and a 

process of ST, Test-Case Based Testing (TCBT) is conducted by collecting data through 

questionnaires and interviews with industry practitioners. A total of 22 questionnaire 

responses and seven interviews were analyzed. 

Results: By analyzing the identified cost and benefit factors, a CBA model was developed 

based on the testing phases stated in the ISO/IEC 29119 standard. A qualitative CBA of the 

SBTM process in comparison with the TCBT process was conducted by applying the CBA 

model in a questionnaire. The following findings were gathered from the CBA: 

 The differences of the SBTM and TCBT processes are identified by an analysis of 

the activities performed in various organizations, which the respondents belonged to. 

 The results of the analysis and comparison, of the costs (in terms of effort) and 

benefits (quality of the testing activities) of these two testing processes, are 

presented with respect to each testing phase.  

 The factors that impact the costs and benefits of using SBTM and TCBT, are 

summarized and discussed in this report. 

 The scenarios, in which SBTM and TCBT can be more cost-beneficial, are identified 

based on practitioners’ opinions. 

Conclusions: According to the survey results, industry practitioners consider SBTM as more 

cost-beneficial in comparison with TCBT, particularly in the test design, implementation and 

test execution phases. However, industry practitioners also stressed that ET should not be 

considered as a replacement for ST. In some contexts, testing objectives are better achieved 

through a more scripted approach, while, in other contexts, testing objectives will benefit 

more from the ability to create and improve tests as they are being executed. Whether a 

testing approach is valuable or cost-beneficial also depends on the context of project and the 

required benefits. 

Keywords: Exploratory Testing (ET), Scripted Testing 

(ST), Test-Case Based Testing (TCBT), Session-Based 

Testing Management (SBTM), Cost Benefit Analysis 

(CBA). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is a broad and continuous activity which is performed throughout the 

software development and maintenance process [1]. It helps to assess and improve the 

quality of software products or services, by identifying faults as well as by providing other 

types of valuable information about the quality of the software under test [1][2]. Software 

testing is considered as an essential part of software lifecycle since it determines whether the 

product is ready to be released or not [3]. 

Recently, increased usage of software in all aspects of human life has resulted in an increase 

in the size and the complexity of software systems. It has made software testing more 

difficult, time-consuming, and more costly [4][5][6]. Myers states that, software testing 

typically consumes approximately 50 percent of the elapsed time and more than 50 percent 

of the total budget of a software project [3]. Furthermore, a report published by NIST in 

2002 states that software errors cost the U.S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion annually, 

and more than a third of this cost could be avoided if an improved and more efficient 

software testing infrastructure was performed [7]. Thus, making testing related activities 

more cost-beneficial becomes a challenge in industrial practice.  

In response to such challenges a variety of approaches, techniques and tools have been 

developed over the years. Exploratory Testing (ET) and Scripted Testing (ST) are two major 

manual testing approaches, which are being widely practiced in industry [8].  

ST, also known as Test-Case Based Testing (TCBT), is the traditional way of testing that is 

used to verify the behavior of a program by executing a finite set of test cases, against the 

expected behavior of the application [1]. In contrast to ST, ET, at same time learning, test 

design and test execution, is an emerging software testing approach that emphasizes 

adaptability and learning [9][10]. It focuses on finding faults in an exploratory way [9][10]. 

Instead of creating detailed predesigned test cases, ET fully tries to utilize testers’ creativity 

and skill.  

Although they are two different testing approaches, in many instances, ET and ST 

complement each other very well in projects [11]. Normally, the testing activities consist of a 

mixture of ET and ST [9][11]. However, it raised a question among industry practitioners 

regarding which one should be in a dominant position in software testing process, and which 

of these two approaches is more cost-beneficial.  

Proponents of ET approach claim that ET is more cost-efficient [12][13]. In addition, some 

scientific studies support the hypothesis that, in suitable contexts, experience-based testing, 

such as ET, could be effective and cost-efficient [8][14][15][16]. Moreover, some studies 

have already been conducted to compare the defect detection efficiency of ET and ST 

[8][17][18]. However, effectiveness of a testing approach may not be regarded as a proof to 

show if a practice is worthwhile from a financial point of view [19]. And according to best of 

our knowledge no study has been conducted to analyze and compare the costs and benefits of 

these two approaches and in which scenario or context they can be more cost-beneficial. This 

lack of evidence raised a concern to conduct a study in this field. 
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Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is an economic analysis tool that can provide policymakers or 

shareholders with an input to the political decision-making process and assist in determining 

whether an investment likely represents an effective allocation of resources [20]. 

Considering the objectives, challenges, and conditions of this study, we decided to conduct a 

qualitative CBA of ET and ST.   

This chapter provides an overview of this thesis study, including a general description of 

background and research gap, research purpose (Section 1.1), research questions and 

research methods used (Section 1.2), and a full view of the entire research process (Section 

1.3). 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to conduct a qualitative CBA of practical process of ET in 

comparison with traditional TCBT process. By comparing and analyzing these two testing 

processes, this study attempts to aid in decision-making with respect to how resources should 

be allocated for ET and ST for certain projects.  

1.2 Research Methodology 
Research is aimed to make contribution in knowledge [21]. It can be defined as systematic 

investigation for establishing the facts and principles or to gather information about a subject 

[21].  

In this study, a set of research methods were applied for answering the research questions 

[22]. It helped us to build knowledge, based on practitioners’ experiences and opinions, for 

comparing and analyzing costs and benefits of ET and ST.   

1.2.1 Research Questions 
In order to narrow the focus from broad general purpose statement to specific questions, four 

research questions were formulated to achieve the aims and objectives of this study. Table 1 

shows an overview of the research questions and objectives of this study.  

Table 1 : Research questions and objectives 

Research Questions (RQ) Objectives 

RQ1.What are the factors that affect the cost of ET 

and ST? 

Identify the factors that affect the cost of 

ET and ST. 

RQ2.What are the financial benefits of practicing ET 

and ST?  

RQ2.1.What are factors that affect achieving the 

benefits of practicing ET and ST? 

Identify the categories of financial 

benefits and factors that affect the benefits 

of practicing ET and ST. 

RQ3.How can a cost-benefit analysis model be 

defined to analyze ET and ST? 

Propose a model for a qualitative CBA of 

ET and ST, as well as evaluate it. 

RQ4.How cost-beneficial is ET in comparison with 

ST? 

Analyze the cost-benefit difference 

between ET with ST. 

RQ1 and RQ 2 were answered by conducting six semi-structured interviews in industry for 

identifying the factors of costs and benefits of ET and ST. The interview questions were 

designed with the aid of literature review based on studying sources found in two recently 

conducted Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) in the domain of ET and ST [23][24]. In 
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order to answer RQ 3, a qualitative CBA model was proposed based on the analysis of cost 

and benefit factors. The academic and industrial evaluation of the proposed CBA model was 

performed by conducting five interviews with researchers and practitioners. A survey and 

seven interviews were conducted to gather qualitative data from industry practitioners for 

CBA, which was used for answering the RQ 4. Figure 1 shows how each research question is 

answered.  

Research Questions Research Methods

Literature review & 

Interviews

Literature review & 

Interviews

Interviews

Questionnaire survey & 

Interviews 

RQ 1

RQ 2

RQ 3

RQ 4

Expected Outcome

(Chapter 4) A list of cost 

factors of ET and ST

(Chapter 4) A list of benefit 

categories, and a list of benefit 

factors of ET and ST

(Chapter 5) A proposed CBA 

model for analyzing ET and ST 

processes, and a description of 

model evaluation. 

(Chapter 6) A qualitative CBA 

of ET and ST processes

 

Figure 1: Research methodology with outcome for each research question 

1.3 Research Design 
Initially, the problem area was identified by an organization, Försäkringskassan and later 

formulated with help of literature study and discussions with industry professionals.  

Figure 2 illustrates the flow of the study process and details about research methods are 

discussed in research methodology section 1.2. 
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Different stages of study

Step 1:

Problem identified in industry.

What are the effects on quality 

and cost of using ET in 

comparison with ST?

 RQ1: What are the factors which affect the cost of ET and ST?

 RQ2: What are the benefits of practicing ET and TCBT? 

 RQ2.1: What are factors which affect achieving the benefits of 

practicing ET and ST?

Problem/ Issue

Problem Formulation Proposed CBA 

Model

Literature 

Review

Academic Evaluation 

of CBA Model 

Interviews

      Industry

Academic

Interviews

Step 2:

Cost and benefit factors of ET and ST 

were identified through interviews with 

help of literature review

Step 3:

Defined CBA Model based 

on the different phases of 

testing process

RQ4:  How cost-benefit is ET in 

comparison with ST? 

RQ3:  How can a cost-benefit analysis 

model be defined to analyze ET and 

ST? 

A Qualitative Cost 

Benefit Analysis of ET 

and ST1

2

3
4

5

Survey & 

Interviews

Step 4:

CBA was evaluated by 

academic experts 

Step 6:

Conducting a qualitative 

analysis of cost and benefits 

of ET in comparison with ST

Industry Evaluation 

of CBA Model 

6

Step 5:

CBA was evaluated by 

Industry practitioners.

Interviews

 

Figure 2: Different stages of study [25] 

1.4 Structure and Outline of the Thesis 
This report is organized in the following way.  

Chapter 1 describes the background knowledge, selected problem domain, and the research 

gap in this field. The purpose of the study, the research questions along with the objectives, 

as well as research methods, which were utilized in this study, are also discussed in this 

chapter.    

Chapter 2 defines the concepts related to CBA, as well as ET and ST.  

Chapter 3 presents the results of a literature study in this research field.  

The results of industrial interviews are described in Chapter 4, which are the input for 

developing a CBA model.  

Chapter 5 proposes a CBA model, as well as the results of evaluation of this model.  

Chapter 6 presents the CBA of SBTM process in comparison with TCBT process. 

Chapter 7 discusses the summary of survey, scenarios in which SBTM and TCBT can be 

more cost-beneficial, recommendations, and role of this study in decision-making process, as 

well as validity threats of survey. 

The study conclusion along with the suggestions for future work is presented in Chapter 8.     
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2 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

2.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis 
CBA, also known as Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA), is regarded as a systematic thinking 

about decision-making from an economic point of view, taking account of both costs and 

gains of a given objective [26]. In CBA, cost is a negative alternative that is produced as a 

result of a decision, while benefit is a positive outcome or result from a project, resource, or 

an economic activity such as investment [27]. Cost and Benefit are usually expressed in 

terms of money.  

CBA was initially applied in The United States of America by the Corps of Engineers in the 

1930s [26]. Now, CBA is used in many different contexts for many different purposes [26]. 

It is particularly practiced in government departments where decision is made by a 

bureaucratic hierarchy and is used to convince stakeholders that the benefits received is more 

than the cost spent [28]. The ultimate goal of CBA is to exactly and comprehensively assess 

all relevant benefits and costs for a given initiative and to figure out which of the two is 

larger [20]. If the benefits outweigh the costs, it means that the investment is gainful. In 

general, the purpose of CBA is to help making rational decision. But it is noteworthy that 

CBA is a part of decision-making process, not a description of how actual decisions are 

being made [26]. It is an input to the political decision-making process, which helps in 

recommending, instead of deciding, how resources should be allocated [26]. 

Commonly, the results of CBA have two forms: the net difference between benefits and 

costs, and the benefit-cost ratio (BCR) [20]: 

 Net benefit= Sum of Benefits in Dollars - Sum of Costs in Dollars 

If the net difference is positive, it means that the total benefits outweigh the total 

costs. Oppositely, if the net difference is negative, it means that the costs exceed the 

benefits. 

 Benefit-Cost Ratio = Sum of Benefits in Dollars / Sum of Costs in Dollars  

If a benefit-cost ratio is greater than 1.0, then it bears evidence of that the initiative is 

cost-beneficial. Conversely, if result is less than 1.0, it indicates that it will not reap 

economic benefits from the investment. 

The second form is also known as the formula for Return on Investment (ROI), which is a 

very popular metric used in CBA. The ROI compares the amount invested and benefit 

(return) derived from an investment [29]. The results of CBA can be used to inform the 

decisions, for example [20]: 

 whether to fund a program, or stop funding it 

 whether to build something, or shut it down 

 whether to establish a new regulation, or scale back existing one  

2.1.1 Alternative Approaches to CBA 
The greatest strength of CBA is to provide persuasive evidence for a proposal or motion 

[30]. To demonstrate people with a credible cost-benefit argument, for a given decision, is 

always convincing. However, the greatest limitation of CBA is that relevant items may be 

difficult to be monetized [26]. 
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CBA in its pure form requires that all the costs and benefits items can be measured and 

monetized [26]. However, in reality, the limitations in theory, data, or analytical resources 

make it impossible or very difficult to measure and value all impacts of a policy as 

commensurate costs and benefits [26]. Moreover, it usually lacks in consensus on the extent 

to which certain benefits and costs can, or should, be assigned dollar values [20]. 

Nonetheless, there are two possible alternatives to pure CBA can be used, qualitative CBA 

and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) [26]. 

 Qualitative CBA is to quantify and monetize as many of the costs and benefits as 

possible if feasible, and then the relative importance of the remaining costs and 

benefits are assessed in qualitative way [26]. But even if non-monetary impacts are 

not monetized, it should be discussed and sometimes measured numerically [26]. In 

practically, qualitative CBA is much more frequently used than pure CBA since it is 

more flexible.  

 CEA is appropriate when the analysts are unable or unwilling to monetize the major 

benefit [26]. In CEA, the analysts build a ratio involving the quantitative, but not 

monetized, benefit and the total dollar costs [26]. 

2.1.2 Measurement of Cost and Benefit 
Fenton and Pfleeger formally define the measurement as ―a mapping from empirical world 

to the formal, relational world‖ [31]. Measure is the number or symbol assigned to an 

attribute of an entity for better understanding of that attribute [31][32]. 

Measurement can be categorized as: first order measurement, second order measurement and 

third order measurement [33][34]. 

 First order measurement is just adequate measurement of the task which is 

qualitative, fast and inexpensive. It is based on ongoing experiences and feelings, 

which provides a lot of important information. 

 Second order measurement is more quantitative and focused on refined models.  

Particularly metrics which are used to relate objects to number, using a model, are 

second order measurements. 

 Third order measurement is a highly quantitative and precise measurement which 

supports the physicist to find information related to new natural laws. It can be 

precise because the user ignores many dimensions of the system and analyze very 

small number of dimensions thoroughly. We can say that third level of measurement 

depends on keeping away messy human behavior. 

In software engineering we usually use higher order (first or second order) measurements 

because decision about the software quality are political and emotional, and decisions about 

value depend on humans and the context in which the software is being used [35][32][33].  

In CBA, to find an appropriate way to measure costs and benefits is an important activity and 

also a challenge. The reasonable estimates can be considered from these three order 

measurement and based on the availability of proper data for cost and benefit variables.  
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2.2 Exploratory Testing 
ET, one of the widely used software testing approach, has recently gained remarkable 

popularity especially among professional practitioners and consultants in field of software 

testing [1][17][10]. Kaner introduced the term Exploratory Testing first time in his book 

―Testing Computer Software‖ in 1988, in order to describe a style of skilled work with 

unscripted testing [36][37]. Exploratory testing was sometimes misinterpreted as ad-hoc 

testing. But ad-hoc testing was often considered as sloppy, careless and random work [9]. 

Therefore, Context-Driven School, a group of test methodologists, started to use the newly 

introduced term, exploratory, instead of ad-hoc testing in the early 1990’s [9].  

A well-known definition of ET was proposed, by Bach, as ―simultaneous learning, test 

design, and test execution‖ [9]. This definition is also recorded in SWEBOK and was further 

described as ―the tests are not defined in advance in an established test plan, but are 

dynamically designed, executed, and modified‖ [1].  

Kaner, recently, proposed a detailed definition in a tutorial of ET. He described ET as ―a 

style of software testing that emphasizes the personal freedom and responsibility of the 

individual tester, to continually optimize the quality of his/her work by treating test-related 

learning, test design, test execution, and test result interpretation as mutually supportive 

activities that run in parallel throughout the project‖ [37].  

In ISO/IEC 29119 [38], ET is considered as experience-based. Beer et al. also describe ET as 

an experience-based testing approach which emphasizes the tester’s experience for effective 

testing [15]. Furthermore, the importance of software engineer’s experience and knowledge 

for effective ET is also highlighted in SWEBOK [1].  

In 1999, many researchers compared various definitions that were proposed time after time, 

at the 7th Los Altos Workshop on Software Testing (LAWST VII) [10].  They highlighted 

some of the common characteristics of ET. These characteristics include:  

 Interactive  

 Concurrence of cognition and execution  

 Creativity  

 Drive towards fast results  

 De-emphasize archived testing materials  

Bach, [9][39], proposed a continuum between pure scripted testing where tests are written 

completely in advance and pure ET where testers have no pre-defined activities, which is 

shown in Figure 3. In fact, when one says Exploratory Testing it means in the exploratory 

side of the continuum.  

The practical way of performing ET varies from person to person, with respect to particular 

requirements and scenarios of the project [9]. In reality all testing that is performed by 

human testers is exploratory to some degree [9][39]. The testing consists of a mixture of 

scripted and exploratory testing, some parts are scripted and others are supplemented with 

ET, so that we take the benefits from both worlds [11]. Next section explains two methods of 

using ET: freestyle ET, and Session-Based Testing Management (SBTM). 
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Pure Scripted Testing Vague Scripts SBTM
Freestyle 

Exploratory Testing

 

Figure 3: Scripted/Exploratory Testing Continuum [39] 

2.2.1 Freestyle ET 
The testing which is towards the extreme right side of ET in Figure 3 without scripts is called 

freestyle ET [9].  In freestyle ET, a set of bug reports are the only official documented 

deliverable which is generated from a session of ET [9]. 

Many times Ad hoc Testing and Exploratory Testing are interchangeably used among 

industry practitioners. In fact, ad hoc testing is a special case of ET. Agruss et al. state that 

ad hoc testing is an exploratory case where the tests are expected to run only once unless it 

uncovers a defect [40]. In general, exploratory tests have little or no formal documentation, 

but always results in informal notes [40]. The generated notes are detailed enough that the 

test could be rerun by reading them. Whereas, ad hoc testing results in notes that are directed 

more towards guiding the testing activity rather than reproducing the test [40]. Based on the 

relationship between them, we can say that ad hoc testing can be considered as freestyle ET. 

2.2.2 Session Based Testing Management 
Bach [9] and Bach [41] coined the term Session-Based Testing Management (SBTM), which 

is a method specifically designed to make exploratory testing structured, auditable and 

measurable on a wider scale. But structure does not mean that testing is pre-scripted. It 

contains a set of expectations regarding what kind of work will be done and how it will be 

reported [41]. The motivation for developing SBTM is to ―find a way for the testers to make 

orderly reports and organize their work without obstructing the flexibility and serendipity 

that makes exploratory testing useful‖ [41].   

2.2.2.1 Process of SBTM 
SBTM divides ET work into time box which is called session. Session is the basic testing 

work unit, which is an uninterrupted block of testing effort. Here uninterrupted means no 

significant interruptions like email, chatting, meetings or phone calls [41]. Normally a 

session is of 90 minutes, but it is flexible and can be shortened or extended according to 

specific situations [41]. Interruptions and meetings are taken in the breaks between sessions 

[36]. The main purpose of introducing session is to make ET execution uninterrupted and to 

enhance tester’s focus on thinking and testing activity; therefore, the time should not be too 

strict or too relaxed to block good testing practice. A session sheet is the deliverable of each 

ET session. It provides a set of written notes about what happened during one session of ET 

execution [9][41].  

Every session is associated with a mission, which is called charter. Charter can be regarded 

as a theme of testing activity and helps to specify the purpose and scope of testing activity 

for the testers [41]. As charter is just used for guidance, it is not a goal. Charter tells tester 

what he or she is going to work towards, but it may take several sessions to accomplish it. 

The charter may be chosen by the testers themselves, or assigned by the test lead or test 

manager [9].  
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In SBTM process, each test session is separated into three kinds of tasks: Test design and 

execution, Defect investigation and reporting, and Session setup (TBS) [41]. The TBS 

metrics can be used for calculating the relative proportion of time, testers spent on each task.  

During test design and execution phase, testers scan the product and look for problems [41]. 

Since SBTM emphasizes testers’ freedom, testers are allowed to divert from their charter if 

they see any off-charter problem. This is called Opportunity Testing and must be reported in 

session sheet [41]. As opportunity testing is a test execution activity, it is considered as a part 

of test design and execution in this process.  

During Bug investigation and reporting phase, testers explore the system to find problem and 

reporting the problem. It is followed by Session Setup, which involves tasks such as 

configuring the equipment, locating the materials, reading the manuals, or writing a session 

report [41].  

It is worth mentioning here that the difference between ET and any other testing approach is 

that ET builds in learning phase into the testing process that happens continuously and 

simultaneously with test design and test execution. Testers synchronously test the product 

and learn about the product, its context, and the risks of the product. This learning by testers 

creates new test ideas [37]. Learning about the product is one of the most essential factors 

that affect the efficiency of ET. 

After the session, testers debrief the session details to the test lead. For a new tester, 

debriefing should be after each session but an experienced tester can cover many sessions in 

one debriefing [41]. Figure 4 illustrates the process flow of the SBTM. 

Test Planning

Test Completion

MonitoringBug investigation 
and reporting

Test Design and 
Execution

Session Setup

Test Missions Design 

Debriefing

Test Charters

Session Sheet

SBTM

 
Figure 4: Process of SBTM 

Although the phases of testing planning, monitoring, and test completion were not 

mentioned in the original concept and description of the way of practicing SBTM, authors 

consider they are implicit in the whole testing process. 
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2.3 Scripted Testing 
ST is a traditional approach of software testing which is carried out with the help of 

previously written instructions [11]. When ST is referred as a testing approach, it is usually 

used interchangeably with Test-Case Based Testing (TCBT). In SWEBOK, traditional ST is 

defined to verify the behavior of a program by generating, designing, selecting, and 

executing a set of test cases, against the expected behavior [1][8]. As shown in Figure 3, ST 

is in the scripted side of the continuum in which tests are prescribed before hand in detail to 

some degree based upon certain situations [10]. The preparation of test cases is based upon 

the required level, or depth, of testing and the specific testing techniques that are to be used 

[1]. 

The traditional ST approach comes from the waterfall model and V-model. In the waterfall 

model and V-model, a project is linear, and an activity is first completed in full before the 

next start of next activity [11]. In traditional TCBT process, all test cases and their expected 

results are fully documented, before test execution begins [11]. Test cases are developed 

based on information contained in the Software Requirements Specification and the Software 

Design Description [42], and are executed after programming task is released. So, test cases 

are usually created after requirement specification phase before the software development 

phase, or programming phase, is completed. Test plans and procedures are systematically 

and continuously developed, and possibly refined, as the development proceeds [1]. 

According to IEEE Std. 829-1998 (IEEE Standard for Software Test Documentation), the 

documentation types of ST can be mainly classified into [43]:  

 Test planning: includes a test plan 

 Test specification: includes a test design specification, a test case specification, a test 

procedure specification 

 Test reporting: includes a test item transmittal report, a test log, a test incident report, 

a test summary report  

In practice, there are a number of reasons for the test cases to be documented in advance 

[11].  

 Legal or regulatory requirements, for example, in the aerospace industry, medical or 

other safety-critical work  

 Complex relationships where it needs to prepare test data in detail  

 The person who has to carry out the test case must have the oracle in detail, for 

example, customer, or test beginners  

 You make the judgment that it is most effective to write down a great deal in 

advance  

 You know enough about how the finished system will look to be able to design  

effective test cases up front  

 You need the test cases for the archive or for regression testing  

2.3.1.1 Process of TCBT 
We use the term TCBT to represent the process of ST, because its name is more likely to 

reflect how the testing actually occurs (based on test cases).  

In traditional TCBT process, test cases are developed during test design phase, regarded as 

the input of test execution [43]. Test log is used for recording the relevant details about what 

occurred during test case execution. After executing the test cases, actual and expected 
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results are compared for determining whether a test item has passed or failed. At end, the 

issues and anomalies discovered in the test execution are reported for further investigation. 

Figure 5 shows the test process of TCBT. 

 

Test Planning

Test Completion

Monitoring and 
Control

Test Incident 
Reporting

Test Cases Execution

Test Environment 
Setup

Test Cases Design 
and Implementation

Test log

Test Case 
Specification

 
Figure 5: Process of TCBT 
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3 RELATED WORK 
In this section, a literature review of the related research about ET and ST comparison and 

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) in software testing is presented.  

The study topic is spread across several aspects of knowledge areas i.e. ET, ST and CBA 

which required a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on these knowledge areas. But we 

found two recent studies from Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) thesis archive about 

ET and ST which provided SLRs [23][24]. So, we used the results of those studies as 

baseline articles for literature study to identify the cost and benefit factors for CBA.  

The literature review in Section 3.1 was performed by using the studies found in two SLRs, 

i.e. [23] and [24]. One SLR covers all aspects of ET [24], while the other SLR summarizes 

the strengths and weaknesses of ET and TCBT [23]. These SLRs helped us by saving our 

time which we utilized for more industrial investigation of the topic. However, the results of 

both SLRs did not identify any study related to CBA of both approaches.  

So in order to get insight of how CBA has been conducted in software testing, a literature 

review was conducted to gain background knowledge in this regards, in Section 3.2. For the 

purpose of keeping the literature review procedure traceable, we recorded the steps we 

performed for selecting the relevant literature (See Appendix A). 

3.1 Comparison of ET and ST 
ET and ST are two commonly used manual testing approaches and researchers are studying 

their effectiveness [17][23][18]. According to the best of our knowledge there has been no 

study related to cost effective comparison of these two approaches. However, we found three 

studies which were performed to compare the defect detection efficiency of these two 

approaches [17][23][18]. 

Itkonen did one experiment on 79 M. Sc. Students for defect detection efficiency of ET and 

ST [17]. Results of the experiment show that ET finds more faults in comparison with ST but 

there is no statistical significant difference.  ET was found better in finding user interface 

faults, usability faults and the faults, which are obvious or are very difficult to find. Results 

did not show any significant difference of perceived coverage and quality between both 

approaches. Another interesting finding of this experiment was that ST reports significantly 

high number of false faults, which are incomprehensible, duplicate or nonexistent [17].  

Another experiment was performed in both academic and industrial settings for defect 

detection efficiency of ET and ST [18].  Results show a significant difference in finding 

defects. Defect count for ET was much higher than ST but interestingly no significant 

difference was found in reporting incomprehensible, duplicate or nonexistent faults. This 

study also performed a SLR and listed down advantages of ET [18]. 

Shah and Alvi, in [23], presented a mixed method for testing based on strengths and 

weaknesses of both ET and ST. That method was validated with an experiment in industrial 

settings. Results showed that proposed mixed method was efficient in defect detection in 

comparison to ST but little less efficient as compared to ET. This study also identified and 

categorized the strengths of both approaches [23].  
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The strengths of ET found in previous literature are listed below. 

 Less bogus defects 

 Identification of critical bugs 

 Investigation and isolation of any defect 

 Better regression testing 

 Rapid feedback  

 Quick learning of a new product 

 Cross checking the work of another tester 

 Low reliance on comprehensive documentation 

 Maintenance is quite easy 

 Free exploration 

 More time allocation in actual testing of the product 

 Focused documentation 

 Simultaneous learning and testing 

 Improvising existing tests 

 Identifying missing tests 

 Interpreting vague test instructions 

 Product analysis and test planning 

 Diversification in testing 

 Systematic utilization of testers skills 

 Investigating a particular risk in order to plan a prescriptive test 

 Less test preparation 

 Adaptable to project situation 

 Efficient in defect detection 

Following list shows the strengths of ST. 

 Higher test adequacy 

 Complex relationships of a function in to be tested identified 

 Early quality assurance 

 Oracles availability for the validation of the expected output against the actual 

 Detailed information and guidance available for the tester for test execution 

 Resource independency in execution 

 Repeatability of the same tests 

 Reusability of the test cases 

 Better risk management 

 Better analysis of the system specification from diverse angles 

 Quality of the test cases can be validated 

 Better tracking of progress 

 Early tracking of progress 

 Early quality prediction based on test case metrics 

 Required when legal and regulatory requirements are to be addressed 

 Better serves in acceptance testing 

 Better serves in release testing 
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3.2 Overview of Cost-Benefit Analysis in Software 

Testing 
Traditionally, software testing focuses on the tests which help in finding higher number of 

faults and which tries to cover as many functions of the software (code coverage) as 

possible. But number of faults and code coverage do not consider the consequences of the 

faults [44]. The magnitude of losses due to different faults can vary in wide range depending 

upon how the software is used [44]. Currently testing is performed until the testing team 

considers the application is reliable or the deadline for release is near. But reliability only 

tells us something about the likelihood of failure; it does not measure the economic 

significance of failure [44]. 

During decision-making in software testing, the power of CBA comes into play. It translates 

qualitative concerns into financial estimates that can attract more attention from senior 

managers [30]. This approach opens opportunities to take into account of broader issues 

during practical decision-making [30]. For example, what is the cost of finding a fault and 

what is the value of finding such fault to customer; along with found bugs, what savings are 

worth to be realized. 

CBA provides an economic structure for decision-making process in software testing. It 

describes rules of research and engagement for testing related stakeholders who are inclined 

to strenuously argue for or against the choices of testing process changes or specific testing 

practices [30]. The following examples illustrate some intentions of involving this technique 

into decision-making in software testing [29][45]. 

 Analyze whether specific additional test activities are worthwhile, by comparing 

gained benefit and required cost 

 Identify systematically the potential benefits and costs associated with a currently 

using testing process or technique, in order to understand how to best manage and 

invest in testing 

 Identify the benefits and costs factors associated with a change in software testing 

process 

 Think systematically about the specific goals, benefits, costs, and outcomes of 

introducing a new testing technique into a testing process 

 Compare a variety of options of testing techniques or approaches, in terms of 

whether they are cost-beneficial  

3.2.1 Cost in Software Testing 
In general, financial costs associated with software testing can be categorized as fixed cost 

and variable costs. Fixed costs are not affected by the number of times tests are run or the 

number of tests that are developed, such as expenditures for equipment, tools, training etc. 

Whereas variable costs are based upon the number of tests being run or the number of times 

the tests are run, such as cost of test execution [29]. 

Cost of testing can also be categorized as direct cost and indirect cost. The cost which is 

traceable to a specific project is called direct cost, for example, salaries of project staff and 

equipment related to particular project [46]. The cost which benefits more than one project 

and is difficult to calculate for a particular project is called indirect cost, for example 

organizational investments, the continuous costs for support, electricity cost [46].  
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Generally, cost of testing is measured based on understanding of test activities and test 

elements. There are several examples of how to calculate the cost of testing presented in 

previous conducted studies for CBA.  

 In [47], cost calculations take into account the sum total costs of performing 

activities. 

 Total cost of testing = initial testing costs + the average cost of running a single test 

* the number of tests to run 

Initial testing costs include test planning, any development of test automation, and 

any necessary training of test personnel, etc. If testing is restarted after fixing any 

discovered faults, cost of fixing the failures will be taken into account [48]. 

 Total cost of testing = average hourly programmer/tester’s (who performs tests) 

salary in dollars per unit * (time to setup for testing activities + time to identify 

obsolete tests + time to repair obsolete tests + coefficient to capture reductions in 

costs of executing and validating test cases for the system due to the use of 

incremental analysis techniques * (human) time for checking the results of test cases 

+ total number of faults that are not detected by test suite * cost associated with a 

missed fault after the delivery) [35]. 

 Total cost of testing =software cost + hardware cost + wages of the testers + the cost 

of error repairing [49] 

3.2.2 Benefit in Software Testing 
Economic benefit in software testing is calculated by considering the degree of damage 

caused by defects and its detection frequency [49]. Identification of faults reduces the loss 

which directly or indirectly gains the benefit [49]. 

But in fact, profit benefits gained after testing cannot be modeled as additions to or 

subtractions from test costs, because the profit benefits cross entire development process 

including the design, test, and manufacturing domain boundaries [50]. For example analysis 

of requirement while creating tests [23]. In previous studies, it is found that benefits are 

associated with [23][29][30][45][47][50]. 

Table 2 : Benefits Association 

Benefit  Description 

Failure cost The loss in case of failure. This can be reduced by finding 

more faults to make software more reliable. 

An increased yield-learning 

rate 

Improved ability to perform defect diagnosis and send the 

results back to developers for defect reduction or to design 

team for design-for-manufacturability enhancements. 

Decreased time to market Many factors can decrease time to market for example ease 

of test preparation. 

Time savings For example less documentation, automate tests for saving 

test execution time of manual testing. 

 The value of risk reduction Identification of risk areas and finding faults from them to 

reduce the risk. The value of risk reduction can be, such as 

improving the quality of product, etc. 
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Compared to costs, benefits are harder to calculate, because there are many factors which 

should be considered while calculating the benefits in monetary terms. For example, if 

systems are going to be intensively used by large amounts of users, the benefits of finding 

fault in the system can be considerably higher [45]. However, it is difficult to predict the 

number of users, so it increases the difficulties of estimating benefits. 
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4 COST AND BENEFIT OF ET AND ST 
In this chapter, we discuss the costs and benefits of two widely practiced manual test 

approaches, ET and ST, based on the results of industrial interviews we conducted.  

4.1 Data Collection: Interviews 
Interview is a research method that is used to get in-depth knowledge of interviewees’ 

experiences and opinions [51]. In interview, the person who asks a series of prepared 

questions is called interviewer, and another person who provides responses regarding the 

questions is called interviewee. Interviews can be conducted as face-to-face meeting or using 

other media like telephone call [52]. It can be structured, semi structured and unstructured 

[53]. Semi structured interviews consist of open ended questions and do not follow any strict 

predefined structure which allow interviewer and interviewee to discuss topic in more details 

[53]. For this study, six semi-structured interviews were conducted because the authors 

wanted to collect the information in more depth based on discussions with industry 

practitioners. For these interviews, first preference was to have face-to-face interview but in 

case where face-to-face interviews was not possible, Skype or phone calls were used as 

communication media. 

4.1.1  Motivation for Our Selection 
Interview is a purposeful conversation which helps in obtaining information and opinions 

about a topic. In this stage, we have used a semi-structured interview as research method for 

collecting data. It is because:  

 Firstly, semi-structured interviews contain both open-ended and closed-ended 

questions, which are frequently used in qualitative analysis [54]. This style of 

interview gives interviewers more freedom, so that they are able to adjust and 

control the interview based on the situation. For example, semi-structured interviews 

allow interviewers to change the order of questions based on the direction of the 

interview [54]. In addition, without a detailed interview guide, interviewers can 

establish their own style of conversation based on needs [54]. And also, additional 

questions can be asked during interview even they have not been anticipated in 

prepared checklist of interview questions [54]. Consequently, interviewers can get 

more opportunities to explore an issue or opinion in detail [54].  

 Moreover, interviewees can better express their opinions, concerns and feelings with 

open mind. 

There are several alternative research methods for data collection. The reasons of why we 

did not select them are discussed in following points. 

 The main reason that we did not consider to use Experiment is because in our case, 

in order to analyze the cost and value, we need to know the time required for the 

completed testing of a certain part of the project. Otherwise, if we stop the testing 

when testers did not finish testing, the results can not reflect the real cost of test 

activities, thus, providing incorrect picture of the achieved benefit by using ET and 

ST. However, a complete ST process requires a lot of time, due to the large number 

of possible test cases need to be designed and executed. 

 Case study is an intensive study of one object (for example a process, etc.). Although 

we did not follow the procedure of conducting a case study, we did an observation in 
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a Swedish organization, Försäkringskassan, and we used the information we learned 

in designing interview questions, enhancing our understanding in this topic, as well 

as verifying the information we discussed in our report. But considering the limited 

time period of doing research, we did not document it as a part of this study because 

we want to spend more time on studying the testing practices in various 

organizations and talk with more industry professionals with various background 

and experience. We believe it can make this study more informative. In addition, 

through our thesis, many industry practitioners wanted to know the understanding 

and opinions of the persons coming from different types of organizations. 

4.1.2 Purpose of Interviews 
Purpose of these interviews was to get the industrial point of view, related to the costs and 

benefits, as the input data for designing a CBA model of ET and ST. In order to get the 

information about cost and benefit attributes, the process of ET and ST was investigated in 

the interviews so that the cost and benefit attributes associated with the process could be 

identified. These interviews helped us to answer the research questions RQ1 and RQ2. The 

interview questions were designed in a way to confirm and disconfirm the literature findings 

with the industry practitioners. This would allow the authors to understand whether the 

industry follows the same process as stated in the literature studies or any customized 

process. Moreover, any additional benefits that might have been missed by the literature 

studies can be added as well. 

4.1.3 Selection of Interview Subjects 
In order to get the most relevant and valid information, the interview subjects were selected 

on a predefined criteria. The defined criteria are as under. 

 Interviewee must have the knowledge of both approaches ET and ST 

 Interviewee must have more than six years of experience in software testing 

 Interviewee at least has two years experience of using each approach 

It was also kept in mind that different interviewees should have experience of testing 

different type of applications for example critical systems, complex systems etc. so that a 

collection of different opinions of using these approaches in different environment, can be 

made. 

4.1.4 Interview Structure 
Interview questions were categorized into three different parts to collect the relevant 

information (For details see Appendix B).  This categorization was made primarily to get the 

answers of RQ1 and RQ2. Questions were defined with the help of background knowledge 

which we learned from literature review. In order to allow detailed discussion with 

interviewee, questions were made open-ended. Additional follow up questions were prepared 

on the basis of answers given by the interviewee. These questions were used only as 

guidelines for interviews, and not strict structure was followed. The questions’ categories are 

explained as follow. 

A. Category 1: General Questions 

General question category was designed to get the information regarding how industry 

practices the ET and ST.  Purpose of these questions was to identify the exact process so that 

cost related activities can be found from it, secondly the benefits associated with that process 

can be identified as well. These questions include the testing team structure, whether they 
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have two different teams for ET and ST or one team. What process they use for ET and ST 

and how much time is spent on testing in percentage of total project time. Questions were 

qualitative which allowed us to have a discussion with the interviewees based on their 

response. 

B. Category 2: Cost and Benefit 

This category was designed to get the information about the cost and benefit 

attributes for CBA model. Purpose of these questions was to verify if the benefits 

mentioned in literature, are realized by industry or not and also other benefits which 

industry found while using both approaches but not mentioned in literature. This 

category also includes the questions related to cost attributes that what factors affect 

the costs of testing and whether interviewees have ever calculated the cost of any 

testing method. These questions were qualitative which allowed us to have 

discussion with the interviewee.  

Category 3: Recommendations 

This category was designed to get the information about the cost and benefit analysis 

of both ET and ST approaches. If interviewee has performed cost-benefit analysis of 

ET and ST then what are the results, and if not then what are the recommendations 

for performing CBA of ET and ST. Similarly to other categories’ questions, these 

questions were also qualitative which allowed us to have discussion with the 

interviewees.  

4.1.5 Interview Process 
Six interviews were conducted for gathering cost and benefits of the two approaches. 

Three of them were conducted with face-to-face meetings while the other three were 

telephonic interviews. The process of interview started with the schedule of meeting 

with interviewee. During the interview the questionnaire was used as guidelines for 

discussion. Interviews duration varied from 60 to 120 minutes, depending on the 

interviewee’s availability. Two interviews were recorded after interviewees gave the 

permission. Those recordings were used for transcription later on for analysis; other 

interviews were analyzed by reviewing the notes we made. Figure 6 shows the 

complete interview process used in this study. All interviews’ information we used in 

this study were permitted by interviewees.   
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Figure 6: Interview Process 

4.1.6 Transcription 
Notes were taken during all the interviews and two interviews were recorded using audio 

recorder with the permission of interviewee. In order to separate the important information 

from general discussion, each interview was transcribed after the interview. All interviews’ 

transcriptions can be found in Appendix C. 

4.2 Analysis and Synthesis 

4.2.1 Qualitative Data Analysis 
Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) model was followed to analyze the interviews [55][56]. 

QDA process involves three steps: Noticing, Collecting, and Thinking about interesting 

things. This three step process provides a simple foundation for complex and rigorous 

practice of QDA [55]. 

QDA is a non linear process and has three characteristics. Figure 7 shows QDA process and 

its characteristics. 

1. It is an iterative and progressive process which means that when we are thinking 

something we also notice and collect information about that thing.  

2. It is recursive because while collecting something we start noticing new things to 

collect them.  

3. It is Holographic process in which each step is complete process because when we 

start noticing things, in our mind we already start collecting and thinking about those 

things.  
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4.2.1.1 Noticing 
In this study, noticing process was performed in two levels. At first level, we produce a 

record of things which we notice by making observations, writing notes, recording 

interviews after interviewees gave the permission, and documents collection; and at second 

level we read the record and highlight important points (coding) from the notes and 

recordings [55]. 

4.2.1.2 Examples of codes 
For the purpose of explaining how we identified codes, here we give three examples taken 

from three different interviews. 

Example 1: “He mentioned that if tester logs necessary information, he or she can provide 

meaningful reports to stakeholders.” 

Example 2: “ET can find more critical defects and can better utilize the resources on testing 

the things which are more valuable and more interesting…More focus on value, they do 

valuable testing. ET provides more valuable information for stakeholders.” 

Example 3: “The purpose of testing is to product information of the system regarding to 

quality, and also add valuable insights.” 

When we read the example 1, we came up with the code: ―testers provide meaningful report 

to stakeholders‖.  From example 2, we came up with the code: ―a testing approach (ET) 

provides more valuable and interesting information for stakeholders‖. We extracted code 

from example 3 that ―testing provides valuable insights of the system regarding to its 

quality‖. After analyzing these three examples and codes, we found that even through these 

three examples were taken from interview notes and transcripts of interviews with these 

three different interviewees, but their main points are very similar: ―testing provides 

meaningful and valuable information to stakeholders‖.  Therefore, in our study, we consider 

―providing meaningful information to stakeholders‖ is one of the benefits of software testing. 

4.2.1.3 Collecting 
After noticing process, next step in QDA is to collect and sort the data [55]. We collected 

and sorted the data into different categories for example cost of ET, cost of ST, benefits of 

ET and benefits of ST. 

4.2.1.4 Thinking 
In this step data is examined the collected. We examined the data by thinking to classify the 

cost and benefit factors and mapping of those factors with costs and benefits. 

 
 

Figure 7: QDA Model [55] 
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4.2.2 Motivation for Selection 
We selected QDA for data analysis because as compared to other analysis methods, for 

example grounded theory, this three step process provides a simple foundation for complex 

and rigorous practice of QDA [55]. We are aware of the fact that Grounded theory is one of 

the widely used methods for analysis of qualitative data [22]. But its structure requires 

various steps of information gathering with follow-up interviews with practitioners [57]. It 

was very difficult for us to convince practitioners for more than one interview due to their 

busy schedule. 

4.2.3 Cause-And-Effect Analysis 
Cause-And-Effect analysis (CAE) is a technique for identifying, sorting, and displaying 

possible causes of a specific project, problem, condition, or effect [58]. CAE aims to visually 

illustrate the relationship between a given outcome of the project and the factors that 

influence the outcome [58]. For better understanding of the costs and benefits and their 

associated factors (that we gathered and analyzed by using QDA), at end of this chapter, we 

conducted CAE by using Ishikawa diagram. The steps we followed for constructing and 

analyzing causes and effects are outlined below [58].  

 Step 1- Identify and define the effect to be analyzed  

 Step 2- Draw the spine and fill in the effect box 

 Step 3- Identify the main causes categories contributing to the effect. 

 Step 4- Identify specific factors influencing the effect 

 Step 5- Add more detailed levels 

The reason we did not categorize the identified factors is because we found one factor may 

impact on several cost or benefit. The complex relationship between the factors and cost-

benefit led us to use CEA at end of this section, and use Ishikawa diagram to show how 

identified factors are connected with cost-benefit. 

4.3 Results 
Based on the collected data through interviews with six industry practitioners coming from 

six different organizations, the costs and benefits items are described and analyzed in the 

following sub-sections. 

4.3.1 Process Followed in Industry 

4.3.1.1 Process of ET 
Four of the interviewees started practicing free style ET but later they moved to SBTM 

because they considered that it is structured, manageable and controllable. So in six 

interviews we did not find any organization that was using purely freestyle ET in testing 

process. Most of them use the same process of SBTM as defined by Bach and Bach [41]. 

Figure 8 shows the styles of ET used in industry. The practitioners who started with freestyle 

ET but later moved to SBTM, we considered them as SBTM practitioners. 
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Figure 8: ET style currently being used in industry 

One interviewee used freestyle ET and SBTM alternately depending on the project. One 

interviewee used SBTM but side by side they documented all the test cases because it was 

required by the client. We showed it as a customized process. Another interviewee practiced 

freestyle ET with taking session notes, so we consider it is SBTM with customization. 

4.3.1.2 Process of ST 
After interviews, we found that the traditional TCBT process is applied for usage of ST by 

all the interviewees. The only difference is when it starts from; it depends on certain 

situations. Normally, they start designing test cases after completing requirement phase, 

while in some conditions test cases are designed after coding phase due to delayed 

requirements delivery or time pressure. 

 

 

4.3.2 Cost and Benefit Factors 
This section explains the cost and benefit factors identified by the practitioners during 

interviewees. 

4.3.2.1  Cost factors 
According to interviews, cost of testing varies from application to application. For example 

some applications require good domain knowledge so they might need to hire consultants, 

likewise, critical systems require more time on testing so they spend lot of effort on testing. 

All of the six interviewees mentioned that the main thing which affects the cost of both 

approaches is time, that is, how much is spent on different activities of any testing process.  

The interviewees have mentioned that the cost of testers should be accounted into cost 

estimation of software testing, including testers’ salary and training of testers. However, the 

interviewees also stated that we should not consider that ET testers are costly due to 

specialized skills they have. They mentioned that when we talk about testing then tester 

should have particular skills and enthusiasm for testing regardless of testing approach they 
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are using. Four interviewees mentioned that cost of testers does not affect because they 

recommend having same testing team for both approaches.  

Almost all interviewees mentioned that costs of faults should be counted for estimating 

costs, because missed faults can be very costly when they are discovered at later stages and 

even more costly if they are discovered after delivery. The factors that are associated with 

the cost of failure can be: cost of error repairing, cost associated with missed faults after 

delivery, and number of undetected faults. 

There are other factors, related to testing environment that may affect the cost, for example, 

software costs (software tools), hardware costs (equipment), electricity expense, house rent, 

coffee cost, etc. Interviewees stated that these cost factors are a part of an entire project and 

needs to be paid in any case, no matter what kind of test process they are using.   

4.3.2.2 Benefits 
This section presents the results of the interviews for the benefits realized by industry 

practitioners. Firstly, we described how benefits are defined by industry professionals in the 

field of software testing, or in another words, how industrial professionals perceive financial 

benefits in field of software testing. After that, we described the factors which affect on 

achieving those benefits of ET and ST.  

Figure 9 shows the summary of the perceived forms of benefits in software testing, which 

are based on experiences of six interviewees from relevant industry in this respect. 

 

Figure 9: Benefits of testing 

Interviewees stated that the economic benefit in software testing can be estimated by 

considering the time saving, because in the business point of view time is money. They also 

stated that time saving decreases the time to market so that the product can be delivered to 

market as quickly as possible. It results in getting revenue early, and generating more 

revenue by pursuing more markets.  
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Interviewees had an agreement that the largest benefit of any test activities, which applies to 

almost all situations, is the possibility to avoid critical failures, along the lines of 

functionality loss or other problems. Therefore the degree of damage caused by failures 

should be counted for estimating benefits. They mentioned it can directly bring benefits to 

the project when we find more critical faults, which can be very costly if they remain in the 

system until later stages. It not only costs more money to fix the faults after the delivery, but 

also causes a negative impact on organizations’ reputation. As a result, organizations may 

lose further business opportunities. 

Interviewees also mentioned that there are other values which we gain from software testing 

which include providing meaningful information to stakeholders, more business 

opportunities based on current customers or users' satisfaction, organization gains a 

reputation for robust and high quality software. 

4.3.2.2.1 Benefit Factors  

During the interviews, the benefit factors of ET and ST identified in literature (Section 3.1) 

were confirmed and discussed with interviewees. All the benefits of ET and ST were realized 

in industry with following comments. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 : Confirmed benefit factors of ET and ST 

Confirmed benefit factors of ET Confirmed benefit factors of ST 

 Less bogus defects 

 Identification of critical bugs 

 Investigation and isolation of any 

defect 

 Better regression testing 

 Rapid feedback  

 Quick learning of a new product 

 Cross checking the work of another 

tester 

 Low reliance on comprehensive 

documentation 

 Maintenance is quite easy 

 Free exploration 

 More time allocation in actual 

testing of the product 

 Focused documentation 

 Simultaneous learning and testing 

 Improvising existing tests 

 Identifying missing tests 

 Interpreting vague test instructions 

 Higher test adequacy 

 Complex relationships of a function 

in to be tested identified 

 Early quality assurance 

 Oracles availability for the 

validation of the expected output 

against the actual 

 Detailed information and guidance 

available for the tester for test 

execution 

 Resource independency in execution 

 Repeatability of the same tests 

 Reusability of the test cases 

 Better risk management 

 Better analysis of the system 

specification from diverse angles 

 Quality of the test cases can be 

validated 

 Better tracking of progress 

 Early tracking of progress 
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 Product analysis and test planning 

 Diversification in testing 

 Systematic utilization of testers 

skills 

 Investigating a particular risk in 

order to plan a prescriptive test 

 Less test preparation 

 Adaptable to project situation 

 Efficient in defect detection 

 Early quality prediction based on test 

case metrics 

 Required when legal and regulatory 

requirements are to be addressed 

 Better serves in acceptance testing 

 Better serves in release testing 

 All six interviewees were of opinion that if testers spend more time on actual testing, 

they will find more information and faults. ET was also found better in finding user 

interface faults, usability faults and the faults that are very difficult to find. They also 

highlighted that if the testers find more fault in the system, it can decrease the chance 

of overlooked faults; as a consequence, it saves cost on fixing those faults in 

operations. 

 Almost all of the interviewees stated that ET is more flexible and more adaptable 

particularly in the cases when changes are frequent in requirements or design. Since 

less effort for documentation change is needed in ET in comparison to ST, ET adapts 

to project state better. 

 Interviewees were also of opinion that ET can achieve regression testing with 

excellent results as well.  However, four interviewees stated that this depends upon 

the project and product situations, to say if ET is good for regression testing. They 

stated that in presence of automation setup in the testing process, regression testing 

can be automated. But if the purpose of regression testing is to verify that the new 

development did not break, then ET can complement automated regression testing. 

This way the same area can be tested in a different way by using variable testing 

techniques in ET manner. 

 Interviewees mentioned that ET testers can feel free to explore different areas of the 

application. Free exploration allows the testers to simultaneously learn and test the 

product which leads to the identification of risky areas and features as well as 

creation of new testing ideas due to continuous learning. The knowledge gained 

during learning can not only be used later for creating test cases, but also for 

developing domain knowledge of testers.  

 About ―quick learning of any new product‖ of ET, an interviewee commented that 

we can learn system by exploring it. But we also can learn it well by following test 

steps. If it is a good test case or test steps, it can be an instruction for the tester to 

learn the system. 

 According to two interviewees, code coverage is an important factor for defect 

detection in order to reduce the chance of missing faults, and ST is good for code 

coverage as testers know what they have tested.  

 Interviewees mentioned that since all the steps are defined in test cases, ST provides 

detailed information to the tester and oracles are available which makes the test 

resources independent. If testers are clear about the test objective, they can better 

manage their time and tests.  
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 It is also emphasized by four interviewees that the same tests can be better and easy 

to repeat by using ST, since all the test cases are documented.  

 However, two interviewees disagreed with many benefits of ST listed in literature. 

They argued that in comparison to ET, ST does not have these benefits, because ET 

can be more beneficial in many of these aspects. 

A. Other benefit factors of ET  

During interviews, several benefit factors, which were not mentioned in literature, were 

highlighted by interviewees. The additional benefit factors that affect the benefits of ET 

identified by interviewees are shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Additional benefit factors of ET identified by interviewees 

Four interviewees highlighted that testers’ skills are developed through ET, because free 

exploration allows testers’ learning of the product. Moreover, they also stated testers skills 

can be improved when they have more opportunities to utilize their knowledge and testing 

skill; this can be fulfilled by using ET. And testers with developed skills will be able to find 

more information and faults in shortest time. 

According to five interviewees’ opinion ET testers can feel free to explore the application 

and rely less on comprehensive documentation, so that testers enjoy the testing more. They 

stated that testers’ happiness effect their job enthusiasm and entire team performance. 

B. Other benefit factors of ST 

Another two benefit factors of ST, which was not mentioned in literature, was identified by 

interviewees.  
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Figure 11: Additional benefit factors of ST identified by interviewees 

They highlighted that ST will be more beneficial if whole testing task is outsourced rather 

than outsourcing it partially. Besides, if ET is used as a supplementary approach with ST in 

outsourcing testing, in this way, it can increase quality of product and satisfaction of 

customers.  

Three interviewees stated that by using ST, faults in requirements may be identified in early 

stage which can otherwise be very costly if they are found during development or later. 

4.3.3 Recommendations for Conducting CBA 
Interviewees suggested that we should be careful while measuring benefit. We should ensure 

that we have selected correct measurement parameter. For the cost, the interviewees 

suggested that following things need to be taken into account: what are the activities 

we do and how much time we spend on them, for example, how much time we spend 

on planning and re-planning, how much time we spend on test management, how 

many meetings they attend. So, the costs can be estimated based on the time spent on 

the test activities of each testing phase.  

They also suggested collecting the data from industry for cost but they also mentioned that it 

is very difficult to get financial data from organizations. Because organizations do not have 

this type of data and even if that data is available, it might be not in the form of two separate 

costs for two different approaches or processes. This is because in many conditions the two 

approaches have been used in a mixed manner. 

One interviewee suggested that we should run one project in two different setting so that we 

can get some useful result related to this study. But it is impossible to find such project in 

reality and it is also extremely difficult to convince organizations for this experiment because 

it requires resources which are limited, as it is impossible to perform complete ST process in 

one day.  
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Nevertheless, interviewees also stated that it would be interesting to know the relationship 

between the costs, in terms of effort, and induced benefits of practicing these two testing 

approaches. 

4.3.4 CAE of Costs and Benefits 

4.3.4.1 CAE of costs 
Figure 12 illustrates the factors affecting the costs in software testing process, based on 

analyzing the information gathered through interviews. Through analyzing the factors related 

to costs, it stimulates the thinking and enhances the understanding about the elements for 

estimating costs as well as the reasons leading to the occurrence of an increased cost.  

Cost

Testers

Environment

Time in test activities

Failure cost

Time in test planning

Time in test execution

Number of not detected fault

Time in test design

Time in environment set-up

Time in test completion

Time in incident reporting

Cost of error repairing

Cost associated with 

missed faults after delivery

Testers’ salary

Training of testers

Cost of software

Cost of hardware

Electricity expense, 

house rent, coffee cost, etc.

Time in test monitoring

 

Figure 12: CAE of costs 

4.3.4.2  CAE of benefits 
In order to explain how the identified benefit factors effect on the benefits in software 

testing, we have conducted CAE for analyzing the cause and effect relationship of benefits 

and their factors. We discovered that some factors impact several different benefit categories, 

and some factors are internally interconnected. The results are illustrated in below three 

diagrams. 

Figure 13 illustrate the benefits of software testing, which we classified into: benefits gained 

for delivering good quality product, and benefits gained for future project. We separately 

described ―increased time saving‖ and ―avoided failure cost‖ again in another two diagrams, 

since they are the two main benefits which are connected with most of the benefit factors.  
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Benefits of software testing

(positive effect)

Benefits gained for delivering good quality product

Benefits gained for future project

Helping organization gain reputation

Customers’ satisfaction

Increased time saving

Avoided failure cost

Providing meaningful information to stakeholders 

 

Figure 13: CAE of benefits of software testing 

Figure 14 shows the factors influencing the time saving for software testing. 
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Efficiency in dealing with changes
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(e.g. require less degree of iteration) 

Better tracking of progress
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Better bug tracking
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Detailed information and guidance 

available for the tester for test execution

Ease of maintenance
Rapid feedback 

(e.g. on new development)

Utilization of tester’s skills 

Test reusability and repeatability

Better risk management

Cross checking the work of another tester

More valuable information to stakeholders 

(customers, programmers, managers, etc.)

Quick learning of a new application

Less bogus defects

Identification of critical bugs

Interpreting vague test instructions

Identifying missing tests

Diversification in testing

Higher test adequacy

Early quality assurance

Ease of maintenance (e.g. documentation)

 

Figure 14: CAE of benefit (time saving) 

Figure 15 shows the factors influencing on avoided failure cost for software testing. 
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Avoided failure cost

(positive effect)
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Figure 15: CAE of benefit (avoided failure cost) 

4.4 Analysis and Conclusion 
From the interview results we found that the process of SBTM as defined in [48] is the 

commonly used process in industry for ET, and SBTM is the only structured process of ET 

in industry. Thus, we decided to use the process of SBTM for comparison with TCBT.  

Based on the interview results, we also found that cost in software testing contains a set of 

fixed costs which are not affected by the number of times tests are run or the number of tests 

that are developed, for example, expenditures for software and hardware, training, etc [29]. 

Besides, the cost spent on SBTM and TCBT has no difference in these fixed costs, or very 

difficult to identify their difference. This is because, in many cases, the same test team and 

same project were using them together. Through interviews, the time spent in test activities 

should  be accounted in cost estimation as a variable cost (based upon the number of tests 

being run or the number of times the tests are run), such as cost of test execution [29]. So, we 

should identify all the activities of SBTM and TCBT and also the corresponding benefits we 

get from them.  

The interviews also contributed in revealing how practitioners see benefit factors. It helped 

us in designing CBA model. 

4.5 Validity threats 

4.5.1 Internal Validity 
Internal validity threats are related to procedure followed in the study or experiences of 

subjects in the study which can affect the ability of research to draw correct conclusion from 

the data [22][52]. 

Subjectivity in the interview questions can lead to invalid information. Therefore, while 

designing interview questions it was taken care that question should not show any biasness 

and they should be related to the problem.  

In online (telephonic) interviews, there is a possibility that interviewee can be distracted due 

to some factor and might not pay full attention on questions. This is very difficult to judge by 

interviewer. In order to reduce this threat, we booked the time of interviewee according to 

interviewee’s availability. 
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During online interviews we did not have any visual interaction which can lead to 

misunderstanding. To mitigate this threat, during interview we always repeat our 

understanding with interviewee wherever we felt any confusion. 

4.5.2 External Validity 
External validity threats effect the generalization of results and the ability of the results in 

different settings [22][52]. 

Interviewee’s Biasness towards any testing approach (ET or ST) or lack of interest in topic 

can lead to wrong information and can affect the research outcome. So in order to reduce this 

risk, we defined selection criteria for interviewee.  

4.5.3 Construct Validity 
Construct validity takes place when there are inadequate definitions and measures of 

variables [22][52]. 

The data gathered during interviews is based on tacit knowledge, which is very difficult to 

transfer. We mitigated this threat by relating the gathered data with literature and clarifying 

with the interviewee by explaining our understanding of discussion with interviewee. 

Furthermore, the questions for interview were reviewed by two research students of Masters 

of Software Engineering to check if questions are understandable and clearly stated. It may 

minimize this threat to some degree. 

4.5.4 Conclusion Validity 
Conclusion validity arises when researcher depicts incorrect results from data due to 

improper statistical operations or with poor statistical assumptions [22][52]. 

As both the interviewer and interviewee are not native English speaker so some information 

can be misunderstood during interview which can lead to wrong information. In order to 

mitigate this threat, authors discussed the understanding of the interviews with each other 

and clarified the misunderstandings with the notes taken during the interview. 

Due to the different background and culture of the authors, there was a possibility for 

difference in opinion regarding the interview data understanding. In order to address this 

validity threat, the authors were conducting face-to-face meetings with each other after the 

interview sessions, to discuss and analyze the interviews. When authors had different 

opinions, emails were sent to the specific interviewed professional in order to clarify the 

understanding of the interviewees’ statements. 
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5 A PROPOSED QUALITATIVE COST-BENEFIT 

ANALYSIS MODEL  
In this chapter, we propose a CBA model for analyzing and comparing costs (in terms of 

effort) and revenues (benefits) of using SBTM process and traditional TCBT process. This 

CBA model was used as an input of survey design for conducting CBA of SBTM and TCBT 

process.  

In this chapter, we describe the reasons of selecting CBA method. After that, detailed steps 

of conducting a qualitative CBA are stated. In section 5.3, the CBA model is proposed and 

Section 5.4 describes the results of evaluating the CBA model by gathering feedback from 

the researchers in academia and industry practitioners in this field. At the end of this chapter, 

we articulate validity threats of this CBA model, for better understanding of the strengths 

and potential problems with it.  

5.1 Motivation of Conducting CBA 
The key objective of CBA is to determine whether the benefits of a policy or program or 

project exceed its costs or not [26]. The reasons of selecting CBA method for analysis in this 

study are described as follow. 

 Based on interviews conducted initially, we found that industry practitioners are 

interested in getting insight of the relationship between costs (in terms of effort) and 

benefits of performing the processes of SBTM and TCBT.  

 CBA is considered as a useful and practical analytical method and evaluative tool, 

which can positively contribute to larger decision-making processes [20].  

 CBA helps in determining where it is potentially feasible to shift resources to 

alternative uses [20][26]. 

 Compared with other analysis method, for example, investment analysis, a broader 

perspective is used in CBA. 

5.1.1 Qualitative CBA 
In Section 2.1, we have described that if some impacts cannot be monetized, qualitative CBA 

can also be performed as an alternative to pure CBA [26].  In this study, we apply qualitative 

CBA. The reasons are summarized as follow.  

 In software testing process, many impacts cannot be monetarily measured; especially 

some benefits aspects, for example, developed skills of testers, tester’s happiness 

during testing, etc. And the quantitative benefits gained after software testing, many 

of them, are induced from entire software development process, which cannot be 

separated as benefit of software testing. Therefore, it is more reasonable and 

valuable to take qualitative benefits into account.  

 When quantitative information is lacking or unreliable, it makes sense to start from 

the premise that policy should be based on some qualitative trade-off of costs and 

benefits [59]. A qualitative CBA can be conducted in a first stage, precedes the 

choice of a concrete, operational and quantifiable criterion or objective in a second 

stage [59]. It ensures to meet the basic trade-off and make rational economists think 

before taking action [59]. 
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 It is accepted from a methodologically general point of view that in the face of 

uncertainty, a quantitative analysis is often unable to provide more informative 

insight than a qualitative analysis [59]. The reason is that quantification requires the 

definition of a number of assumptions, which may lead to incorrect insights [59]. 

Therefore, this study focuses on analyzing and discussing the cause-and-effect relationship 

between the spent effort and the induced benefits of adopting the testing process. All the 

qualitative aspects are assigned with numerical value by industry practitioners, which can be 

used as supportive resource for comparing and analyzing. 

5.2 Steps of a Qualitative CBA for Comparing SBTM 

and TCBT Processes 
In this section, the steps of conducting a qualitative CBA are explained on a basis of the 

steps proposed by Anthony E. Boardman, et al [26]. 

The procedure of performing CBA proposed by Anthony E. Boardman, et al [26], is suitable 

for a more quantitative CBA based on monetized costs and benefits. As we discussed above, 

a qualitative analysis is appropriate for our study, since quantitative information, in software 

testing process, is either lacking or unreliable and uncertainty scenarios increase the 

difficulty of making assumptions. So we modified the steps to make them more reasonable 

for a qualitative analysis for software testing. The steps are described as follow: 

 State the purpose and specify the alternatives 

 Determine the perspective 

 Identify the impact (required resources and output) categories, catalogue them, and 

select measurement indicators 

 List the possible cost elements  

 Identify the benefits gained from the costs 

 Conduct qualitative analysis and comparison about the cost and benefit impacts of 

two alternatives 

 Make a recommendation 

5.2.1 Stating the Purpose and Specify the Alternatives 
Clearly stating the purpose of a CBA can make the activities of CBA more relevant, and the 

entire procedure more understandable [26]. The purpose of this CBA is to provide guidance 

for better understanding of costs of SBTM and TCBT activities and their reaped beneficial 

impacts. So, we focus on qualitative empirical analysis of impacts to highlight cause-and-

effect relationship between outcome of the project and the utility of human effort of adopting 

SBTM and TCBT processes. The two alternatives in this CBA are SBTM process and 

traditional TCBT process. 

5.2.2 Determining the Perspective 
Identifying the perspective is important step of performing a CBA, since the interests of 

different stakeholders may differ and sometime even conflict with each other [30].   

This CBA is performed in the general perspective of project manager, test manager, 

marketing manager, customer, tester, and programmer, etc, who positively hope that the test 

produces benefits greater than costs.  
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5.2.3 Identify the Impact Categories, Catalogue Them and Select 

Measurement Indicators 
Impacts refer to required inputs (costs) and anticipated outputs (benefits) [26]. In this step, 

we identify the impact categories of the proposed alternatives, catalogue them as costs and 

benefits, and specify the measurement indicator of each impact category [26].  

Based on the interview results we discussed in Chapter 4, we found that the fixed cost of 

SBTM and TCBT has no difference or it is very difficult to identify the difference, for 

example, expenditures for software and hardware, house rent, etc. The costs of using these 

two testing approaches vary with respect to the effort spent on performing them. Thus, we 

decided to analyze and compare the cost in terms of effort (person hours). After analyzing 

the benefits factors, we found that most of them are intangible and cannot be quantified for 

example, testers’ happiness. So, in this study, we use first order measurement (discussed in 

Section 2.1.2) to estimate and compare all the costs and benefits of these two test process 

based on practitioners experience and feelings. 

The detailed reasons behind the selection of this measurement indicator are described as 

follow.  

 Unavailable data of measuring costs and benefits of using SBTM and TCBT 

processes in industry, because organizations normally do not gather and record these 

types of data. 

 Even if the quantitative information is available, it requires the adoption of a number 

of assumptions. Uncertainty increases the difficulty of defining the complex 

assumptions in software testing process, and it is considered out of this study scope. 

 With purpose of comparing two test processes, we require the data of two projects 

that are doing at the same time but working with two different setups. However, it is 

difficult and even impossible to find such two projects in reality. 

 There are many non-monetized costs and benefits that are notable and most of them 

are even non-quantitative. 

 Value the costs and benefits based on industry practitioners experience can gather 

more empirical information from different perspectives and in different types of 

projects and organizations. 

 Software testing is a human behavior and decisions about it are usually political and 

emotional. A qualitative estimate based on experience and feelings of industry 

practitioners with multiple roles and background in projects can help gathering more 

useful information.  

5.2.4 List the Possible Cost Elements 
The cost elements are considered in terms of effort, by identifying the activities performed in 

the testing process by phases. It is described in Section 5.3.1 in detail. 

5.2.5 Identify the Benefits Gained from the Costs 
The benefits gained from each testing phases are assumed according to the benefits factors 

gathered from interviews. It is described in Section 5.3.2 in detail. 

5.2.6 Conduct Qualitative Analysis and Comparison about the Cost 

and Benefit Impacts of Two Alternatives 
The output of CBA, for which we need to associate dollar value with the listed costs and 

benefits, is the net difference between cost and value (total benefits - total cost) or cost-
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benefit ratio (total benefits / total cost). However, as discussed in above section, 

measurement in our case is based on industrial professional experience, and net benefits will 

not be counted.  

In this study, we use Pair-wise Comparison to compare the impacts categories of costs and 

benefits of using these two processes, which can indirectly reflect the expense, performance, 

ability, and quality of these two test processes. In this study, the pair-wise comparison was 

conducted in a form of survey in industry. The reasons of selection of pair-wise comparison 

are described as under.  

 Pair-wise comparison is an easy and reliable process for comparison because it 

considers only two things at a time. In addition it provides a numerical based 

analysis for qualitative data [60]. 

 Many important intangible costs and benefits categories have noteworthy effect on 

the software testing, but they are non-monetized. Pair-wise comparison can get more 

valuable information associated with those costs and benefits. 

The scale for pair-wise comparison used for CBA is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 : Scale for Pair-wise Comparison 

Value Meaning (in cost estimate) Meaning (in benefit estimate) 

1 SBTM and TCBT takes equal 

time in the test phase  

SBTM and TCBT are equally beneficial in the 

test phase. 

3 One classifier takes slightly 

more time than another in the 

test phase 

One classifier is slightly more beneficial than 

another in the test phase 

5 One classifier takes absolutely 

more time than another in the 

test phase 

One classifier is absolutely more beneficial than 

another in the test phase 

5.2.7 Make a Recommendation 
At last step, the analysts make recommendation based on conclusion of CBA. Generally, the 

alternative with largest net benefit value is recommended [26]. But it is important to note 

that the outcomes are just used for making recommendations, not decisions [26].  CBA 

concerns how resources should be allocated; it is normative, not a description of how 

resource allocation decisions are actually made [26]. The conclusion of CBA with 

recommendation should be just counted as an input to the large political decision-making 

process.  

In this study, recommendation is suggested in the form of a set of guidelines that describe the 

context in which ET and ST can be more cost-beneficial. Firstly, we declare that the result of 

this CBA should not be considered as the sole basis for making decisions. There are other 

sources of information, for example, political influences, which might affect the process and 

should be taken into account in the larger decision-making. In order to provide practical 

guideline of how to use this CBA, we also include the explicit and clear description of how 

this CBA result can fit into an entire decision-making process in software testing. 
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5.3 CBA Model 
In this section we defined CBA model on the basis of the proposed steps of conducting CBA 

as described in Section 5.2, by considering the activities performed in each phase of testing 

and the benefits we get in correspondence of those activities. Different phases of testing are 

identified from ISO/IEC 29119 standard [38].  

In ISO/IEC 29119, software testing consist three sub-processes, which are shown as follows 

[38].  

 Organizational test process: takes responsibility of steering the overall testing work 

by using the organizational level specification [61] 

 Test management processes: including Test Planning, Test Monitoring and Control, 

Test Completion 

 Fundamental test processes: including Test Design & Implementation, Test 

Environment Set-up, Test Execution, Test Incident Reporting 

While defining the CBA model, we considered only the test management and fundamental 

process and left the organizational test process out of the scope for this study. Although 

some of the phases are not mentioned in the original description of how to perform SBTM, 

we consider that all these phases are implicit in testing regardless of the testing approach 

being used. The activities in each phase may differ from one testing process to another. 

There are a total of seven phases as described in following table. 

Table 5 : Phases of testing process 

Test phases Description 

Test Planning A set of test ideas that guides the entire testing process, which specifies 

the testing scope, testing strategies, allocation of resources, schedule of 

intended testing activities, and associated risk management plan and 

risk mitigation [43].  

Test Design and 

Implementation  

(/Defining Test 

Guidance) 

To define test instruction for supporting and guiding test execution 

phase. It develops initial concrete instruction as test mission (in 

SBTM), or detailed test procedures as test cases (in TCBT).  

Test 

Environment 

Set-up 

It identifies and configures the required infrastructure and tools to 

ensure the setup of test environment before testing begins. The setup 

consists of hardware and logical setup, such as Server Operating 

system, client operating system, database server, front end running 

environment, browser, or any other software components required to 

run this software product [62]. 

Test Execution To perform the test instructions (test mission or test cases) designed in 

design phase, and collect and analyze results. 

Test Incident 

Reporting 

It describes and reports related information about any event occurred 

during the test execution phase [43]. A test incident report contains the 

information that stakeholders may find interesting, such as the person 

who identified the test incident, incident description, and impact of this 

incident. 

Test To make sure the testing activities are carried out in conformity with 
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Monitoring and 

Control 

the test plan, and to identify the necessity for updating the test plan. In 

addition, this phase also covers change management and version 

management to identify the necessity for updating the test plan in order 

to provide the feedback into the continual activity of planning [62]. 

Test 

Completion 

It determines when to stop testing, that is, the testing has completed its 

execution. It contains a set of test completion criteria which makes sure 

that everything is tidied away, reports written are in order, defects or 

incidents are closed, and the test environment is closed down and 

archived [62]. 

Cost-Benefit Analysis Model

Activities performed in 

Test planning phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test Planning phase
Test Planning

Activities performed in 

Test monitoring and 

control phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test monitoring and 

control phase

Test monitoring 

and control 

Activities performed in 

Test design and 
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activities in Test design and 
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Test Design and 

Implementation 

(/Defining Test 

Guidance)

Activities performed for 

Test environment set-up 

phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test environment set-

up phase

Test environment 

set-up

Activities performed for 

Test execution phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test execution phase
Test execution

Activities performed in 

Test incident reporting 

phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test incident 

reporting phase

Test incident 

reporting

Activities performed in 

Test completion phase

Benefits we get by performing 

activities in Test completion 

phase

Test completion

 

Figure 16 shows the CBA model for analyzing and comparing process of ET and ST. 

Concept in this model is that how much cost we spend in each phase of testing and how 

much expected benefits we receive. As we mentioned that activities of each phase depend on 

the testing process so the cost differs from process to process. Similarly the expected benefits 

also differ from process to process. We might receive one benefit in one testing process but 

may be from other process we do not get that benefit or get very less as compared to other 

process. 
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Figure 16: CBA Model 

5.3.1 Activities of SBTM and TCBT 
Cost activities of SBTM and TCBT are found from interviews and [1][63][41]. Table 6 

shows the activities of both processes. 

Table 6 : Activities of each testing phase 

Testing phase Activities of SBTM process Activities TCBT process 

Planning Defining testing scope 

Selection of testing strategy 

Resource allocation and scheduling 

Identifying and arrangement of 

supporting tools for testing  

Domain learning  

Setting protocols for communication 

with different managers  

Defining test setup requirements 

Developing test coverage criteria 

Defining testing scope 

Selection of testing strategy Resource 

allocation and scheduling 

Identifying and arrangement of 

supporting tools for testing  

Domain learning  

Setting protocols for communication 

with different managers  

Defining test setup requirements 

Developing test coverage criteria 
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Risk planning for risk management 

Documenting Test Plan  

Risk planning for risk management 

Documenting Test Plan 

Test design and 

implementation 

Defining test missions 

Prioritizing session charters  

Designing test cases 

Prioritizing test cases 

Test 

environment 

set-up 

Session setup (including configuring 

hardware equipment, and 

configuring the required tools, etc)  

Reading manuals 

Locating materials 

 

Environment setup (including 

configuring hardware equipment, and 

configuring the required tools, etc)  

Reading manuals 

Locating materials 

Test execution Executing test mission (including 

generating test ideas, and bug 

investigation)  

Defect tracking 

Taking session notes 

Analyzing the results  

Defining new test charter 

 

Executing test cases  

Defect tracking 

Documenting outcome of test cases 

Analyzing the results 

Test 

monitoring and 

control  

Test progress tracking  

Debriefing 

Other test related meetings  

Change management 

Version management 

Test progress tracking 

Test related meetings  

Change management 

Version management 

Test incident 

reporting 

Documenting and maintaining test 

log 

Documenting bugs or issues found 

Describing and reporting results to 

developers 

Describing and reporting results to 

managers 

Documenting and maintaining test 

log 

Documenting bugs or issues found 

Describing and reporting results to 

developers 

Describing and reporting results to 

managers 

Test 

completion  

 

Defining test completion Criteria 

Taking decisions to stop testing 

Defining test completion Criteria 

Taking decisions to stop testing 

 

5.3.2 Expected Benefits in Each Test Phase 
Table 7 shows the associated benefit factors, which identified through interviews, that effect 

on achieving expected benefits (we discussed benefits of software testing in Section 4.3.2.2) 

of software testing in each phase of SBTM and TCBT. 

Table 7 : Benefit factors of each testing phase 

Testing phase Benefit factors  

Planning Easier to make suitable choices about the test process 

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to stakeholders 

Effective in addressing risks 

Efficient in handling with uncertainty 

Test design and 

implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage 

Better guidance for test execution effort 

Early quality prediction 

Better analysis of the system specification 

Test environment 

set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test with the test 

environment 

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities 

Test execution Defect detection efficiency 
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Identification of critical bugs 

Test repeatability 

Test reusability 

Bug tracking 

Functionality coverage 

Diversification in testing 

Testers' happiness 

Utilization of testers skills 

Development of testers' knowledge and skills 

The product is in conformity with expected requirements 

Communication among entire team 

Test monitoring and 

control  

Better tracking of testing progress 

Efficient in dealing with changes 

Test incident 

reporting 

Providing useful information to developers 

Providing useful information to managers 

Providing useful information to customers 

Rapid feedback to developers 

Showing as proof 

Communication among entire team 

Test completion  

 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test completion 

Accurate decision about when to stop testing 

Test adequacy 

5.4 Evaluation of CBA Model 
Evaluation is very important to determine the merit, worth, or significance of study. 

Professional evaluation is done through a systematic and objective way [64]. In order to 

accredit this study, the CBA model was evaluated from academics and industry practitioners. 

5.4.1 Motivation of Our Selection 
In this stage, we conducted interview instead of survey or other methods. It was because 

interview can help us get insight on interviewees’ opinion and feeling directly and in detail 

[54]. By having purposeful conversations, we can also obtain more valuable suggestions and 

comments towards this CBA model through interviews.  

5.4.2 Data Collection: Interviews 
We conducted three interviews with academics expert, and two interviews with industry 

professionals. Details and transcription can be found in Appendix D. The objectives of these 

interviews are explained below. 

1 Evaluate the process we followed to define the CBA model. 

2 Discuss the scale type for comparison of SBTM and TCBT with experts and get 

their feedback and recommendations for scale type. 

3 Does the model make sense about cost-benefit analysis of SBTM in comparison with 

TCBT? 

4 Gather suggestions and comments about survey design on basis of this model. 

The interviews were taken in a sequence and after each interview CBA model was modified 

with the help of interviewee’s comments. 
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5.4.2.1 Selection of Interview Subjects 
In order to get the valid feedback, we needed the interviewees who have the knowledge of 

software metrics and software testing both. But it was difficult to find the persons with both 

knowledge areas so we selected different interviewees with different knowledge areas.  

Among the three interviewees from academia we interviewed, two of them were with 

software metrics background; another one interviewee had done research on the study topic. 

For selecting the industry practitioners, we defined the following criteria. 

 Interviewee must have the knowledge of both approaches ET and ST 

 Interviewee must have more than six years of experience in software testing 

 Interviewee at least has two years experience of using each approach 

Unfortunately we did not receive the replies from industry practitioners within the time 

period for evaluation. So, industrial evaluation was done during interviews conducted with 

industry practitioners when we pilot tested the survey. With the pilot test survey, industry 

practitioners were able to understand the model in a better way and gave a valuable 

feedback. 

5.4.2.2 Interview Structure 
Interviews were organized in three steps. 

1. First step was to explain the process we followed to make this model and the model. 

2. In the second step we asked the following questions 

I. Is process that we followed to define the model correct in accordance with 

research perspective (or industry practice)? 

II. Is the model understandable? 

III. What type of measurement is suitable for this CBA? (question for academic) 

IV. What type of questions we should ask based on this model?  

3. In the third step we asked the suggestions for improvement of model and survey. 

5.4.3 Analysis and Synthesis 
QDA method, as explained in Section 4.2.1, was applied for analyzing the qualitative data 

gained through interviews. 

5.4.4 Results 
During the evaluation interviews, interviewees gave suggestions to make the model more 

valuable which can provide better results through survey. After interviews we did following 

changes on the basis of interviewee suggestions. 

5.4.4.1 Phase by phase comparison model 
Initially we were comparing as over all whole process: all activities of one process as total 

cost and all benefits as total benefits, but interviewees suggested that as we will not get real 

dollar value so it is better to discuss some relation of activities and respective benefits. We 

changed the model as phase by phase comparison of cost and benefits (see the details in 

Section 5.3). 
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5.4.4.2 Pair-wise comparison 
As we discussed that we were not able to collect real dollar values from survey so 

interviewees suggested us to use pair-wise comparison to compare the cost and benefit. As 

analysis is based practitioners experience so pair-wise comparison can provide a numerical 

analysis of the qualitative data.  

5.4.4.3 Fetch more details 
All interviewees suggested us to try to get the reasoning of the respondents’ answers. For 

example if respondent answer that one approach is more beneficial in one phase then we 

must try to understand ―what is the reason of this answer‖, ―why respondent thinks that this 

approach is more beneficial‖. 

So we added the questions to ask what activities respondents perform in one phase which can 

help us to understand the reasoning of cost details for one phase, similarly we asked for 

benefits of each phase as well. We also gave the option of additional comments after every 

question in which respondents were able to write their opinions and reasoning. 

5.5 Validity Threats Related to CBA Model 
This CBA model is defined based on results from the literature study and the interviews, 

which were conducted to understand the testing processes used in industry and cost-benefit 

factors seen by industry practitioners. Mapping of cost-benefit factors with different phases 

of testing are defined by authors, based on their subjective thinking. There is a threat that the 

authors might have overlooked important information. In order to mitigate this threat, we 

conducted interviews with academic experts and industrial professional for evaluation of 

CBA model. 

This CBA does not include testers’ cost, training cost and environment setup cost, as 

according to interviewees these are fixed regardless of which testing approach we use. It 

might be a validity threat to the CBA model, because interviewees’ opinions are based on 

their experience which is subjective. Extensive discussion among authors was made to 

reduce this threat.   
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6 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (CBA) OF SBTM IN 

COMPARISON WITH TCBT 
In this chapter, we present a qualitative CBA to analyze and compare costs (in terms of 

effort) and benefits of using SBTM process and traditional TCBT process. This CBA 

contributes in providing the analyzed knowledge to industry practitioners such as project 

managers, test managers, analysts, or other decision makers about whether activities of ET 

and ST in a project are worthwhile or not. It can aid the decision-making of how resources 

should be allocated for ET and ST for a certain project.  

In the first part of this chapter, we discussed the research methodology in detail which we 

used for data collection. The latter sections in this chapter describe and summarize the results 

and findings of this qualitative CBA. 

6.1 Motivation of Our Selection 
In order to access more valuable and in-depth understanding about the industrial 

professionals’ knowledge and opinions, we conducted a combined questionnaire and 

interviews. That is, follow-up interviews are conducted with the survey respondents after 

they fill the questionnaire. The motivations of using combined questionnaire and interviews 

are stated as follow.  

 Each approach of questionnaire and interviews for data gathering has strengths and 

weaknesses [65][66]. However, data gained by using questionnaire and interviews 

are likely to complement each other, therefore, the final outcome of a combined 

questionnaire and interview may be able to overcome the weaknesses in individual 

data gathering methods [65]. For example, structured questionnaire with 

generalizable results can be complementary with semi-structured interviews with 

contextually based results [65]. 

 Conducting follow-up interviews after questionnaire survey can help us in getting 

more valuable data, especially when we have low responses for survey. 

6.2 Data Collection: Survey 
Survey is a data gathering technique in which respondents give answers to pre-designed 

questions or provide statements [66]. Survey allows generalizing the belief and opinions of 

many people by studying the sample of them [66]. So in order to answer RQ4 we did a 

survey with industry practitioners. We followed seven stages guidelines, shown in Figure 17, 

given by Kasunic [66] to design and implement this survey. 

1. Identify the research objective 

2. Identify and characterize the target audience 

3. Design the sampling plan 

4. Design and write the questionnaire 

5. Pilot test the questionnaire 

6. Distribute the questionnaire 

7. Analyze the results and write a report 
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Figure 17: Seven stages of survey [66] 

6.2.1 Identify the Research Objective: 
The natural tendency is to start writing questions as soon as we decide to go for a survey. 

However a good questionnaire is always the result of planning based on careful examination 

of the problem [66]. Objectives of the survey are derived from the problem. Objectives 

provide the scope and guidance for internal questions which are often called research 

questions [66].                 

 The objectives of this survey are as under  

1. Which testing process from SBTM and TCBT is more costly than other in each 

phase of testing? 

2. What are the factors which makes that process costly in that phase? 

3. Which testing process from SBTM and TCBT is more beneficial than other in each 

phase of testing? 

4. What are the factors which makes that process beneficial in that phase? 

6.2.2 Identify & Characterize Survey Audience 
In a survey the research population refers to all members of a specific group that is a target 

audience for the study while a sample is a subset of the population [66]. Selecting the right 

target audience is very important to get correct results because if the respondent of survey 

misinterprets the questions, it can lead to wrong results [66]. 

We analyzed study objectives and the potential respondents very carefully by extensive 

discussion with supervisor and academic experts who evaluated CBA model (see Appendix 

D). Our target audience is the people with the following properties. 

 

1. Has more than two years of experience working with software industry. 

2. Has good understanding of both TCBT and SBTM processes. 

3. Has at least one years of experience with each (TCBT and SBTM) process. 

6.2.3 Design the Sample Plan 
In this stage, researchers determine how the individuals will be selected for the survey and 

what the required size of the sample should be. Also how the questionnaire will be 

distributed is determined in this stage [66]. 

We used non-probability sample by sending the emails to the professionals who matched our 

defined criteria for target audience.  
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6.2.3.1 Sample Size 
Before defining the sample size we defined following assumptions 

1. Sample is obtained through simple random selection of professionals found from 

literature and personal contacts. 

2. Sample size reflects the number of responses not the requests sent to the people. 

For this study the population size is unknown so in order to calculate sample size we used an 

online tool provided by Creative Research Systems [67]. The sample size was determined 96 

by specifying confidence level of 95% with Confidence interval 10. The formula used by 

Creative Research System is as under [68] 

Sample Size (SS) = Z2  * (p) * (1-p) / c2  = 96 

Where  

Z = Z value (e.g. 1.96 for 95% confidence level) = 1.96 

p = percentage picking a choice, expressed as decimal = 50% 

(.5 used for sample size needed) 

c = confidence interval, expressed as decimal  = ±10 

(e.g., .04 = ±4) 

According our analysis, it was very difficult to reach 96 respondents with the knowledge 

required to fill this survey. But we took this number as target. 

6.2.4 Questionnaire Distribution 
We decided to send this survey through email to the industrial practitioners. These 

practitioners were identified from the literature and personal contacts of authors. We wanted 

to have around 96 respondents for this survey, so in order to reach as many responses as 

possible we decided to use the snowball technique by requesting to the practitioners to 

distribute the survey among other professionals in their network who have experience of 

practicing SBTM and TCBT. 

6.2.5 Design and Write the Questionnaire Overview 
The questionnaire design and writing starts during the stage 1 and stage 2 when we identify 

the research objectives and target audience. These two stages provide important input that 

how the questions should be designed and written [66]. When we identified the objectives 

and target audience, we had a sketch of questions and the design that how we are going to 

ask these questions. 

 
Figure 18: Design and write the questionnaire [66] 

Then we designed the questionnaire keeping the following points in mind [66]. 
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1. How will we communicate this survey with our target audience? 

2. How long should be the survey? 

3. What should be the organization and structure of the questions? 

4. Which page design and formatting can be more effective? 

5. What information can make survey more effective if we provide to respondents?  

6.2.5.1 Determine questions to be asked 
The questions which research team wants to answer (internal questions or research 

questions) are not suitable to ask in survey so this is very important to distinguish, how to 

ask questions in survey to get the answer of research questions [66].  

Questions for the survey were designed as a team activity in which the questions were 

designed with extensive discussion between the authors and the feedback received during the 

evaluation meeting with academic professionals. Questions’ types, format and wording was 

revised many times. Finally, the questions were reviewed by several research students and 

supervisors for further refinement. Contact information of reviewers can be found in 

Appendix A. Figure 19 shows the process of question designing. 

Draft Questions

Authors

Researchers

Supervisor

Review and approves

Review and refine draft 

questions

Questionnaire instrument 

for 

pilot survey

 
Figure 19: Process of questions designing for survey 

 

6.2.5.2 Contents of the survey 
Survey contents were divided into nine sections. Screen shots of the survey can be found in 

Appendix F. 

A. Description and personal information 

In this section we explained the purpose of this study, description of different testing phases 

and process models for SBTM and TCBT. The purpose of these explanations was to ensure 

that all respondents have same understanding of processes while filling the survey. We also 
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asked the personal information of respondents for traceability and to verify that respondent 

matches our selection criteria. 

B. Test planning phase 

The purpose of this section was to collect the data for costs and benefits of SBTM and TCBT 

in planning phase. In this section we asked about the activities that practitioners perform for 

planning of SBTM and TCBT. This was done by providing a check list of activities. We also 

asked about which process, as a whole, takes more time as compared to other in test planning 

phase, by asking a pair-wise comparison question. 

For benefits, we required industry practitioners to do pair-wise comparison for every benefit 

of planning phase. Then one question was asked for overall comparison regarding the 

process which is more beneficial in planning phase. 

An additional comments field was given after every question so that if respondents want to 

write any opinions they could write in that field. 

C. Section 3 to 8 of the survey 

The purpose of the sections, from three to eight, was to collect the data for following phases 

of SBTM and TCBT 

 Test design and implementation phase 

 Test Environment set-up phase 

 Test execution phase 

 Test monitoring and controlling phase 

 Test incident reporting phase 

 Test completion phase  

Questions type and structure was the same as explained in Test planning phase.  

D. Scenarios for SBTM and TCBT 

In this section we asked open-end questions about the scenarios in which SBMT is more 

cost-beneficial and the scenarios in which TCBT is more cost-beneficial. The purpose of 

these questions was to collect practitioners’ opinions to aid our discussion on the result of 

this study.  

6.2.6 Pilot Test Survey 
A survey should be tested by sending it to a few persons from the sample, i.e. performing a 

pilot test of the survey [66]. 

A pilot test is a simulation of the survey implementation carried out on a small scale of the 

target audience. The key characteristic of pilot test is that it is performed on actual target 

which means team reviews cannot be considered as pilot [66]. 

We sent the survey to four practitioners from our target audience through email for pilot test 

and asked following questions in the email. 

1. How much time you spent on doing this survey? 
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2. Did you come across any difficulty when you fill this survey? Or do you have any 

comment or suggestion regarding this survey? 

Three people filled our survey and gave the answers to our questions. Then we had 

telephonic interviews with two respondents to clarify their comments in more detail. 

Transcription of interviews can be found in Appendix E. 

6.2.7 Results of Pilot Test 
According to our survey respondents, the layout of survey was good; questions were 

understandable and properly structured. However they pointed out few problems. 

6.2.7.1 Problem with comparison of activities of each phase 
In pilot test we require survey respondents to compare each activity of testing regarding the 

activities that take more time in one approach. But all the respondents mentioned that 

although they follow the SBTM process defined by James Bach [41] but still it differs from 

organization to organization so it is difficult for them to compare the activities. They said it 

would be better if we ask in a way to clarify the activities performed for SBTM and TCBT 

and then we can ask for the comparison of whole phase. 

6.2.7.2 100$ assignment for importance of different phases 
The questions to distribute 100 dollars in different phases of testing were added to get some 

additional information regarding the phase that is more important for practitioners. But all 

survey respondents felt that these questions are difficult to answer and time consuming. So 

we decided to remove these questions. 

6.3 Data Collection: Interviews 

6.3.1 Purpose of Interviews 
The rationale for conducting interviews with the survey respondents after they filled the 

survey was to gather more detailed information behind the answers for questionnaire as well 

as to get more opinions about the identified research gap through survey. Another additional 

purpose of the interviews was to evaluate the quality of questionnaire from more varied 

perspectives for analyzing the results and research method as a whole.  

6.3.2 Interview Subjects and Interview Execution 
The interviewees are the respondents of questionnaire survey who are available for follow-

up interviews.  

We required survey respondents to write their email address in the questionnaire for the 

purpose of clarifying questions afterwards. After survey, respondents from the questionnaire 

were sent emails requesting follow-up interviews. Skype or phone meeting are considered as 

first preference. Some of the respondents preferred to discuss by answering interview 

questions from email, due to their busy schedules.  

6.3.3 Formulating Interview Questions 
The interview questions were decided and formulated through a discussion meeting among 

authors based on analysis of feedback provided by the survey respondent.  
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6.4 Analysis and Synthesis 
QDA method, as explained in Section 4.2.1, was applied for analyzing the qualitative data 

gained through questionnaires and interviews. 

6.5 Evaluation of Survey 
Number of survey responses was low so we decided to analyze the survey respondents and 

interviewees in order to judge the quality of answers. We also investigated the reason behind 

low number of responses. In this section we present the analysis of respondents and 

interviewees. Result of investigation behind low number of responses is also discussed in 

this section. 

6.5.1 Analysis of Respondents and Interviewees 
The survey comprised of online questionnaire of 43 questions taking about 35 minutes in 

average to complete. The total number of the questionnaire responses is 41, including both 

partially completed and completed questionnaires. Only 22 completed responses were 

analyzed for the purpose of this research.  

The respondents were distributed across 18 different organizations spread in 10 varied 

countries including USA, UK, Canada, Italy, New Zealand, India, China, Estonia, Norway, 

and Sweden. All of the respondents had taken responsibilities, or were responsible for 

quality control or software testing, although the current positions they held in organizations 

varied. Respondents were well distributed across various positions in organizations, which 

enabled the collection of data from different perspectives and views of looking at costs and 

benefits of software testing. The positions of these respondents as well as the number of 

respondents that are in the position are listed in Table 8. 

Table 8 : Roles and responsibilities of respondents 

Positions Number of Respondents 

Vice President 1 

Software test engineer and related positions 

(Software Development Engineer in Testing, 

Quality Assurance Tester, Quality Control 

Engineer, Test Analyst) 

6 

Teat Lead/Test manager/Project manager 9 

(Test) Consultant 5 

Research Assistant 1 

Total 22 

Respondents working experience in software industry is ranging from 2 to 22 years. The 

working experience with TCBT for the respondents is from 1 to 25 years. Fifteen 

respondents have experience with TCBT over five years. The respondents had relative 

experience with SBTM ranging from 1 to 8 years and six of the respondents had been 

working with SBTM over five years. According to the response, we discovered that all the 

respondents were involved in software testing or quality assurance related roles in most of 

their career, or their career in software industry. The average years of working experience 

with SBTM is four years and the average years of working experience with TCBT is eight 

years, hence we consider that respondents were generally well experienced in SBTM and 

TCBT. 
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We conducted interviews with 7 off the 22 respondents who had sent completed 

questionnaires, based on their availability. The average years of experience of interviewees 

have with SBTM and TCBT are 4 years and 10 years. 

6.5.2 Reasons behind Low Number of Responses 
Some of the respondents either only completed personal information part or left the 

questionnaire midway. So we evaluated the survey to identify the reasons behind the low 

number of submitted responses. The evaluation was performed by using the interviews 

which we did with survey respondent. Based on the results from the interviews, we observed 

that there are several possible causes which led to low responses.  

One of the major reasons is that people have different understanding about testing process of 

SBTM. By using the proposed CBA model in the survey, we asked the activities of 

practicing SBTM by using the terms of testing phases mentioned in new standard ISO/IEC 

29119. Some of the respondents said that they could understand the structure and questions 

asked are clear and understandable. However, many other individuals expressed opposite 

opinions towards the process of SBTM.  

 Some of industry practitioners disagreed with the way we presented an iterative 

process in a structured way. They also pointed out that the concepts stated in 

standard were not defined in correspondence with industrial practice of modern 

software development organizations, especially about the testing phases and 

structure of testing process and the terms used.  

 Besides, SBTM has already been applied as a completed process in many projects 

and organizations, some other people still emphasized that SBTM is a 

complementary solution with other testing approach which cannot be considered as 

an alternative process of TCBT, thus TCBT and SBTM cannot be compared and no 

sense to compare them in any form. 

 Some people who gave up the survey stated that according to the definition of ET 

and the original concept of ET, no special preparation is required before test 

execution. Test plan and test design continuously happen during test execution when 

performing ET, in addition, learning phase was embedded into entire testing process 

that can enhance the other parallel activities. However, through talking with 

industrial practitioners we found that the activities, for example, domain learning 

and estimating numbers of session required, which are the activities included in test 

planning, were performed initially before test execution when they use SBTM in 

many projects. 

Another possible cause we noticed is that this survey may be difficult to answer for the 

individuals who practice a mixed SBTM and TCBT. The questions asked in this survey were 

according to sole processes of SBTM and TCBT. For the individuals who have not practiced 

SBTM or TCBT in a separate way, it might be difficult for them to answer due to lack of 

evidence and experience. Some of the respondents spent more than 1 hour on completing this 

survey.  

Moreover, due to the scope of this study, we needed to ask certain necessary questions for 

gathering the information, which we wanted for this study. This made the survey lengthy. 

Two of the respondents mentioned that the survey looked lengthy but it took less time for 

answering than they expected. Although we used checkbox and multiple choices to make the 
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questions as easy to answer as possible, in appearance with large size might be another 

possible reason for respondents who left the survey at beginning. 

Another possible factor was notified by two of the respondents when we asked for their help 

to spread the survey among other professionals in their network who have experience of 

practicing SBTM and TCBT. They mentioned that it could be a challenge for our research to 

get high number of respondents, because although many people are using ET and SBTM, 

there are still not many industrial professionals who have enough knowledge to fill this 

survey. 

6.6 Results 
This section presents the results and analysis of the collected data from survey and 

interviews about CBA of SBTM process and TCBT process. 

6.6.1 Findings 
The total number of survey respondents was too low to make any sort of claim about which 

testing process is more cost-beneficial. However, some interesting findings were observed 

from open-ended questions (including ―additional comments‖ field after each question) and 

follow-up interviews. This section summarizes and discusses the valuable qualitative data we 

gained from questionnaire responses and follow-up interviews. 

6.6.1.1 Cost and benefit in software testing 
In this study, analysis is conducted from a general perspective of who positively hope that 

the benefits gained from testing are greater than costs, such as project manager, test manager, 

marketing manager, tester, and programmer, etc. Software testing is carried out in 

association with a set of trade-off decisions between costs and quality. Below, we summarize 

the industry practitioners’ opinions towards costs and benefits of software testing.  

 Benefit (/quality) is the highest priority in this trade-off decision; cost is a factor 

which determines or restrains the achievement of benefits.  

Industry practitioners are of the opinion that cost is not the most critical element in 

business point of view in software industry. Organizations do not go after low cost 

as a business strategy; instead they consider great organizations win businesses by 

shipping great products. The objective of trade-off decision is to reach maximum or 

expected benefit (/quality) by taking cost into account. 

 

 Availability of the cost budget is a factor that effects selection of testing strategy. 

Many times, the situation does not allow the test team to modify or set the budget or 

effort for a required task, but gives them a fixed time period or budget to do testing. 

In order to achieve the most effective balancing of costs with maximum benefits, 

they select most appropriate and beneficial test solutions based on the availability of 

budget, business needs and the project context.  

In Section 4.3.2.2, we have discussed financial benefits categories, which are achieved by 

practicing software testing activities, that we got from interviews. In survey and further 

interviews, we asked about financial benefits in order to gather more opinions about them in 

software testing from wider perspectives. Including the categories as we discussed before, all 

the financial benefits perceived in industry are summarized as follow:  

 Avoidance of failure cost 
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o Avoiding critical failures along the lines of functionality loss or other 

problem 

o Saving of future support costs 

 Saved cost of reduced time (reduced time to market) 

o Helping developers go faster (by reviews, discussions and investigations) 

 Gaining knowledge about the system under test and providing valuable information 

o Suggesting value-adding enhancements that make the product better 

o Informing about risks, work-around, problems, opportunities 

o Helping with release decisions by providing meaningful information (where 

both earlier and later release can have positive financial benefits) 

 Companies gains reputation 

o Robust and high quality product 

o Better user experience (leads to more satisfied customers)  

All these financial benefits categories are not measureable but can bring financial benefits in 

forms of money to the project and organization under favorable conditions. One interviewee 

also stated that avoidance of failure cost is especially important for bespoke software 

products. If failure was discovered after delivering and sales to customers, the products may 

be returned due to low quality. If there are critical failures, the company may be required to 

pay damages, which can be a financial disaster. For market-driven software products, 

product shipping speed is essentially for market competition, which may bring more chances 

in business. 

6.6.1.2 Activities of SBTM process 
In the questionnaire design we organized relevant activities for SBTM based on the test 

phases mentioned in a new upcoming standard, ISO/IEC 29119, and we allow respondents to 

select the activities in checkbox as we assumed as well as explain other activities they 

normally do for SBTM and TCBT. This section presents the different activities selected by 

survey respondents in each phase of SBTM. We also discussed the analysis based on 

respondents’ comments and interviews after each phase results.  

The activities normally performed for SBTM in projects are described as follow, which are 

discussed phase by phase.  

A. Test Planning  

The frequency of practicing the activities for test planning of SBTM in projects is shown in 

the figure below. 
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Figure 20: The activities performed for Test Planning of SBTM 

According to questionnaire responses, in most of the cases test planning is an iterative task 

for SBTM and it varies from organization to organization and project to project. Even if 

some of the activities may be performed beforehand, along with accumulated knowledge 

about the system being tested, they are continuously carried out during test execution or 

changed afterwards to conform to the project needs. It reflects the characteristics of ET on its 

adaptability and learning. It was highlighted by two respondents that for effective testing, 

including both ET and ST, requires a set of necessary activities that could encompass all the 

activities as we assumed or some of them. The planning tasks could be different depending 

upon the context of the project, such as the project status, test strategy, project requirements, 

customer requirements, testers’ working style, test teams management style, etc. If a mixed 

SBTM and TCBT process is being used, all of these activities could be performed. Even 

though the activities we listed for test planning phase are coming from official publication 

and standard [43][63], some respondents state that most of them are more likely the activities 

in project management level, which are not in accordance with the activities of test planning 

as they are practiced in ET in reality.  

B. Test Design and Implementation 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test design of SBTM in projects is shown in the 

figure below. 
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Figure 21: The activities performed for Test Design and Implementation of SBTM 

The same as in test planning, the activities in test design are also iterative tasks. The results 

of survey indicate that, normally, the main risks and charters are identified and prioritized 

initially; and later on, regular (sometimes daily) meetings are conducted to continually check 

and revise the missions and priorities based on their increasing knowledge of the system and 

domain. The regular meetings are also known as ―debriefing‖ (we put in Test Monitoring 

and Control phase) in SBTM.  

In brief, industrial practitioners set the charters based on what is needed, and keep adjusting 

it as the testing progresses. The tasks of test design for SBTM are with the aim of leading the 

test effort, which tells testers what they are going to work towards, but it never tells testers 

how to do the testing in detail.  

C. Test Environment Set-up 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test environment set-up of SBTM in projects is 

shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 22: The activities performed for Test Environment Set-up of SBTM 
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increasing experience and knowledge about it by learning from resolving problems that are 

faced. 

D. Test Execution 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test execution of SBTM in projects is shown in 

the figure below. 

 

Figure 23: The activities performed for Test Execution of SBTM 

The activities we categorized as test execution task are the essential part for entire SBTM 

process. Other activities are required based on the needs of test execution and progress of 

test execution. SBTM generates new data during each session and records these data in 

session report while a tester is running a session.  

E. Test Monitoring and Control 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test monitoring of SBTM in projects is shown 

in the figure below. 
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Figure 24: The activities performed for Test Monitoring and Control of SBTM 

Debriefing is an essential activity for the purpose of test monitoring. During debriefing, 

testers talk with test lead or manager or other stakeholders about the test preformed or issues 

come across by reviewing the session notes. It helps in providing accountability and 

visibility to the testing performed. These regular meetings among test team enable the 

continual generation of further test ideas for test execution. Industrial practitioners 

highlighted that reality is always different with the plan, so ―conformity with test plan‖ is not 

a goal of test monitoring, and they always want to do better than that no matter which test 

approach they are using.  

These meetings usually leverage faults to track everything, and it is being applied no matter 

which test methods they are using, but in SBTM meetings are more frequent. 

F. Test Incident Reporting 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test incident reporting of SBTM in projects is 

shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 25: The activities performed for Test Incident Reporting of SBTM 
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Industrial practitioners stated that the reporting effort depends heavily on testers’ or 

managers’ working style. Some testers would like to provide detailed reports to show their 

performance and ability, and some managers may encourage detailed reports or documents, 

because they do not discuss or talk with testers frequently. But some other stakeholders do 

not care about how the testing was performed in detail; they just want to know the testing 

focus and faults found. 

In practice, testers sometimes talk to developers (or other stakeholders, such as product 

owners, managers or business analysts) first about their observations. After that, if it is still 

required, they document the bug and report to stakeholders or managers. 

If SBTM is applied in combination with TCBT, the way of test incident reporting for SBTM 

is decided in consideration of the reporting style of TCBT.  

G. Test Completion 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test completion of SBTM in projects is shown 

in the figure below. 

 

Figure 26: The activities performed for Test Completion of SBTM 

In SBTM, stakeholders are well-informed about decisions when decisions are discussed in 

debriefing, or other type of meetings with similar purpose, such as war meeting. Regular 

meetings among test teams (debriefing or other similar meetings) allow teams to discuss 

release status and date of delivery.  

A respondent stated his observation that it is faster to make right decisions about when to 

stop testing when pair-testing is used during SBTM. 

6.6.1.3 Activities of TCBT  
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Here, we discuss about the activities that are normally practiced in industry for traditional 
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The frequency of practicing the activities for test planning of TCBT in projects is shown in 

the figure below. 

 

Figure 27: The activities performed for Test Planning of TCBT 

B. Test Design and Implementation 

Different with SBTM, in this phase, TCBT defines detailed test procedures before hand as 

test cases. The detailed level of test cases depends on the needs of the project, working style 

of test team, etc.  

A respondent stated that they get the business analyst or product owner to prioritize the test 

cases. Another respondent also mentioned that the test cases are not prioritized in many 

projects since their priorities would change after every test execution run. And prioritization 

of test cases heavily requires great understanding about testing and product, unfortunately 
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The frequency of practicing the activities for test design and implementation of TCBT in 

projects is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 28: The activities performed for Test Design and Implementation of TCBT 

C. Test Environment Set-up 

In this phase, testers identify and configure required infrastructure and tools to ensure the test 

environment before testing begins. Two industry practitioners also stated that, in reality, test 

environment set-up is an ongoing learning phase for all testers no matter which testing 

methods are being applied. 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test environment set-up of TCBT in projects is 

shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 29: The activities performed for Test Environment Set-up of TCBT 

D. Test Execution 

Testers perform the testing according to the test data created in test design and 

implementation phase and collect the results against the expected outcomes. The test cases 

executer can be the same tester who designs the test cases, or a different tester. In TCBT, 

many organizations encourage testers in exploring more on the application, executing in a 

style of mixed ET and TCBT in this phase. The degree of ET applied in this phase also 

depends upon the detailed level of predefined test cases, and skills and working style of 

testers, etc.   

The frequency of practicing the activities for test execution of TCBT in projects is shown in 

the figure below. 
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Figure 30: The activities performed for Test Execution of TCBT 

E. Test Monitoring and Control 

The activities performed in this phase is for the purpose of making sure the testing activities 

are carried out in conformity with test plan and expectation, and identify the necessity for the 

updating of the test plan. 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test monitoring and control of TCBT in projects 

is shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 31: The activities performed for Test Monitoring and Control of TCBT 

F. Test Incident Reporting 

This phase describes and reports related information about any event occurred during the test 

cases execution. 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test incident reporting of TCBT in projects is 

shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 32: The activities performed for Test Incident Reporting of TCBT 

G. Test Completion 

This phase determines when to stop testing, that is, when the testing has completed its 

execution. In traditional way, the sum of completed test cases was counted as the only test 

completion criteria. But most of industry practitioners agree that there is no single criterion 

we can use to decide when a system is completely tested. Nowadays, organizations apply 

multiple test completion criteria, for example, coverage of code reaches a specific point, no 

known critical bugs, low failure rates from testing, etc. 

The frequency of practicing the activities for test completion of TCBT in projects is shown 

in the figure below. 

 

Figure 33: The activities performed for Test Completion of TCBT 

6.6.1.4 Findings about SBTM and TCBT processes 
Through questionnaire responses and interviews, we found the following findings toward 

process of SBTM based on analyzing industrial professionals’ way of practicing SBTM.  

 SBTM provides a framework for measuring and managing ET. 

 There is a controversy towards the activities for SBTM. 

On one hand, some people believe that according to the definition of ET and the 

original concept of ET that no special preparation is required before test execution. 
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Test plan and test design continuously happen during test execution when 

performing ET. In addition, learning phase was embedded into entire testing process 

that can enhance the other parallel activities. However, on the other hand, we found 

that domain learning and estimating required numbers of sessions, which are the 

activities for test planning [1][63], were performed initially before test execution 

while they use SBTM in many projects.  

 There is a big gap between the definitions of testing process in standards and actual 

practice of testing in modern software development organizations.  

We took the terms of testing phases mentioned in standard IEC/ISO 29119 for the 

purpose of managing and analyzing the activities in comparison with the activities 

that have similar objectives in TCBT. However, many industrial practitioners were 

of opinion that the testing phases stated in the standard is more close to traditional 

way of performing software testing that is quite different from the actual practice of 

software testing in many organizations, especially for ET and its method SBTM. 

They also highlighted that the process of SBTM, practically, is an iterative process 

which cannot be simply defined in a structured way as the testing process mentioned 

in standards.  

 Although in this study we attempted to compare the costs and benefits of SBTM and 

TCBT, two interviewees emphasized that ET is not an alternative approach of ST, 

and SBTM is not an alternative process of TCBT. They are also not a complete 

solution, but a complementary approach and method.  

In addition, the style of practicing SBTM also varies in projects and organizations, which 

depends on management style of the organization, working style of testers, test strategy 

made for a certain project, etc.   

However, we also observed that TCBT is rarely applied in project solely, but applied in a 

certain combination with SBTM, such as: 

 The testing process has SBTM during agile sprints, followed by a TCBT at the end 

as a kind of scrum-fall approach.  

 In some projects, the testers are given more freedom and responsibility when doing 

TCBT. This is done in a way that test cases are not designed in detail, and the testers 

are encouraged to deviate and test more things in the area. 

A. Difference between SBTM and TCBT 

The traditional TCBT approach comes from the waterfall model and V-model. In the 

waterfall model and V-model, a project is linear, and an activity is completed in full first 

before moving to the subsequent activity. SBTM is derived from agile development model 

where system is developed through repeated cycles.  

Table 9 compares the processes of SBTM and TCBT based on analyzing the data gathered 

from survey and interviews. 

Table 9 : Main difference between the processes of SBTM and TCBT 

Comparison 

Category 

Process of SBTM Process of TCBT 

Prerequisite 

for usage 
Availability of test platform Testability of requirements 
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Structure Iterative Waterfall 

Order of 

activities 

Activities are iteratively 

performed based on the needs. 
Moving to activities in next phase 

only when the preceding phase is 

perfectly completed. 

Design could take place in 

parallel with the test 

execution.   

Designing and recording tests 

beforehand. 

Getting clarification up front 

before reporting the bugs. 
Reporting first, and then 

communicating with team members 

or other stakeholders. 

Execution 
Depend on intuition and 

response. 
Guided with a prepared set of test 

ideas. 

Cognitive 

work 

Implant learning throughout 

entire testing process, from 

early preparation to thoughtful 

design and execution. 

Cognitive work takes places just 

once, during test design. 

As for the difference of activities, two respondents also stated that there may be no 

difference in the activity scope, since an effective testing requires a set of necessary 

activities, but the depth and order of activities vary between SBTM and TCBT.  

6.6.1.5 A qualitative analysis and comparison of costs and benefits of applying 

SBTM and TCBT processes 
We are aware that most of the activities in test plan and test design of SBTM are iterative 

tasks which are done during the session while testers are testing. But in order to elicit more 

valuable information related to this topic, we organized these activities by phases and 

conducted comparison of costs and benefits of SBTM and TCBT based on these phases.  

This section describes the results of the comparison of costs (in term of effort) and benefits 

of applying SBTM and TCBT processes as experienced in industry. These results are 

summarized in a table form in Appendix G.  

The comparison of benefits is based on industry practitioners’ view about the benefits 

factors, which can affect the achievement of financial benefits as discussed in Section 5.3.2. 

The results of pair-wise comparison of those benefit factors helped us in gathering the 

meaningful information. And it can explain the reasons behind the overall comparison of 

benefits in each phase to some degree. In this section, we explain these reasons behind each 

response in detail.  

According to the results, we found that some respondents’ answers regarding the comparison 

of benefit factors are in accordance with the results of overall comparison of benefits. 

However, some others are in conflict with the overall comparison of benefits. It shows that 

some benefit factors may be missing in the questionnaire, which are worth to notice and are 

required to be studied in detail in future studies. The detailed results about pair-wise 

comparison of benefit factors can be found in Appendix H. 
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A. Test Planning 

 

Figure 34: Comparison of time spent in Test Planning 

Test planning, in many cases, depends on the context of the project and needs of the 

stakeholders. But from a general perspective, more than half of total survey respondents 

were of opinion that TCBT takes more time in comparison with SBTM. This is because 

more documentation and detailed decisions are required for TCBT. TCBT focuses more on 

documentation, templates and approvals; as a result, it brings more overhead in terms of 

time. 

 

Figure 35: Comparison of benefit gained in Test Planning 

According to ten respondents’ opinions, SBTM brings more benefits in comparison with 

TCBT because  
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 Process of SBTM is iterative which enables ongoing planning and makes the 

planning closer to the reality. Especially for complex software, the initial or first-

version test plan is always not good enough, thus, testers always need to adjust their 

strategies throughout the project. SBTM provides the chances of updating the test 

plan and taking new strategies from time to time.  

 Continuous test planning and evaluation gives it the upper hand in dealing with 

changes, and risks. For instance it allows for more flexibility and shorter response 

times when it comes to uncertainty and risks. 

 SBTM does not rely on comprehensive documentation so we can omit or skip the 

useless documentation which does not provide any value to the development process, 

thus, reduced effort from documentation, reviewing, and maintenance can be used 

for other activities. 

Respondents also mentioned that the difference of costs may be small or negligible, when the 

test schedule is short or a mixed SBTM and TCBT are applied.  

B. Test Design and Implementation 

 

Figure 36: Comparison of time spent in Test Design and Implementation 

Almost all the respondents claimed that creating and maintaining step-by-step test cases is a 

horribly time-consuming and tedious activity. It requires absolutely more time on designing 

tests beforehand in comparison with SBTM. This is because, for a project, it always requires 

producing and documenting much more numbers of test cases as against the number of 

charters to be defined. A charter can encompass the essence of several test cases. They also 

stated that it is a waste of time in many contexts for example 

 If the tester is experienced enough to perform a valuable test without instructions on 

that level of detail.  

 Even with detailed instructions, any good tester will venture outside the specified 

steps and perform tests that are not recorded with predefined test cases. 

 It does not give freedom to the testers to utilize their skills and creativity during test 

execution, even in cases where the test cases quality is low. 
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 In many organizations, the testers are unable to update the test cases due to time 

pressure, and in consequence it results in outdated documentation. Especially in the 

long run projects, many old test cases become obsolete due to change of 

requirements or design change. And if requirements change management, that 

includes tracking of requirements, is not properly done, then it becomes impossible 

to keep the test cases updated. 

 When requirements are vague or insufficient, it makes designing test cases, time-

consuming and risky. It is also a bit tricky to deal with the different terms in 

requirements specification. 

 Designing and executing step-by-step test cases are often done inconsistently by 

different individuals, as different people may have different understanding after 

reading the same test cases. 

So, an important prerequisite for a successful TCBT is to make requirements testable, which 

requires a lot of effort and attention on reviewing and improving quality of requirement 

specification. However, on the other hand, two interviewees also stated that in order to create 

testable requirements for designing tests, it actually forces the organization to improve the 

quality of requirements at an early stage. Carefully reviewed requirement specification with 

clear and refined statement may benefit developers in implementing the requirements into 

actual product. 

 

Figure 37: Comparison of benefit gained in Test Design and Implementation 

The majority of respondents were of opinion that SBTM is more beneficial. It is because: 

 SBTM saves time and effort spent on the preparation of test cases including 

extremely simple test cases. The saved time can be utilized in actual testing, and 

focuses on better utilization of recourses.  

 In SBTM, test charters written with an appropriate level of detail, gives more 

freedom to the testers to utilize their creativity and imagination during test execution. 
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However, it is worth noticing here that the expense of time on ensuring good quality input 

for TCBT execution may also bring some sort of benefits back.  

 Faults of requirements may be discovered in a very early stage before the 

requirements become source code.  

According to two respondents’ experience, in traditional testing, testers go into the 

specification phase where testers look through written requirements and analyze 

them and specify what to prepare and the independent test steps. During this 

procedure, testers actually do a lot of work with the detailed requirements and 

discuss with the developers or requirement analysts and other stakeholders about the 

many issues. The quality of requirements can be improved during this procedure by 

analyzing them in detail, which can guide developers to develop a better product. 

 During in-depth discussion between the testers, requirement analysts and developers, 

before coding, testers can inform developers how they are going to test the system 

and break the system. It can provide valuable suggestions that help producing 

product with better quality.  

 In the needs of careful thinking about the design of tests.  

 When stakeholders (such as managers, or customers) want to review detailed testing 

procedure. 

 Detailed test cases have better repeatability and reusability. 

C. Test Environment Set-up 

 

Figure 38: Comparison of time spent in Test Environment Set-up 

Over half of the respondents believe, from a general perspective, that there is no much 

difference of time spent between SBTM and TCBT in test environment set-up. In reality, this 

is an ongoing learning phase for all testers for both methods. Most of testers scan the 

manuals and materials before the deployment of testing, and they come back to search and 

read the related documents or leverage search engine when they meet problems later on. 
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Figure 39: Comparison of benefit gained in Test Environment Set-up  

Although most of respondents believe SBTM and TCBT take equal time in this phase, eight 

of them claim that SBTM is more beneficial. Because, the actual testing style, that is, to try 

first and then fix, is a natural strategy in problem solving. In addition, a respondent also 

emphasized that, in ET, we acknowledge and understand the importance of the effect of 

Inattentional Blindness when testing, but TCBT does not. He has witnessed incredibly poor, 

wasteful, useless TCBT because testers did not check the appropriateness of their test 

environment before or during testing. In SBTM, the tester should learn quickly regardless of 

the state of the system set-up. SBTM provides a good opportunity for this in the debriefing, 

but TCBT has no similar activity.  

In SBTM, by incorporating the setup activities in sessions, we can get the following 

information:  

 A record of how much time is spent on setup activities  

 Tracking of bugs found related to the setup activities without introducing any 

additional steps or processes 

 Session-based setup makes good routines to work with test environment and 

discovers the faults related to test environment as early as possible. 
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D. Test Execution 

 

Figure 40: Comparison of time spent in Test Execution  

Total seven respondents feel SBTM takes more time because it takes more thinking for 

learning and exploring the system deeply. But, this is what provides the value. Some other 

respondents who feel TCBT takes more time were of opinion that the large quantities of test 

cases need to be read, understood, executed, and reported. 

 

Figure 41: Comparison of benefit gained in Test Execution  

Total sixteen respondents believe SBTM is more beneficial than TCBT because: 
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 Less dependence on comprehensive documentation makes testers enjoy the testing 

more because they feel SBTM maximizes the usage of their creativity and skills 

instead of performing rigid tasks following the scripts.  

 SBTM allows testers to use their creativity, this freedom enables them to finds more 

critical faults. 

 SBTM increases the job satisfaction and happiness, which presumably increases the 

productivity of the whole team.  

 With sessions, SBTM can quickly provide an idea of the current state of the product 

through an intuitive way of working without investing too much time. 

 SBTM can involve domain experts who are not explicitly testers in the test execution 

phase. With their knowledge of the product, it is quite easy to construct valuable test 

scenarios from a user perspective that would be much more costly with the TCBT 

mindset. 

About the repeatability and reusability of tests, respondents provided the following 

viewpoints. 

 It is useless to rerun lots of trivial test cases, and repeatability is not a key metric for 

manual testing that emphasize diversification and adjustment.  

 Scripted test cases very rarely find new faults when executed second or third time. 

But SBTM helps to find tests that are valuable to run again, and enables applying 

variable testing techniques to test the same area in different ways.  

 In presence of excellent automation setup, test case may well serve as a cheap 

confidence boost from a regression point of view. 

Eight respondents also emphasized the importance and benefits of note taking in SBTM. 

Note taking takes time, but is a way to learn about how testers think when they test. It also 

helps in test repeatability, reusability, analyzing test coverage, skill-sharing, and 

communication. It was found through interviews that session report has three main purposes. 

 For debriefing purpose: The test lead verifies if the notes match with what exactly 

happened during the test execution. If more testing is needed, then it is ordered.  

 Session report can be reused: If the same area is to be tested again, then the session 

report can be used to study what was previously done, how it was done, what kinds 

of faults were previously found in this area, etc.  

 Session report is used for tracking: The session report can be provided as a proof 

that the area has been tested in specific scenario or with specific steps. 

Another two respondents also stated that the achievement of benefits on test execution 

depends a lot on the context. Benefits, such as defect detection efficiency, functional 

coverage, etc., might be good or bad regardless of what technique they use. And whether a 

test method is beneficial or not also depends on the benefit which the test teams want to 

achieve.  

About test coverage, respondents mentioned that both of SBTM and TCBT can have high 

functionality coverage, but TCBT documents can show this coverage, SBTM can cover the 

same but cannot show the stakeholder this with the same certainty. 
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It was also highlighted by one respondent that in order to get good functionality coverage, 

requirements must be mapped to charters to some extent, in SBTM. 

E. Test Monitoring and Control 

 

Figure 42: Comparison of time spent in Test Monitoring and Control  

Total 10 respondents feel in general TCBT takes more time in comparison with SBTM. The 

main reason is that documentations in TCBT are very hard to track, modify and maintain, 

since they are too large. As a result, most testers give up updating them after they are 

completed in the development early stage.  

In contrary to TCBT, having very little documentation effort, SBTM quickly adapts to the 

new state  

A total of five respondents also stated that SBTM may need more time for meetings since it 

has regular (daily) ―debriefing‖, but it also provides many benefits to entire testing process. 

The benefits and purposes of conducting frequent debriefing are summarized as follow.  

 Talking about the testing performed  

 Determining what still needs to be done from the current state of testing 

 Coming up with further test ideas 

 Learning and sharing things  
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Figure 43: Comparison of benefit gained in Test Monitoring and Control  

Most of the respondents consider SBTM more effective for test monitoring. Debriefing plays 

a significant role for test monitoring in SBTM. But, monitoring of TCBT strongly rely on 

documentation, since most of testers do not think during test execution, they pay no heed to 

what they already did and what are they going to do next. Detailed information gathering 

from survey is discussed as follow. 

 It is also found that from customers’ perspective, test cases may provide more 

granular tracking, but it is not accurate for project team. 

By checking the percentage of passed test cases, it will give a false sense of security. 

100% of test cases have passed does not mean it is ready to ship; there may be some 

areas beyond the written requirements that test cases have not covered yet. So the 

percentage of executed test cases can not reflect the actual progress. 

 The debriefings of SBTM are far more informative and valuable than progress 

tracking where the testers check planned test cases as passed or failed. Because it 

enables learning and sharing things. 

Regular debriefing enhance the communication and understanding of the team, 

where the entire test team can keep track of the test progress and status of the project. 

In this way, the progress and status of the testing are kept in testers’ mind rather than 

in documentation. 

 People using SBTM are more likely to deal with changes more efficiently. This may 

give the perception that SBTM handles changes better. 

Moreover, testing is a dynamic activity where testers have to be prepared to redefine 

their goals and re-route the test effort depending on changing risk; perhaps not due 

to changes in the system under test, but simply because testers learn things 

throughout the testing process that were not evident beforehand. SBTM better copes 

with it in this respect. 

 In addition, SBTM may have less documentation thus reduces the burden of 

maintenance and monitoring.  
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Another nine respondents were of opinions that it depends on the context. For example, if the 

project requires taking very detailed notes for SBTM, in this case, it may take more time for 

monitoring in SBTM, because it is too hard to track changes in presence of large number of 

documents.  

Respondents also stated that a big team needs more methods or tools to track and manage 

test process. It is helpful to assign clear test roles or areas to test owners. Test owners update 

the progress and publish the conditions to a public site. Test managers track the whole team 

and individuals’ progress, and send out weekly or daily reports to everyone. This test process 

helps both ET and ST. 

F. Test Incident Reporting 

 

Figure 44: Comparison of time spent in Test Incident Reporting 

Twelve respondents stated the reporting time depends on the organization’s size and style. 

The respondents, who feel TCBT takes more time, were of opinion that in TCBT, more 

faults get logged first and clarification happens afterwards through the fault triage process. 

This is way more time consuming in the long run. It also lowers trust between testers and the 

rest of the project team members. 

Another two respondents, who feel SBTM take slightly more time, stated that in SBTM, the 

logging of what test is done during the testing in the shape of a session log instead of before 

the testing in the shape of a scripted test case, may contain more information. However, it is 

also more valuable since it shows ―what actually has been done‖ rather than ―what was 

supposed to be done‖. 
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Figure 45: Comparison of benefits gained in Test Incident Reporting  

According to eight respondents’ opinions, SBTM is more beneficial in reporting. The 

reasons were provided as follow:  

 SBTM encourages testers to talk with project team members and stakeholders first, 

so that they understand what the problem is. It benefits in enhancing communication 

and building honest and trust environment among entire team, as well as providing 

more valuable information, rather than verifying just Pass or Fail.  

 SBTM encourages regular reporting and communication, which may make the 

management easier. 

 SBTM is an iterative process, which provides early, regular and continuous 

communications. This helps the developers, managers, and customers to get 

information in time and send back their ideas to improve testing. 

Developers value the fast feedback. The time period of reporting faults and fixing 

faults and retest of faults is tremendously reduced in working with SBTM.  

It was also emphasized by two respondents that if a combination of SBTM and TCBT is 

applied, they will get both detailed information for the team and overview for the 

management.  
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G. Test Completion 

 

Figure 46: Comparison of time spent in Test Completion  

The respondents, who feel TCBT takes more time, stated that it is because of the 

documentation or process overhead associated with it.  

Two other respondents mentioned that with TCBT test is completed until all (or most) test 

cases have passed (and, optionally, perform a select set of test cases as a regression test after 

any bugs have been fixed), whereas in SBTM there is a continuous evaluation of the current 

status within each key area to assess the level of test coverage and to verify the need to 

perform additional testing. It takes more time, but gives a more accurate depiction of reality. 

All the respondents reach an agreement that the percentage of executed test cases cannot be 

considered as the only test completion criteria. That is, when one says that 90 percent test 

cases are pass, it does not mean that the system has just 10 percent remaining faults. It may 

still have a higher number of unexpected bugs in the system.  
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Figure 47: Comparison of benefits gained in Test Completion  

In SBTM, test completion is always decided during debriefing meetings. Over half of the 

respondents were of opinions that SBTM is more beneficial in test completion. This is 

because: 

 SBTM helps to understand the product better. SBTM testers may find an effective 

test set that avoids wasting time in useless regression cases. 

 SBTM enables testers to evaluate test coverage and adequacy continuously. Thus, 

testers can make better decisions in test complete. 

 SBTM enables us to adjust our testing to cover areas of greater risk that we may not 

foresee during planning. This means that our testing is tailored more closely to the 

needs.  

 Doing debriefs together with other stakeholders, such as developers, project 

managers or product owners, shines additional light on the test effort and whether 

the appropriate tests have been executed and sufficient user scenarios considered. 

In short, multiple test completion criteria are applied for making decisions related to test 

completion. Test completion also depends on the availability of time, stakeholders, test 

process, development model, etc. 
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7 DISCUSSION 
In this section we summarized the comparison results for cost and benefits of SBTM and 

TCBT. We also discuss the related aspects of the results of the study. According to survey 

results (see section 6.6.1.5) practitioners consider SBTM requires less effort and brings more 

benefits as compared to TCBT, particularly in Test Design and Implementation and Test 

Execution phases. But respondents’ comments in Additional Comments field in survey and 

interview provided us with very useful information which we discussed here.  

7.1 Costs and Benefits Depend on Context of the Project  
Considering the nature of SBTM and TCBT processes, they vary in costs and benefits in 

different contexts. The survey and interviews conducted in this study also found that there 

are many factors, which considerably impacts the costs and benefits of using SBTM or 

TCBT.  

 Testers’ previous experience and knowledge in this domain 

For SBTM, since there is no test instruction guiding the test execution and no oracles 

of expected results, testers need certain domain knowledge about the product. 

Although SBTM allow testers to continuously learn by exploring the application 

during entire testing process, testers without any knowledge about the product may 

face difficulty in starting the testing, thus, may have a slow pace at beginning. In 

using SBTM, a new tester for the project may need more time in learning the 

product in order to figure out the expected outcomes and provide accurate feedback 

to developers in comparison with the tester who have already been working in the 

same projects for years. This is because testers with previous experience and 

knowledge in the project, are more familiar with the architecture of the product, 

business objective, customers’ expectation, project team and team members, and 

possible risk areas of the product, etc, so all of the available resources and skills to 

solve the given task, can be better utilized. Domain knowledge is not a prerequisite 

for SBTM but we should be aware that its absence can reduce the speed of providing 

valuable feedback to developers. 

Similarly to the test cases designer for TCBT, with domain knowledge test cases 

designer and executer takes less time on understanding the requirement specification 

and have lower chance of misunderstandings in specifications. 

 Testers’ proficiency in testing 

All the interviewees reach an agreement that skilled testers are required for all the 

projects no matter which test approach they are using, because they believe that no 

testing approach can perform well with unskilled testers. Engagement of skilled 

testers is essential for effective testing and with cost-benefit outcomes. 

 Mature development process 

If the development process itself is immature, it makes more sense in the attempt to 

analyze the risks of the whole development process and find improvement 

opportunity first, instead of trying to save the project by putting more effort on 

finding the good test strategy. The project team should be able to evaluate the basic 

but critical risks in development process and should be able to learn about the risks. 

 Complexity level of the system to be tested 
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When testing a system that is composed of complex interconnected features, the 

costs of both SBTM and TCBT would be increased to a certain degree for defect 

detection effectiveness and functional coverage. For SBTM, the increased cost 

would be reflected in activities such as creating model of the system and domain 

learning before test execution, and generating effective test strategy and ideas during 

exploring. In TCBT, the costs would be increased in test cases designing due to 

systematically thinking about the product in detail.  Since in a complex system, it is 

a challenge to clearly understand the complex relationships between features and 

identify what is a fault and what is not.  

7.2 Scenarios in Which SBTM Can Be More Cost-

Beneficial 
Most of the survey respondents and interviewees were of opinion that SBTM is adaptable in 

any situation of the project. And it could always be cost-beneficial if it is employed in a 

thoughtful way that is complementary to the testing activities of the development team. But 

SBTM could be more cost-beneficial when compared with TCBT in the following scenarios. 

 Requirements are vague or insufficient, and not testable     

 They do not have every bit of information about the system 

 Cost constrained projects, for example, when testing is time critical 

 Short iterations 

 Rapid feedback required to the developers 

 High pace 

 There is rapid and constantly change (in requirements, design, etc.) 

 Manual regression testing 

7.3 Scenarios in Which TCBT Can Be More Cost-

Beneficial 
Interviewees stated that, in certain scenarios, TCBT is required. 

 When test execution is too expensive or too difficult and what we have is a lot of 

cheap time to think.  

If we are working with a test platform that is quite expensive or is available less 

frequently, it is more cost-effective and makes sense to think about the tests in 

advance, because what we have is a lot of cheap time to think and expensive time to 

execute. For example, when we have to use very complex SQL queries to test 

reports, it is better to prepare it before execution. 

 When there are regulatory requirements 

 Large project or long term project 

Large project always involves complex settings where the test data needs to be 

prepared in detail. 

 When they do not have confidence that testers can do good testing without detailed 

test cases. 

For example, new testers 

 In traditional mode, there can be a requirement for repeatable test execution  

 When verification of the requirements is required 

 When test cases for automated regression testing are required 
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7.4 Recommendation 
7.4.1 Recommendations for SBTM 
During the interviews and survey, we also gathered the recommendations which could 

enhance a more cost-beneficial SBTM practice. They are summarized as follow. 

7.4.1.1 Training  
It has reached a consensus in industry that skilled tester is an essential factor for ET to be 

highly effective. This is because less skilled tester can hamper the true essence of ET. 

Therefore, training is an important need for ensuring accurate comprehension of what is ET 

and how to perform ET.  

The required skills mentioned by interviewees include: 

 Understanding what is ET 

 Curiosity 

 A good test designer, test executioner, and test reporter 

 Good at communication and storytelling; an observant and a critical thinker 

 Proficiency in various testing techniques 

 Be able to better utilize and take full advantage of the resources at their fingertips 

Training can be in the form of couching or teaching, workshop presentations etc. to let the 

testers obtain associated knowledge and guide them to utilize their knowledge and skills. 

7.4.1.2 Domain Learning 
In TCBT, test execution is carried out with the help of constructing test cases in advance. As 

against TCBT, SBTM is performed without oracle guidance, however, the learning increases 

with the progress in testing phase. Testers verify the product and learn about the product, 

including its context, and the risks of the product, which helps in creating new ideas. 

Learning strategies and tactics can help in producing higher test quality. 

Several learning strategies were mentioned by interviews. They are: 

 It is recommended that SBTM testers should gather information of the product rather 

than passively receiving it. Plenty of documents can provide the useful information, 

including the available specifications, such as bug reports, user manual draft, 

prototypes, and other materials of the product (database table definitions, source 

code, etc.). During interviews, industrial professionals also share their experience 

that they conduct either informal or formal interview with people, such as marketing 

manager, analysts, developers, customer services, project managers, who can well 

supplement understanding of the existing specifications. 

 Industry professionals stated that test can be more planned, managed, and estimated 

if based on a model or models. Especially for a complex system, modeling can make 

the SBTM more efficient with better functional coverage. A model of the product 

can be in a form of architectural diagram, state-based, or dataflow diagrams. 

For the testers to have domain knowledge is not a prerequisite for effective SBTM. 

However, absence or lacking domain knowledge would slow down the feedback loop. 

Four interviewees expressed their opinions against the statement that ―ET or SBTM is not 

suitable for critical system and regulatory systems‖. They emphasized that for regulatory 

system, especially for critical systems, testing should not be performed without ET. This way 

regulatory system or critical system can benefit from being tested in diverse ways. In fact, 
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many banks and medical institutions are doing ET and its method SBTM. The most common 

way is to do SBTM and TCBT together to get the best of both worlds. 

7.4.2 Recommendations for TCBT 
Interviewees and survey respondents also mentioned some recommendations that could 

enhance and ensure a more cost-beneficial TCBT practice. They are summarized as follow. 

7.4.2.1 ET being used as a complement  
Industry professionals emphasized that, as a professional software tester, it is important to 

know that written requirements are never flawless and are never perfect. There is a high 

possibility that the system is used in an unexpected way or faces unexpected data.  

Therefore, while developing and executing the test cases, they must think more than the 

written requirements and beyond the test cases to be able to reveal more obscure bugs. 

Moreover, TCBT is considered a bit rigid, and test cases are carried out by verifying 

predefined functionalities or path in the system, the testers may not touch anything outside 

the path. So ET should always be used in projects, because it encourages testers to think and 

learn more during test execution. 

7.4.2.2 Applying regular debriefing meetings 
Debriefing is an activity in SBTM, but it can be applied in TCBT for better effects. 

7.5 Role of This Study in Decision-Making Process  
This CBA provides the guidance for better understanding about the effort of the test 

activities of SBTM and TCBT and benefit gained from performing them, as well as the 

activities in each phase that can be more cost-beneficial. But the results of this CBA should 

not be considered as the sole basis for making decisions. The decision should be made based 

on analyzing the context and needs of project. Therefore, other aspects about the project 

should be taken into account in the decision-making process. These aspects include: 

 Condition of the project 

The important prerequisite for an effective TCBT is to make requirements testable. It 

means that the requirements specification should be complete, clearly stated and 

detailed enough. For TCBT, if testers are going to write test cases without looking at 

the product or learning by trying the application, then they need comprehensive 

information about that product, otherwise they cannot write good test cases. 

The application of SBTM requires availability of test platform. If we are working 

with a test platform that is available, it means we have a lot of cheap time to execute 

tests. ET is a feedback loop, whenever the feedback loop is very slow, we should do 

scripts; when it is very fast and inexpensive, it is more cost-effective to do exploring 

rather than thinking in advance.  

 The information that stakeholders are interested in 

The outcomes of SBTM and TCBT are varied. Understanding the information that 

stakeholders are interested in, can help in figuring out what kinds of report should be 

generated from testing.  

 The quality attributes the project needed  

As we discussed in previous sections, SBTM and TCBT benefit in difference quality 

attributes. So the selection of SBTM and TCBT also depends on what project needs. 
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7.6 Validity Threats of Survey 
Several validity threats related to survey design, execution and results were identified which 

are described in this section. 

7.6.1 Internal Validity 

7.6.1.1 Authors’ subjectivity 
Authors’ subjectivity while designing survey is threats to validity. In order to mitigate this 

threat, academic and industrial practitioners evaluated the CBA model, which was used for 

the design of the survey. Several research students and our supervisor reviewed the questions 

for the survey and, finally, the survey was tested as pilot with actual target audience. 

7.6.1.2 Exclusion of some cost categories 
Due to the scope of this study, we just discussed the cost in terms of effort of testing 

activities. Exclusion of some other cost factors such as training, tools etc. is a validity threat 

of this study. In order to mitigate this threat we verified from interviews the important 

factors for industry when we talk about the testing costs. 

7.6.2 External Validity 

7.6.2.1 Respondents’ biasness towards any approach 
Biasness towards any testing approach (ET or ST) can lead to wrong information and can 

affect the results. In order to reduce this threat, we defined selection criteria for survey 

respondents. We verified the criteria by asking some personal questions in the survey. 

7.6.2.2 Lack of standard terminology 
There is no standard terminology defined for SBTM and ET, industry practitioners might use 

different terminology to represent the same ideas, or might have different understanding 

about the same terminology. It was minimized by reviews of the questionnaire from two 

research students of Masters of Software Engineering, and pilot testing the questionnaire 

with two industry practitioners. Besides, authors explained the definition of each testing 

phase in the survey, and we allow respondents to provide additional comments for each 

question. 

7.6.2.3 Different understanding of the processes 
Different organizations follow different processes for SBTM and TCBT so if the survey 

respondents have different understanding of processes then it can lead to invalid results. In 

order to mitigate this threat, we explained the survey phases and processes of SBTM and 

TCBT in the start of the survey. 

7.6.3 Construct Validity 

7.6.3.1 Selection of variables and measurement tools 
The selection of variables (costs and benefits factors) and inadequate measurement tools are 

threats to validity. In order to reduce these threats, the selection of variables was done 

through interviews with practitioners and measurement tool was discussed with academic 

experts with software metrics background. 

7.6.4 Conclusion Validity 

7.6.4.1 Difference in understanding regarding the gathered data 
Due to the different background and culture of the authors, there was a possibility for 

difference in opinion regarding the survey and interview data understanding. In order to 

address this validity threat, the authors were conducting face-to-face meetings, to discuss and 
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analyze the gathered data. When authors had different opinions, emails were sent to the 

specific interviewed professional in order to clarify the understanding of the survey 

respondents’ or interviewees’ statements. 

7.6.4.2 Generalization of study 
We received a low number of respondents, which indirectly can be seen as a threat for the 

generalization of the results. Although the outcomes can be generalized to some extent after 

careful analyzing the cluster of survey responses, there is still a threat that the results might 

not be able to reflect the actual fact. Therefore, this study is not trying to make claim about 

which testing approach is more cost-beneficial. The main purpose of the survey was to get 

more valuable information about effort of test activities about these two testing approaches 

and gained benefits after performing them from industry experience. In order to mitigate this 

treat we conducted in depth interviews with survey respondents to gather information in this 

respect and aid our discussion about cost-benefit analysis of SBTM and TCBT. We also 

evaluated the respondents’ background carefully to ensure that they represent the population 

of interest. 
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis, a CBA model was developed and evaluated. It can be applied for analyzing 

and comparing the cost (in terms of effort) and benefit (quality of software testing) of 

alternative software testing approaches for a specific project. Based on the proposed CBA 

model, we conducted a qualitative CBA of process of SBTM in comparison with the process 

of TCBT. This CBA attempts to enhance industry’s understanding of these two testing 

approaches as well as to provide assistance for decision-making about appropriate test 

solutions for different cases. 

8.1 Revisiting the Research Questions and Contributions 
For the purpose of summarizing and presenting the outcomes of this study, this section 

revisits the initial research questions and maps the results to the relevant research questions. 

The contributions of this study are in-line with research questions. 

RQ1.What are the factors that affect the cost of ET and ST? 

Section 4.3.2.1 presents the cost factors we identified via interviews with industry 

practitioners. The identified cost factors were categorized under four main categories, 

including the time spent on performing the test activities, cost on testers (testers’ salary and 

training fee for testers), costs of faults, cost of environment (such as expense of software 

tools, equipments costs, electricity expense, house rent, coffee cost, etc.). In order to clearly 

illustrate how these factors affect costs, we conducted a CAE of costs of using manual 

testing approaches which is shown in the diagram in Section 4.3.4.1. 

We concluded from interviews that it makes more sense to focus on analyzing and 

comparing the effort of performing the activities of SBTM and TCBT processes.  Because, 

there is no difference or it is very difficult to identify the difference in other categories of 

cost factors. Besides, we found industry practitioners are more interested in this type of 

information.  

RQ2.What are the benefits of practicing ET and ST?  

Section 4.3.2.2 describes the benefits perceived by industry practitioners, which were 

identified through interviews. The benefits were categorized into five categories; they are 

avoidance of failure cost, time saving, providing meaningful information to stakeholders, 

helping organization gain reputation, customers’ satisfaction.  

RQ2.1.What are factors that affect achieving the benefits of practicing ET and ST? 

Along with the benefits categories, in order to come up with inputs for the CBA model, we 

also identified the factors which have effect on achieving these financial benefits from 

software testing. The detailed results and discussions are presented in Section 4.3.2.2. We 

also conducted CAE, shown in Section 4.3.4.2, to sort and display the benefit factors and 

how these factors impact the benefit achievement. 

RQ3.How can a cost-benefit analysis model be defined to analyze ET and ST? 

Based on analyzing the identified cost factors and benefit factors as well as the testing phases 

stated in ISO/IEC 29119 standard, a CBA model was developed. It was used for conducting 

a qualitative CBA of SBTM process in comparison with TCBT process afterwards. The 

CBA model was evaluated from academics and industry practitioners, for determining the 
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worth and improvement opportunity of this model. The steps of creating CBA model as well 

as the description of CBA model and results of model evaluation are presented in Chapter 5. 

One of the contributions of this study is that this CBA model can be utilized for analyzing 

and comparing other testing processes as well. 

RQ4.How cost-beneficial is ET in comparison with ST? 

The results of a qualitative CBA of SBTM process in comparison with TCBT process are 

presented in Section 6.6. The data was gathered by conducting a questionnaire survey and 

interviews in industry. This survey is contributed in following aspects: 

 It identified the difference of SBTM process and TCBT process based on an analysis 

of the activities performed in organizations. 

We clarified the activities performed for SBTM and TCBT in organization since it is 

significant for discussing the effort. The main differences of SBTM process and 

TCBT process are their structure as well as the depth and order of performing the 

activities. That is, process of SBTM is iterative whereas TCBT process is structured 

as a waterfall model. Detailed information about their activities and differences are 

described in Section 6.6.1.2 and Section 6.6.1.3 and Section 6.6.1.4.  

 It compared and discussed the costs (effort) and benefits in each phase of SBTM and 

TCBT.  

The analysis and comparison of the effort and benefit of these two testing process 

were conducted by phases. Generally speaking, SBTM is more cost-beneficial in 

most of the phases based on industry practitioners’ opinions. But we should be 

aware that the effort of difference activities in difference testing approaches brings 

various benefits. Whether the testing approach is valuable or cost-beneficial for a 

project also depends on which benefits are needed and the context of the project. The 

results of comparison and analysis as well as the discussion about relationships 

between effort and benefits are presented in Section 6.6.1.5. The summary of pair-

wise comparison results for costs and benefits, and the summary of pair-wise 

comparison results for benefit factors, are provided in Appendix G and Appendix H. 

 It also found the factors which considerably impacts on the costs and benefits of 

using SBTM and TCBT.  

We found the costs and benefits of using SBTM and TCBT can be increased or 

decreased in various contexts of the project. These factors can be classified into four 

aspects, which are discussed in Chapter 7: testers’ previous experience and 

knowledge in this domain, testers’ proficiency in testing, mature development 

process, complexity level of the system to be tested. 

 It provided different scenario in which SBTM and TCBT can be more cost-beneficial.  

These scenarios are gathered based on practitioners’ opinions and experience, which 

are presented in Section 7.2 and Section 7.3. It includes some recommendations that 

could help in making SBTM and TCBT more cost-beneficial. 

According to the best of our knowledge, the information provided in this study, was not 

identified by other research studies, and this is the information that industry practitioners are 

interested to know. 
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8.2 Future Work 
Following future work are suggested for further study in this area. 

1. Find the ways to calculate actual dollar values for costs and benefits for quantitative 

CBA. 

As we discussed different orders of measurement in Section 2.1.2 and in this study we used 

first order measurement for comparison of costs and benefits. This comparison is based on 

practitioners’ experience. Future work for this study is second order measurement which 

requires calculating actual dollar values for costs and benefits. With the actual dollar values, 

it can provide quantitative picture of costs-benefits analysis of ET and ST. 

2. More detailed investigation of the activities performed for ET and ST, and define a 

way to describe what degree of the script or exploration in a certain activity is 

involved. 

Actual manual testing practice contains grey zone of ET and ST, as shown in Figure 3. For 

example, when people design test case by looking at the product, they do ET along with it. 

So, practically, software testing consists of a mixture of ET and ST. In this case, when we do 

research on this area, we need to identify the way to define what is purely scripted and what 

is purely exploratory.  

3. Investigation of ET practiced in difference projects in different development model, 

such as waterfall, agile, RUP, etc., and proposing a general process for SBTM. And 

commonality analysis can be considered to use for analyzing characteristics such as 

team size, project types, and development types and also with respect to other 

technologies used by the teams. 

Here the important outcome is that there is no general process of SBTM, therefore people 

have different understanding about its process. So, in order to define the process of SBTM in 

a general way, a research could be conducted to investigate ET in difference types of project 

and different development model.  

4. Identifying the challenges faced in practicing ET and the solutions to deal with them. 

During interviews and survey conducted in this study, some industry practitioners mentioned 

several challenges facing in performing ET, such as test coverage, tracking testing progress, 

etc, and we also found difference organizations have various strategies to deal with them. It 

is worth further research in this regard. 
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APPENDIX A: STEPS FOR SEARCHING OF CBA 

LITERATURE  
 

The objective of this literature review is to study how CBAs have conducted in field of 

software testing in previous research during the period of 1990 to present, in order to support 

and direct research afterwards. The targeted information includes how cost and benefit were 

calculated in the CBA, and the cost and benefit elements which are considered in conducting 

CBA about software testing.  

Search terms 
Population: testing, software testing, system testing, testing software, software verification 

and validation 

Intervention: cost-benefit analysis, cost benefit analysis, benefit-cost analysis 

Search Strings 

Firstly, we used Boolean ―OR‖ to join alternate words and synonyms. Then, we used 

Boolean ―AND‖ to join major research terms. 

 

Searched databases 

IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital library, Springer Link, Engineering Village, ISI, Google scholar, 

ScienceDirect, Citeseer library. 

Inclusion criteria  
1. English Language 

2. Date of publication: 1st January 1990 – present 

3. Full text is available and accessible 

4. Including a CBA in field of software testing 

5. Related to measuring costs and benefits of software testing technique or process 

6. Comparing cost-benefit of two or more alternatives of software testing strategy or 

processes 

Exclusion criteria 
The studies that do not match the defined inclusion criteria will be excluded. 

Study quality assessment  
1. Does the CBA following clearly specified steps? 

2. Does the CBA clearly describe the purpose? 

3. Is it clearly specified in the research article about the adopted research methodology?  
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APPENDIX B: QUESTION CHECKLIST FOR INTERVIEW 
1. Personal Information 

 Name =  

 Company =  

 Position =  

 

2. General Questions  

1) How long have you been working with Exploratory Testing (ET) and Scripted 

Testing (ST)? 

2) In which scenario do you use, or do you suggest your customer to use Free Style 

Exploratory Testing, Session Based Testing, other style of ET, and ST?  

a. In what area of a project is suitable for testing by SBTM? 

3) In your opinion, what are the hiring criteria for ET testers? (specific skills) 

4) In your opinion, what are the hiring criteria for ST testers? 

5) Do you think ET and ST can be used as complementary to each other? In which 

scenario, ET and ST can be used in a project by utilizing the benefits of both 

approaches with lower cost?  

6) How do you decide and plan charter for ET? 

7) Do you use any tool to support ET implementation? 

8) Do you think ET is doing well in integration testing and regression testing? 

 

3. Question related to Cost and Benefit 

1) Do you agree that ET is a cost-beneficial testing approach in comparison to ST? 

2) According to your experience, what are the test activities for ET and ST?  

a. What are the benefits provided by each test activities of ET and ST? 

b. Which activities do not provide any benefits? 

3) What things actually get the benefits, by using ET and ST?  

a. Who received those benefits? 

b. What are the benefits for testers by using ET and ST? 

c. What are the benefits for customers by using ET and ST? 

d. What are the benefits for test manager and test lead by using ET and ST? 

e. What are the benefits for other stakeholders by using ET and ST? 

f. What are the benefits for entire project team by using ET and ST? 

g. … 

4) What are the deliverables of ET (in comparison to deliverables of ST practice? 

(Documentation, knowledge, information?) 

5) Usually, how much time you spend on each testing activity for ET and ST, in 

percentage time of total testing phase? 

a. How much time is spent on planning on detail and re-plan, test execution, 

test reporting, etc (for ET and ST)? 

b. How much time is spent on test management? 

c. How many meetings you attend which does not provide any benefits (during 

ET and ST practice)? 

d. How much time is spent on writing test cases that are never executed? 

(percentage time) 
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6) What are the factors/scenarios which can make ET more cost-beneficial?  

7) What are the factors/scenarios which can make ST more cost-beneficial?  

4. Questions related to empirical recommendations 

1. Have you ever measured cost or benefit of testing practice? What cost and benefit 

parameter, in your opinion, should we consider when we do cost-benefit analysis of 

a testing approach? 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR 

COSTS AND BENEFITS 
 

Interviewee 1 

Name: Fredrik Rydberg 

Company:            AddQ Consulting AB 

Position:              Test Manager Consultant 

Email:                   fredrik.rydberg@addq.se 

Meeting Date:    January 14, 2011 

Time:                    10:00 am – 11:00 am 

Media:                 Phone 

 
Fredrik Rydberg is currently working as Test Manager Consultant in AddQ consulting AB. 

He has served in Maquet Critical Care, SJ AB and other renowned companies. The 

experience of working with ET is mainly gained during his work in Maquet from 2001 to 

2007. 

During his stay in Maquet he practiced both ST and ET approaches. He started to use free 

style ET there and then moved to SBTM. Maquet also developed tools for tracking and 

control of SBTM. Along with more than five years experience of working with ET, Fredrik 

also presented at EuroSTAR conference 2010 and other training session in field of ET. We 

consider he was well versed on the topic of research area and was a valuable resource for our 

research. 

Interview Details 

This interview was taken on phone due to the distance and interviewee’s recommendation. 

Interviewee started with the explanation of interviewee’s experiences. He found ET seven 

times more effective in terms of time.  He also explained that ET finds different type of 

problems e.g. in real time system the time problem can be found using ET which is difficult 

to notice with ST. He mentioned that ET is not suitable where complex settings are involved 

or sometimes in order to reach one situation we might need to fulfill many preconditions, in 

this situation ET is also not suitable.  

While discussing about the value of faults found using ET he explained that ET finds more 

important faults which are difficult to find using ST. He mentioned that ET is more suitable 

to find the faults which are difficult to detect because ET focuses more on the behavior of the 

system whereas ST intends to look on the script. In terms of finding more severe fault he 

said it is hard to say because he has no evidence. 

He also mentioned that sometimes it is very hard to separate ET and ST because in early 

stages of testing when they don’t have the test cases in detail, they also use ET but in that 

situation it is hard to differentiate that the faults found were using ET or ST. He also stated 

that if they have more experienced and skilled testers, who have better understating of the 

system and its architecture, then they will find more severe faults in less time as compare to 

ST. But there is also possibility that they might not find the severe faults using ET because 

there are some test areas where ST is more suitable. 
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According to his opinion, ET and ST both should be used with a right mix. He considers ET 

is more suitable at early stages when it is used with a relation of ST when test cases are not 

mature. At late stages, they also perform ET after they finish performing all test cases, for 

better quality, particularly in safety critical system.  

Regarding cost of ET, we discussed about the team structure and time spent on testing using 

both approaches. They had different teams for the testing of different functions but not 

different teams for ET and ST. From the same team having more skilled and experienced 

testers who considered ET more fun, were allocated more time for ET. He added that 

although skilled and experienced testers are good for ET, but they should not be forced to do 

that, they should have passion for ET. 

When we discussed about the cost of tester, he highlighted that it depends on the application; 

if the testing requires good domain knowledge then they prefer to hire experienced 

consultants, but it is always recommended to have people from inside the organization. He 

mentioned that we should not consider ST tester as cheap tester because we think that test 

cases are easy and everyone can execute them. But if the test cases are so easy then they can 

be automated and machines can execute those test cases. In his opinion, for beginners ST is 

good and for ET, experienced testers are better choice. For beginners ET can be a good 

means of learning the system. Critical areas of application should be tested by experienced 

testers no matter which testing approach being used. 

He recommended SBTM because it allows reusing tests and manages the tests better. 

Regarding charter designing responsibility he said that in his case the function team was 

overall responsible but team members were free to add charters.  

While discussing about the factors which affects the cost, he mentioned that main difference 

is the time or might be some specialized setup for testing. But the setup is required for both 

ET and ST so we cannot say that the setup make the differences between both approaches. 

So only main difference is time and if the time is allocated to skilled person then that will be 

more expensive. 

 

Interviewee 2 

Name: Henrik Andersson 

Company:            House of Test Consultancy 

Position:              CEO & Consultant 

Email:                   henrik.andersson@houseoftest.se 

Meeting Date:    March 09, 2011 

Time:                    14:00-15:00 

Henrik Andersson has been working within software testing since 1998. In most of time 

during his working experience, he was worked as management roles such as test lead, test 

manager or process responsible. He has been working with telecom, medical devices, life 

and insurance, SAP and supply chain system.  

He has six years experience in working with ET. During his work, he helped many 

organizations increase their efficiency and reconstruct their test processes to deliver better, 

faster and cheaper, but in a controlled and measurable way and with improved quality. 

Henrik has also presented at conferences such as EuroSTAR conferences, CAST 2010 in 

field of software testing. We consider he was well versed on the topic of research area and 

was a valuable resource for our research. 

Interview Details 
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This interview was conducted on phone due to the distance and interviewee’s preference. 

According to his experience, a lot of bank and medical system are using ET. The most 

common way is to do ET and ST together. In his opinion, it would not be tested without 

using ET for regulatory system, especially for critical system, because they can get more 

diversified testing and more skilled testing. He also mentioned that the reason of using 

SBTM rather than freestyle ET is because companies’ wants to get some structure, and get 

focus on more specific things.  

The hiring  criteria for ET tester is curiosity, analytical skills, be skilled in learning, great 

interest in ET, understand ET and recognize of the complex and challenging, not consider it 

as something easy, good at problem solving, technical understanding, good at telling a story 

to describing, good at analyzing (why should I do this test, why I test in this way but not that 

way), good at communicating (talking people), describing bugs, good at risk estimation and 

awareness, some knowledge of economy (the cost of test should have value ), good at 

modeling and test design as well. He also mentioned that experience is something we gain by 

performing and learning and doing stuff, and he does not think that they have to be 

experienced. Experience is about trying, thinking, feeling, and retrying. Besides, he thinks 

ST tester should also have the same skills.  

For the usage of ET, basically, he follows the SBTM process. Sometime he made some 

changes, for example he changes the process to adopt their way of agile development 

process, and adopt in a way that takes care of the stakeholders’ interests and needs. 

Regarding charter designing, every tester can come up with the charter, then they have a plan 

activity, after that the charter is executed.  He said everyone should be allowed to write 

charter, developers as well. The percentage time spend on testing depends on many things; it 

is difficult to give a figure. He could do testing for one hour, if the information provide is 

valuable to someone. Most of time, he is trying to make the time box as 90 minutes, because 

it is easier to report, and easier to schedule and plan. He does not agree the statement that 

―ET is time-consuming in complex system‖. He thinks it is an assumption to make; he think 

is completely incorrect. For complex system, they do a lot of learning of the system, reading 

and modeling and chartering, having discussion with architecture developer. If it is 

extremely complex system, he thinks it should not be tested by just doing test cases, every 

combination, every path, and every way should be used to test this system. He said our brain 

is smart enough to contain that type of complexity and that is a false believe that test cases 

cover everything, but in fact they don’t. 

He agrees that ET can find more critical defects and can better utilize the resources on testing 

the things which are more valuable and more interesting. He also stated that more faults can 

be found by using ET, because more time is spent on test execution. The brainstorm time 

spend on test design depends on how much complex the system is, and what we will test. 

Generally, ST has 80 % effort spent on design test cases, 20 % spend on actual software. In 

ET, it is opposite. Session report is used for debriefing, formally to approve the session for 

calculation. When they want to test the same area again later on, then they can go back to the 

session report again and see what they did last time, what is the conclusion made on it. 

For analyzing the cost, he recommended that we should take account of following 

information: what the test actually spend time on, what things we actually get the benefits 

on, look at all the things that the test to do, and comparing that with all the output the test 
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delivered, how much of the thing tester do, can we connect to the output that someone 

receive from the test, how much time spend on writing test cases, how many time spend on 

planning on detail, and re-plan, how much time spend on writing test cases that never be 

executed, how much time spend on test management, how many meetings they attend which 

does not provide any benefits.  

For measurement of benefits, he suggested that think very careful about the measurement, 

make sure the measurements are correct to the parameter. His measurement is feeling-based: 

he talks with stakeholders to ask if they feel happy for the product or service.  

We discussed the benefits of ET identified in literature, and he has realized all the benefits. 

He also highlighted that regression testing is to test the same area again; it does not mean 

that they do the same test cases again. It can be to test it again in a different way; in this case, 

ET can be a good regression test approach. Along with the benefits we confirmed with him, 

he also included several benefits that he observed by practicing ET. They are:  

 Development of tester’s skill. It is a great benefit for doing ET because in ET testers 

learn more which improves their testing skills. 

 Happiness of testers.  

 More focus on value, they do valuable testing. ET provides more valuable 

information for stakeholders. 

We showed him the benefits identified in literature, he stated that comparing with ET, and he 

does not think ST has these benefits, because ET can be more beneficial in those aspects, 

except where legal and regulatory requirements are required to meet. He comments on it that 

for regulatory requirements, they have to do ST, but it does not mean that they do not allow 

to do ET. 

Interviewee 3 

Name: Fredrik Scheja 

Company:            Sogeti Sverige AB (Lund) 

Position:              Sir Testalot, 

Experienced test consultant 

Email:                   fredrik.scheja@sogeti.se 

Meeting Date:    March 11, 2011 

Time:                    13:00-14:47 

Media:                 Face-to-face meeting 

Location:             Sogeti Sverige AB (Lund) 

Fredrik Scheja currently is working Sogeti as test consultant. With four years experience on 

using ET, he has gained the practical experience as a tester and as a manger. He has deep 

knowledge and understanding of different test approaches, process, and other aspects of 

software testing. He provides test-related expertise to organizations and helps them improve 

the way of working.  

Fredrik has also presented in conferences such as SAST (Swedish Association for Software 

Testing) 2008, Øredev 2009 in field of software testing. We consider he was well versed on 

the topic of research area and was a valuable resource for our research. 
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Interview Details 

In early stage, he just used ST. In 2007, he got a project from customer, in which they had to 

use ET, because the application required millions of possible test cases. They documented 

test cases simultaneous when they test. They reported and writing their test cases while we 

test it in log, because they had very strong requirements from customer that they should 

document every test they execute. They followed the original idea of session based testing. 

The testers’ log provided customers with the information including what they tested, how 

they tested it, what are the test data, the amount of minutes they setup the test and execute 

the test, etc. They documented more than the traditional ST, they produced tremendous 

amount of data (what, why, when, how we test it). The information is always continually 

created. It was not often that they reused that data. The information that they produced has 

the freshness date. They considered the old data was obsolete. Main purpose of 

documentation is for tracking.  

The missions are the work package; the mission can be to verify that the written 

requirements have been successfully implemented in the system. It could be a use case or a 

written document of requirement. On one hand read it and do the tests; on the other hand to 

check what it is said there is actually in the product. Another mission can be that use this 

system, and be aware any performance issues, or use that functionality together with other 

functionality and try to break the system that could be another mission (Non-functional 

requirements). Most often, if the system is a bit shaky, then it may take more than 90 

minutes, because in every test tester may find something fishy. Then tester has to investigate 

that, and investigation takes time. He also emphasize that as a professional tester and 

exploratory tester, we have to be aware that written requirements are the product itself, it is a 

model of real world; a model of actual expectation on the system. So testers have to know 

that when they have a use case on hand; it has flaws, it may have missed functionality. The 

product is never flawless; the use case is the product, so that it is never flawless. So when 

tester test or verify a use case, they have to know that there is expectations on the system is 

beyond these use cases, they have to also be aware that how they market the product. Testers 

have to be aware more than the written requirements, in order to make fully facts of their 

mind as a software tester. He also stated that when we create a mission, the key thing is to 

see the mission of this test and to investigate it, but when we see something else it might be 

strange, make notes of this, and discuss it later; it is not prior target of the investigation, but 

it might be worth to notice. Exploratory testers have more freedom and more responsibility; 

because of the responsibility make them more curiosity. 

When we told about comparison of ET and ST in terms of cost, he stated that it is difficult 

and dangerous to say any figures. In traditional testing, testers go into the specification phase 

where they look through the written requirement, analyze them and specify what prepare and 

what do they think they should test. Testers also specify the independent test steps. When 

testers do that, they actually do a lot of work with the detailed requirement and discuss a lot 

of questions with the developer or requirement analysts and other people. If they don’t do 

that and just check them by doing exploratory testing, they might not prepare that much. 

Perhaps it saves a lot of time or cost in testing, but tester have to compensate that with 

increasing time during requirements or development; requirement has to be investigated, if 

testers don’t do it, then other people for example developers have to do it. Traditionally, 

these questions were driven by the system testers. It may decrease the system tests cost up to 
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half of the costs, but it may increase the cost in development by a quarter, because the 

developers have to test and investigate a lot of requirements. Nevertheless, he stated his 

opinion that, in whole big round, we can save the cost of the project by using ET, but it still 

not save a lot, because when we decrease the cost of testing, we will have to find these faults 

or issues and solve these issues earlier in the product. As people always say that we have to 

find the bugs as early as possible, if we don’t rely on a big system test organization that 

catches all of the flaws in the end, we have to find them in the beginning. We can find the 

defects and correct them before them composed in source code, find them and correct them 

while we see the requirement documentation. Or we can tell developer that ―the functionality 

that you are developing, I am going to test it like this, do you think it will be hold and stand 

for that pressure by this load, do you think you will cope with this performance 

requirements‖, in this way, it can help develop deal with performance issue at early stage. 

We cannot say that using ET will save time and money. If the development process itself is 

immature, then use ET on that will not do anything good, because it is like trying to build a 

big construction on a very rust bridge.  

Criteria and special skills of ET and ST testers 

About criteria and special skills of ET and ST testers, he stated that in the traditional setup, 

organization hire someone with the knowledge of test process, the risk-based testing, the 

domain, the context of the system, etc. He or she will write the specific detail of tests, and 

then hand it over to someone to execute these tests. But according to these steps, it signs a 

signal that test executor won’t have to think. During ET, testers don’t have to have those test 

cases prepared form, and they know what to test and how to break the software. But to give 

that freedom to a tester, the testers have to have test design techniques, testers have to know 

how to test plan; the tester has to be a tester manager, test designer, test executioner, a good 

test reporter, he or she has to be aware how to tell people at end where why and how he did it 

and what the results were, and present this in a good way. So it will put more pressure on the 

tester to be able to do this. It relies on the individual more. And he also highlighted that 

whatever test techniques testers will use, they should have the skills. They have to be 

curious; they have to be engaged in this. Firstly, tester should have the direction. Secondly, 

testers have the resources they required to solve the given task. The third thing is respect and 

trust, testers have to listen to the person and trust them. That will lead the curious. He said 

we should not say that we use separate team for ET and ST, because every tester do ET in 

certain degree. And as a professional tester, we have to be able to use all the sources make it 

good to under the certain situation. In some context, we have to write test cases.  

The purpose of testing is to provide insights according to quality and related risks. The test 

organizations have to bear in mind that they capture and present the information about the 

system, and how they do that. Sometime it is good to prepare more, detail more about tests, 

sometimes testers can do a lot of work by not doing a lot of detailing, because people in the 

organization is already know what they should test, and they have the domain knowledge 

about what they should do. If the people don’t have enough domain knowledge about what 

they should do, they require more detailed information about what should do. 

ET focuses more on testing. If testers spend more time on testing, they will find more 

information and bugs. By using ET will found all bugs on all severity levels. If the 

exploratory tester curious enough, he or she may be able to find more bug. Overall we can 

say that using exploratory testing we can find more bugs, which are difficult to detected 
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compare to test case based testing. Because we have more people are actually doing the 

thinking.  

What are the types of documents or reports generated by practicing ET and 

ST? 

When we told about the output documents generated by practicing ET and ST, he stated that 

all documents that need to be generated are all depended on the context. For session report, it 

could be very detail that includes every step they took, every finding, it also can be simple, 

just the defects, and test reports for the release. As a tester, we want to make the output 

usable. The purpose of testing is to product information of the system regarding to quality, 

and also add valuable insights. It should be valuable for the people: who is interested in 

what, for example developers are interested in getting the bugs and fix them; orders are 

interested in what works what does not work, what is the data of quality right now; project 

leader may be interested in how many functions are implemented according to this list. Find 

all the stakeholders, and what they needs. For example, for an agile project, people just focus 

on document the things they need, and get rid of the left thing, it does not make sense that 

what test steps they take.  

It may be very good report coming from ST and it is easier to produce a report when using 

test cases. But it leads to over reporting; because it is no need to answer any questions like 

87% test cases are past.  

We also asked whether he measure cost or benefits of testing practice. He stated that he did 

not have the time and resources to define the measurable benefit points. He feels it will be 

interesting to take part of the investigation, but we may need two projects doing the same 

thing working with different setup. It is difficult to find in real project. 

When we talk about the financial benefit of software testing from project team's perspective, 

according to his opinion, it can be classified into three categories: 

 Avoidance of failure cost 

 Saved cost of reduced time 

 More business opportunities  

We discussed the benefits of ET and ST identified in literature, and he has realized them but 

with following comments on it. 

 He mentioned that ―better regression testing‖ depends on how we do regression 

testing, if we have splendid test automation setup, we can do regression testing with 

that test automation. If the purpose of regression testing is to verify we have not 

broken that new development. In this case, ET may be a complement. 

 About ―quick learning of any new product‖, he commented that we can learn system 

by exploring it. But we also can learn it well by following test steps. If it is a good 

test case or test steps, it can be an instruction of for the tester to learn the system. 

Along with the benefits of ET identified in literature, he added one more benefit he observed 

by practicing ET, that is ―testers enjoy testing‖. 
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Except the benefits of ST identified in literature, he also added another benefit he observed 

by practicing ST. It is: ―good for outsource‖. 

Interviewee 4 

Name: Petter Mattsson 

Company:            Logica AB 

Position:              Test Manager 

Email:                   petter.mattsson@logica.com 

Meeting Date:    March 19, 2011 

Time:                    13:00 – 15:00 

Media:                 Face-to-face meeting 

Location:             BTH, Karlskrona, Sweden 

Petter Mattsson is currently working as Test Manager at Telenor. He started his career ten 

years ago and mostly working in test management position. He first learnt about ET in 2006 

when he attended the lecture from James Bach and Michael Bolton on ―Rapid software 

testing‖. After that he introduced ET approach in UIQ where he used to work as test 

manager. He started practicing ET in manner of SBTM.  

Petter is also speaker at several test conferences, such as SAST (Swedish Association for 

Software Testing) 2008, NFI ―Testforum‖ 2008 (where he was appointed as ―Best speaker of 

the conference‖), Blekinge Institute of Technology (topic: ―Test Management‖, 2006). We 

consider he was well versed on the topic of research area and was a valuable resource for our 

research. 

Interview Details 

This interview was a face to face meeting. Firstly, interviewee stated when he started to use 

ET and what the reasons behind this were. They had situation where they had to execute 

around ten thousands test cases which required six to seven weeks to execute each iteration 

of test. They found that they had only time to execute the test case, and there are many test 

cases which are not accurate anymore but they had no time to update them. They also 

realized that they are working as robots just executing the test cases and not creative at all. 

When he introduced ET in organization, they started with using SBTM, same method as 

defined by Bach brothers. 

While talking about ST, He mentioned that we should use ST and ET in balance. ST is good 

cover the requirements and secures the functionality. We can use ST to test that functions are 

working and use ET to detect problems because we cannot write all the test cases to find the 

problems which we find using ET. He considers that it is difficult to separate both 

approaches but if there is choice of selection then he would select ET. 

While discussing about the teams of ET and ST, he said we should not separate the teams of 

ET and ST because the knowledge testers get using ET is gold worth which can help to 

create test cases which really add value in testing. He mentioned that while hiring any person 
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we should consider that we are hiring testers which should have testing skills it does not 

matter which testing approach we are going to use.  

He also mentioned that the time spent on test planning, test designing and charter definitions 

depends on the project and company. For example if we are working with life critical 

systems we might need to write many test cases because that is requirement, in this case, ET 

is used in a smaller part, and we spend more time on ST. He also mentioned that ET should 

be used in all phases: start of testing, unit testing, integration, regression etc. If we start 

testing with ET we can learn application quickly and can write better test cases. ET and ST 

should be in parallel because both have different focus as we discussed above. May be ST 

has more advantage in acceptance testing but it depends how do we see acceptance testing. 

In order to define the charter, Testers should have freedom of designing charter. We can 

design the charters in planning phase but during testing tester can identify and create new 

charters. 

According to his opinion, we should start testing whenever any piece of code is ready to test 

instead of waiting for the whole application to be ready. Tester should sit with the developer 

and they should have strong communication in this way developer gets quick feedback of 

application. When we talked about outsourcing of testing (which testing approach will be 

more beneficial in outsourcing testing), interviewee considers that first of all if we go for 

outsourcing the whole testing not the part of it and he will be more satisfied if the outsourced 

company uses both approaches in parallel. 

Regarding benefits of ET, interviewee explained that ET benefits more to stakeholders by 

identifying more problems. It is more cost beneficial by not saving the time but finding the 

faults, because when we perform ET we diversify the testing and look around the path the 

function which we are testing, instead of following one straight path. In this way, we can 

find more fault which can be very costly on later stages not only for company but also for 

customer. Whereas in ST, in we find fault in first iteration and in 2nd iteration we follow the 

same path and find no fault there. 

When we talk about the cost of ET and ST, he mentioned that it is very hard to separate the 

cost because we should consider the cost of testing. We can consider that we find more 

important faults using ET which can be very costly.  

While planning of testing, ST is good for requirement testing and ET is good for to testing 

risk areas. According to his opinion, we should not spend time on writing negative test cases. 

If requirements are stable and we know the possible problem areas then we should cover by 

using ET charters as ET is about learning. So that we learn the product and risks about that 

product and can find problem in better way. 

He considers that tracking is difficult in ET as compare to ST. But he also emphasized that 

tracking testing progress is also related to the trust between test manager and testers, as well 

as customers and test team.  

He considers that figures are just for the satisfaction of managers, and the number of passed 

test cases using ST does not show the quality, for example we execute 100 test cases and 90 

passed but might be the impact of rest 10 tests are more than those passed test cases so it is 

hard to give figures. In case of ET, we can compare the number of faults but in fact it is 
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considered as a tool to find faults and we don’t need to put figures to satisfy customers. In 

ET we cannot compare one same charter with two iterations because they are executed from 

different testers and both use different paths. He mentioned that we should trust on testers 

because they can analyze the problems and impact of those problems. If we build the trust 

environment, testers can provide more effective work. So the metric he used for ―go ahead 

the testing‖ is based on testers gut feelings. According to his experience, it works well 

because he has experienced testers. 

He suggested that one way of analyzing the cost saving could be that the found faults with 

ET and ST should be discussed with customer and test team and customer both mutually , in 

this way we can estimate the savings (the potential loss of those faults). If we compare both 

approaches separately then we can say that we save lot of time ET which we spend of 

writing test cases and finding the test cases to test particular area.  

In the discussion that for what type of systems ET can be or cannot be used, he mentioned 

that ET can be used for every type of system. ET can be used for critical systems as well, 

usually critical systems has regulatory requirements of writing test cases but it does not mean 

that we will find problems, so ET can complement ST to find more problems. For the 

complex system if it is hard to write the charters for the complex system then the problems is 

same as writing test cases. For example in order to test case for function which requires 

many steps to perform to reach that function requires the domain knowledge then 

Exploratory tester can also reach test that function if he learns the application. So according 

to his opinion both should be used with balance for complex systems as well. 

At end of the interview, we have also discussed the benefits of ET and ST identified in 

literature, and he has realized all of them. Along with these benefits mentioned in literature, 

he also emphasized the importance of another benefit of ET, which is ―happiness of testers‖. 

Interviewee 5 

(Identity of interviewee not revealed upon request.) 

Interview Details 

Based on interviewee’s comfortable, this interview is discussion-based that we did not 

follow the list of questions. Firstly, interviewee emphasized his opinion about ST and ET. 

His definition of ST is that ―testing is scripted to the degree that test design happens before 

test execution‖. If all test design happens before test execution, it is completely scripted. But 

pure ST is not usual; it is because even when we write test script down and hand those 

scripts to someone, it still has to be interpreted.  Test scripts is like a program (says do this or 

do that), but human have to take that interpreted, and that interpretation process is test 

design. That is why even scripted design is a little bit exploratory. It is not a program that 

any computer can execute exactly like any other computer would, because we are human-

being, and manual testing is a human behavior.  

He stated that there are a lot of testing may be called ST, some may be really scripted but 

some may be not very scripted. A lot of ST got a little bit of exploratory testing all through 

it. In this regards, he suggested that if we want to do research to compare ET and ST 

approach, we should understand that: there are many elements here some may be more 
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scripted, some may be less scripted. So how we identify that, how do we control for that, is 

very important.  In order to get handle on that, we need to study people who are doing 

testing: study about the people who say they are doing exploratory testing, and people who 

say they are doing scripted testing, and watch what they are doing. He also suggested to use 

Grounded Theory and to do a social research in this area. Because testing is a human 

activity, we are studying people, but not studying software engineering artifacts.  

He mentioned that if we are going to write test cases, but we don’t look at the product at all, 

we need comprehensive information about that product, otherwise we cannot write test 

cases. But if we do ET, we don’t need that comprehensive information. The reason is we 

have the product. But if some people design test case by looking at the product, in this case, 

scripts are coming from ET: they play with the product, and learn it, and write test case, it is 

ET. In this case, we may found that ST finds a lot of bugs, but we cannot get conclusion that 

ST is very powerful, because in this process, testers did a lot of ET. ―We learn product by 

reading‖ this is the classic idea of what V-model talks about, it is described that we don’t do 

ET to get the scripts. If we are not going to develop good tests from good specification, then 

we don’t need specification. He believes that we don’t need test cases for repeatability. He 

also stated that actually according to his 23 years experience, test case is useless, people just 

hear from each other that test case is necessary.  

After that we have talked about cost-benefit analysis of SBTM and TCBT processes. He 

mentioned one cost for ST: ―the cost of creating specification good enough to use as a basis 

for scripted tests‖. If we are going to design test case without learning by trying in the 

application, then we need really good specification. That is costly to put testers in that 

situation, which is so simple, without any learning, they can still do a great job. This the cost 

directly required for having a scripted testing. In order to make the scripted testing work, one 

of the setup cost is the product should be made friendly with scripted testing. Water fall 

model no learning phase, it will require a lot of time to learn the product. Agile water fall 

model built in learning phase in the process, because of the cycles. ET is a cycle. ET 

contains a feedback flow, they learn it, and give feedback, and change it. ST is a straight one, 

testers just do what they told to do, they don’t response feedback and don’t learn anything, 

like do it as told to do. ET is a gold seeking/value seeking action. Agile is exploratory 

software development. Waterfall is Scripted Software development. He also said that if we 

investigate how test design related to test execution, and how tester train related to test 

design and test execution, maybe we will find that training testers in a right way that they 

don’t need to write down test cases; because they may have sufficient knowledge that don’t 

need test specification to guide the testing. He also stated that any test case requires almost 

no thinking to create is not necessary to create, because we can create without reply on a file. 

For example ―go and press the button‖, we don’t need to write it down, because it 

completely waste of time, because testers already know that. Trained tester can recreate that 

easily, even untrained tester can do it. When something is carefully designed, that is when 

specification becomes important, but you have to find that point in this space.  

He also stated that the challenge of measuring cost and benefit of SBTM and TCBT 

processes is to control how people’s previous knowledge to bring to the table and how they 

use that knowledge. If we already familiar with this game, then we will do something 

different as if we don’t have many knowledge about it. If the testers have been in the 

company many years, may be they can design test cases without look at the product, because 
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they familiar with the process and product, they always do the same thing, but may be other 

people cannot do it. The category of cost also can be expressed in another way: ―what is the 

cost to put that person in the situation where it is possible for them to do this scripted 

testing‖.  For an experienced exploratory tester, he will be successful to do ET, but may be 

other people cannot, they need explanation and need to be told how to do it.  So it is not fair 

that compare what he does and what other people who don’t know it. So it is necessary to 

control that knowledge, not just focus on test technology.  

About cost and benefit factors, he stated that if we are working with a test platform that is 

quite expensive or not available every much, it makes a lot of sense to think about the test in 

advance, because what we have is a lot of cheap time to think and expensive time to execute. 

The ET is a feedback loop, whenever the feedback loop is very slow, we must do scripts; 

when it is very fast and inexpensive, we use less thinking. That always naturedly happens. 

The same thing happen with debugging, he just uses debugger when it is absolutely 

desperate. The reason he don’t use debugger is because debugger make it easy for he not to 

think; and he artificially slow down the feedback loop from his programming because he 

tried to do better job by that way. Some people do scripted tests, and they can test better 

because they try to think carefully about the tests. But it is not true for a lot of people, some 

people they don’t want to think because they don’t know how to test, so force them to write 

tests in advance, in this case, they still cannot get better tests, because they don’t know how 

to differentiate good tests and bad tests.  

He thinks we should include in our cost categories is the cost of preparing the project so that 

scripted testing can be successful. And the cost of explaining their work to people who don’t 

understand testing, it is easier to explain scripted testing than explain ET to people that is the 

major reason that people follow scripted testing.  This are two approaches, when we explain 

to another people who has no idea what are you doing, and they don’t care how we do it, 

they just want to know what’s happening and how to come up with the result.  

When we confirmed with him about the benefits of ET identified from literature, he agrees 

with all. But he did not agree with many benefits of ST, he stated that ET could be better 

than ST in all those aspects. The benefits gained from ET or ST also depends on context.  

 

Interview 6 
Name: Liang Shi 

Company:            Microsoft 

Position:              Software Development 

Engineer in Testing 

Email:                   liang.shi@live.com 

Meeting Date:    June 24, 2011 

Time:                    19:30 – 20:30 

Media:                 Online voice chat 

Liang Shi currently is working for Microsoft for last 5 years. His working experience and 

projects are shown as follow: 

 2008.2 - Now, Test Windows Application, Microsoft Business Division, Seattle WA 

USA. 
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 2006.11 - 2008.2, Test Windows Service and Web Application, Microsoft Online 

Service Division, Beijing China. 

Along with rich experience in software testing, he has received PHD degree of Computer 

Science and Engineering in 2006. He did research in field of evolutionary testing, pair-wise 

testing, program analysis and reengineering. We consider he was well versed on the topic of 

research area and was a valuable resource for our research. 

This interview was contacted via online voice chat. Interviewee has used ET as a 

complementary testing approach throughout the entire testing process in the organization. He 

considered ET as dynamic learning process, which emphasizes continuous learning. 

According to him the character of ET enables testers to continuously revise their test plans, 

and it brings out many benefits, such as quick feedback, good adaptation to project state, and 

development of tester’s skill and knowledge. Although he practices ET in a more freestyle 

way, he also emphasized the importance of taking notes for an effective ET practice. So we 

consider that he is using modified SBTM, which is freestyle ET with session notes. He 

mentioned that if tester logs necessary information, he or she can provide meaningful reports 

to stakeholders. Without notes, testers cannot explain what they did during ET. Session notes 

enable reusability, tracks the test progress, and proof of test coverage. The detailed level of 

notes depends on the situation. And taking notes does not require much effort, and does not 

bring any interruption in the testing process. These notes are different than the detailed test 

cases. The notes focus on more valuable information that is needed. One important 

difference between ET and ST is that in ET the decisions are made during test execution, 

whereas ST decides everything beforehand.  

He also stated that for a fixed time period, ET can provide better quality of testing than ST in 

most conditions. In the situation where the new tester is not familiar with the complex 

interaction of features in the application, the tester needs more time in learning that will help 

him or her in providing rapid feedback and performing better testing. 

When we talked about benefits of software testing, he mentioned that benefits can be 

classified into two types: benefits gained from software testing, and benefits gained from one 

testing strategy comparing with another testing alternative. He referred the words from 

Alistair Cockburn that ―the project has two goals: to deliver the software and to create an 

advantageous position for the next game. If the primary goal is not met, the next game may 

be canceled‖. So regarding which testing technique is more beneficial, we should consider 

whether the test technique can help the project win this time, as well as the benefits for the 

next project. The benefits categories of a better testing technique or process can be classified 

into: lesser time and effort, identification of more bugs and critical bugs, benefits for the next 

project. The benefits gained for future project can be: improvement of testers’ skill, and 

development of testers’ knowledge. For different organizations, the required benefits may be 

different.  

He also highlighted that analyzing the uncertainty of a project is very important, which also 

affects the selection of testing strategy. At an early stage, a project usually has high 

uncertainty. In comparison to ST, ET adapts well with project uncertainty and enables the 

decision-making in the right time instead of deciding everything from beginning. 

He has also mentioned that testers' happiness is very important in test teams. If tester is not 

happy, he cannot find deeper or bugs that are difficult to find. SBTM provides intellectual 

challenges that encourage testers to improve their skills and increases their happiness. 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR 

EVALUATION OF CBA MODEL 
 

Interviewee 1 
Name Cigdem Gencel 

Organization         Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) 

Position       Lecturer 

Email:                   cigdem.gencel@bth.se 

Meeting Date:    April 11, 2011 

Time:                    13:30 – 14:30 

Media:                 Face-to-face meeting 

Location:             BTH, Karlskrona, Sweden 

 

This interview was taken as in person meeting in BTH Karlskrona campus. Interview started 

with explanation of the study that what we are aiming with this study. Then we explained the 

whole process which we followed to define the CBA model, we explained what the entities, 

attributes are and what metric we are using for measurement of costs and benefits in this 

model. We also explained that how we will assign values for comparison of both processes. 

After explanation we asked the question that what does interviewee thinks about the CBA 

model.  

Interviewee discussed one recent study related to the topic in detail which was done by her 

students. The purpose of discussion was to provide us some guidelines for comparison of 

two approaches because that study followed an upcoming standard ISO/IEC 29119 which 

defines the different phases of testing so we can compare in that way. Then interviewee 

mentioned if you want to compare the cost then you need to find the data from industry for 

SBTM and TCBT. This data should be from the same project. But we explained we could 

not find this type of data from industry and we will collect the data through survey from 

industrial practitioners on basis of their experiences. 

Interviewee discussed different possible ways of cost-benefit analysis for this study. One 

suggested option was that we can find the cause and effect relationship of costs and benefits. 

Interviewee also mentioned that we can make the total of the cost because they are using the 

same metric (effort) but we cannot make total of benefits because they use different metrics. 

So what we can do, we can discuss each benefit that which testing approach reveals this 

benefit more. 

Then we discussed that can we use pare wise comparison for this study. The interviewee said 

yes, you can use it will not provide exact dollar value but will provide an understanding 

about the costs and benefits. Interviewee mentioned that it will be better if you also search 

how CBA is done in management sciences. Interviewee also mentioned that if you can 

assign dollar values to both costs and benefits then you can make total but if you use 

different metric then you cannot make total but you can discuss that according to survey that 

this much people consider that benefit A is more achieved in one approach as compare to 

other. 

mailto:cigdem.gencel@bth.se
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Interviewee 2 
Name Mikael Svahnberg 

Organization         Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) 

Position       Senior Lecturer / Associate Professor 

Email:                   mikael.svahnberg@bth.se 

Meeting Date:    June 16, 2011 

Time:                    10:00 – 11:00 

Media:                 Face-to-face meeting 

Location:             BTH, Karlskrona, Sweden 

 

This interview was taken as in person meeting in BTH Karlskrona campus. It was scheduled 

after modification in model based on our first interview’s comments from Dr. Cidgem. At 

start of the interview, we explained the purpose of the study and how and why we are going 

to do the cost and benefit analysis on the basis of practitioners’ experience. We explained 

that our cost-benefit analysis model is based on the effort we spend on different activities 

and the benefits we get from them. We also explained that how we are going to gather the 

data from industry by using this model. After this we asked the question that the process we 

followed to make this model is academically correct and the results we will get from this 

model will they help us for costs and benefits analysis? 

Interview said yes it makes sense but I also want to add few perspectives. 

1. When we talk about cost, does industry use same tools for both approaches? If not 

then it will affect cost. 

2. The benefits we identified are mostly based on cost avoidance but not on value. 

Which is good for industrial point of view but for academia focus is on value so we 

should be aware of this thing. 

3.  Interviewee mentioned that he would like to do this survey in two dimensions. One 

he would like to know that which approach is costly as compare to other in one 

phase and second, he would like to dig more that why it is more costly for example 

SBTM take more time in domain learning that is why planning is costly as compare 

to TCBT. We asked that what does interviewee thinks if we give the option to 

respondents to explain why they think that this phase is costly and give them option 

to write comments on that. Interviewee said yes this is correct but if you could ask in 

more structured way then it will be better. Then interviewee gave his suggestions for 

organizing the survey question order. 

I. First ask which approach takes longer time in one phase 

II. Then why is that? 

III. Then which activities take more time. 

 

Here we discussed that gathering this all information may lead to a long survey and 

we might not get enough respondents. But interviewee said that somehow you need 

this information and you need to ask these questions and according to his opinion it 

will not be that much long. He gave one suggestion that if you could get the 

supporting data from survey respondent then it will really great. 

mailto:mikael.svahnberg@bth.se
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4. He also said that he would like to get one more type of information from this survey. 

That on which testing phase respondents spend more time in one process and what is 

the reason of focusing more on that phase. In this way he can gather the information 

that which phase is more important for respondents. 

5. For benefits he suggested that use the same way of asking questions for costs. Like 

which phase is more beneficial in one testing approach and what benefit factors 

make that phase more beneficial. 

For the survey, Interviewee suggested to pilot test the survey and sees the results first. Then 

we asked that how many responses for this survey can make reliable results? Interviewee 

said it depends on the answers of respondent, if the answers are disparate then we might need 

hundred respondent otherwise we can make results from thirty respondents. 

Then we asked that what is interviewees opinion about the Model that we should compare 

the benefits basis of phases or it is better to compare on basis of perspective for example 

tester’s perspective, process perspective etc. interviewee suggested that collect the data on 

basis of phases but also try to find the position of respondent so that it can help in analysis 

that why one respondent considers one benefit more important as compare to other 

respondent. 

Interviewee 3 
Name Juha Itkonen 

Organization         Aalto University School of Science and 

Technology 

Position       Researcher 

Email:                   juha.itkonen@aalto.fi 

Meeting Date:    June 16, 2011 

Time:                    12:15 – 13:00 

Media:                 Skype 

 

This interview was taken on Skype due to geographical distance issue. The interview started 

with the introduction of our study and explanation of the reason that why we are analyzing 

cost-benefits on basis of practitioners’ experiences. We explained that the cost and benefit 

factors are gathered through interviews from industry practitioners. For cost factors in this 

model we are considering only efforts on each activity because that makes the main different 

in cost of each process. For benefit dimension the industry people think that main benefit 

which can be realized in monetary terms is time saving and the cost saving with the fault 

avoidance. 

Then we explained the model that this model is based on ISO/IEC 29119 Standard and we 

are comparing cost and benefits phase by phase. In each phase we look what activities are 

performed for a particular testing process and what benefits we get in that phase. We also 

explained that we will collect the data from industry practitioners through survey. 

Then we asked the question that the process we followed to make this model is correct? The 

model itself makes some understanding? And the results we will gather through the survey 

for this model will make some understanding for industry? 

Interviewee asked the question that you used a term qualitative CBA, what does it mean? 

Then we explained that for a Cost-Benefit analysis if cannot get actual dollar values then we 
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assign number on some rules which can give a big picture for costs and benefits. This is 

called qualitative CBA. 

Interviewee suggested that you should collect the data phase by phase but also the reasoning 

why people consider one process is costly or beneficial in one phase as compare to other. 

Because when we collect number using pair wise comparison and provide some discussion 

in report, the discussion is based on our understanding. So it will be better if we could get the 

survey respondents’ reasoning so we can discuss in better way. 

Then interviewee asked us that how we are going to perform this survey because if we are 

going to perform online survey then people must understand the processes of SBTM and 

TCBT. People have different understanding. For example while filling survey some people 

might think that there is no test designing because it is done while execution so in design 

phase they might say TCBT is very costly where as some consider that charter designing is 

designing phase of SBTM. So it might lead to wrong information and understanding. He also 

mentioned that if there are differences in activities which makes people confuse then it can 

also invalidate results. So go through the list of activities once again and if found the 

confusing thing then try to clearly explain in survey to get reliable results. 

Interviewee said that while asking to people about activities of SBTM and TCBT in survey, 

the activities should be same and people should given the option for selection that what they 

do because processes differ from organization to organization. He suggested that if we are 

going to show the list of activities to the respondent then let them explained what activities 

they do then we can get the information that what sort of activities their process includes. It 

will really good for qualitative analysis. 

Then we asked the suggestions for benefit side. Interviewee suggested that there should be 

option for Not Applicable for a benefit. Then he discussed one benefit finding faults in early 

stages is usually associated with design phase but we mention it as a project perspective 

benefit so we should associated this with design. 

Then we asked interviewee’s opinion for collection of data that what approach he would 

prefer for collection of data 

1. Collect many respondents of survey and discussion on basis of their responses  

2. Interviews with the less number of people 

He said I will prefer for second choice because in this way better data for qualitative analysis 

can be gathered. Because even if you received hundred respondents but still it is not real data 

and if the data from survey is heterogeneous then it can make discussion very difficult. So 

interviews can provide better understanding. Then he suggested that one solution can be 

combination of these two. First survey with low number of responses and then interview the 

respondents. This can give better results and also can validated the survey. 

He suggested that first we should do pilot survey and then after that go for actual survey. 

From the early responses we can design the interview questions for example if something is 

really surprising then we can emphasize more in interview. 
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEWS TRANSCRIPTIONS OF PILOT 

SURVEY 
 

Interviewee 1 
Name Rikard Edgren 

Organization         Spotfire AB 

Position       QA Engineer 

Email                redgren@tibco.com 

Meeting Date  June 29, 2011 

Time               14.00 - 14.30 

Media   Phone 

 

This interview was taken on phone and it started with the explanation of our survey 

objectives because interviewee mentioned in his email that this is very difficult topic. So we 

explained that we want to collect the data on basis of practitioners’ experiences so that we 

can have some understanding of costs and benefits relation of SBTM and TCBT. 

Then we asked the question that did he feel any difficulty while filling this survey. 

Interviewee replied that there are many flavors of using these approaches and the process 

model we showed in survey maybe correct as academic point of view but in reality people do 

differently. So it will be better if you could design the survey in a way that people could 

explain that what exactly they do when they use SBTM of TCBT. We discussed that what 

his opinion is if we provide the activities usually people perform in different phases and give 

people option to select the activities, according to his opinion would it be better approach for 

this survey? Interviewee said this would be better if you do the survey in this way. He also 

mentioned if you could do more detailed interviews then you can get more detailed 

information for this survey. 

The interviewee mentioned that he spent thirty five minutes to fill the survey and he said for 

him this time is fine because he likes to participate on this type of discussion. He mentioned 

that the questions of distributing $100 method were difficult to answer.  

Then we asked him for the testing process of SBTM which he follows and we discussed 

different activities which we mapped in different phases. This discussion was to confirm that 

the whether we correctly mapped activities or not. 

Interviewee 2 
Name Michael Albrecht 

Organization         AddQ Consulting 

Position       Vice President 

Email                Michael.Albrecht@addq.se 

Meeting Date  June 30, 2011 

Time               8:20 - 08.45 

Media   Phone 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/company/87387?goback=%2Efps_PBCK_Michael+Albrecht_*1_*1_*1_*1_*1_*1_*2_*1_Y_*1_*1_*1_false_1_R_true_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2_*2&trk=pro_other_cmpy
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This interview was taking on phone and it started with our introduction and then we asked 

the question that did interviewee feel any difficulty while filling this survey. He mentioned 

that there was little bit confusion about the activities we usually perform but he also 

mentioned that questions were easy to understand and it was clear that what exactly the 

purpose of the survey is. He also mentioned that he spent 15 minutes to complete this survey. 

Then we asked that if we change the survey to give the options for selection of activities that 

what exactly activities people perform while using SBTM and TCBT and then ask them for 

comparison of different phases, what does he think about this approach for this survey? 

Interviewee mentioned that this would be better. 

Then we discussed the process model we explained in survey that whether it was 

understandable or not. Interviewee mentioned yes it was pretty clear to him. 

Then we asked him for the testing process of SBTM which he follows and we discussed 

different activities which we mapped in different phases to confirm that whether the 

activities are mapped correctly or not. 
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APPENDIX F: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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APPENDIX G: SURVEY RESULTS OF COSTS AND 

BENEFITS PHASE WISE 
Testing phase  Costly Beneficial 

Test Planning 

SBTM Absolutely 1 8 

SBTM Slightly 1 2 

Equally 3 7 

TCBT slightly 0 1 

TCBT absolutely 14 1 

Test Design and Implementation 

SBTM Absolutely 0 12 

SBTM Slightly 1 1 

Equally 2 3 

TCBT slightly 3 2 

TCBT absolutely 13 1 

Test Environment Set-up 

SBTM Absolutely 1 7 

SBTM Slightly 3 1 

Equally 13 9 

TCBT slightly 1 2 

TCBT absolutely 1 0 

Test Execution 

SBTM Absolutely 1 11 

SBTM Slightly 5 4 

Equally 3 4 

TCBT slightly 5 0 

TCBT absolutely 5 0 

Test Monitoring and Control 

SBTM Absolutely 3 9 

SBTM Slightly 1 2 

Equally 6 8 

TCBT slightly 2 0 

TCBT absolutely 7 0 

Test Incident Reporting SBTM Absolutely 0 5 

 SBTM Slightly 2 3 

 Equally 10 9 

 TCBT slightly 5 1 

 TCBT absolutely 2 1 

Test Completion SBTM Absolutely 1 8 

 SBTM Slightly 1 4 

 Equally 8 6 

 TCBT slightly 7 1 

 TCBT absolutely 2 0 
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APPENDIX H: SURVEY RESULTS OF PAIR-WISE 

COMPARISON OF BENEFIT FACTORS 

(Survey respondents were allowed to ignore benefit factors’ items which they did not 

recognize, or they feel it is not easy to compare them.) 

Person 1 
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 
Easier to make suitable choices about the test process  X    

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage  X    

Better guidance for test execution effort   X   

Early quality prediction     X 

Better analysis of the system specification  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency   X   

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability     X 

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage     X 

Diversification in testing      

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills  X    

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

    X 

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress    X  

Efficient in dealing with changes  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   
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Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

   X  

Accurate decision about when to stop testing    X  

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Person 2 
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process     X 

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

    X 

Effective in addressing risks     X 

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage    X  

Better guidance for test execution effort     X 

Early quality prediction  X    

Better analysis of the system specification     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency     X 

Identification of critical bugs    X  

Test repeatability     X 

Test reusability     X 

Bug tracking     X 

Functionality coverage     X 

Diversification in testing  X    

Testers' happiness   X   

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills  X    

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

     

Communication among entire team     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress     X 

Efficient in dealing with changes     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers     X 

Providing useful information to managers     X 

Providing useful information to customers     X 

Rapid feedback to developers     X 

Showing as proof     X 

Communication among entire team     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

    X 

Accurate decision about when to stop testing    X  

Test adequacy    X  
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Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Person 3 
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process  X    

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

   X  

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage  X    

Better guidance for test execution effort    X  

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency   X   

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability     X 

Bug tracking     X 

Functionality coverage    X  

Diversification in testing    X  

Testers' happiness  X    

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

 X    

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

  X   

Accurate decision about when to stop testing   X   

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 4 
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 
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Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process   X   

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

  X   

Effective in addressing risks     X 

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and 

Implementation 

 

Enabling high functionality coverage    X  

Better guidance for test execution effort    X  

Early quality prediction  X    

Better analysis of the system specification     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

 X    

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency  X    

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability     X 

Test reusability     X 

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage    X  

Diversification in testing  X    

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills   X   

Development of testers' knowledge and skills   X   

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

   X  

Communication among entire team  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress    X  

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers    X  

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof     X 

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

   X  

Accurate decision about when to stop testing    X  

Test adequacy    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 5 
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

X     
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Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage  X    

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

   X  

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking X     

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof  X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

  X   

Accurate decision about when to stop testing   X   

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 6 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process   X   

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

  X   

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage   X   
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Better guidance for test execution effort   X   

Early quality prediction   X   

Better analysis of the system specification   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency   X   

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage   X   

Diversification in testing   X   

Testers' happiness   X   

Utilization of testers skills   X   

Development of testers' knowledge and skills   X   

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

  X   

Accurate decision about when to stop testing   X   

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 7 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process  X    

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks  X    

Efficient in handling with uncertainty  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 
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Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability X     

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage   X   

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness   X   

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers  X    

Providing useful information to managers  X    

Providing useful information to customers  X    

Rapid feedback to developers  X    

Showing as proof  X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 8 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort  X    

Early quality prediction   X   

Better analysis of the system specification   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Execution 
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Defect detection efficiency  X    

Identification of critical bugs  X    

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking  X    

Functionality coverage  X    

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills  X    

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

 X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers  X    

Providing useful information to managers  X    

Providing useful information to customers  X    

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

 X    

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 9 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

X     

Effective in addressing risks  X    

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort    X  

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability    X  

Bug tracking   X   
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Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

 X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress    X  

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers X     

Providing useful information to managers X     

Providing useful information to customers X     

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 10 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

  X   

Effective in addressing risks  X    

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort   X   

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage   X   

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     
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The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers  X    

Showing as proof    X  

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing  X    

Test adequacy  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Person 11 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

     

Effective in addressing risks      

Efficient in handling with uncertainty      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage      

Better guidance for test execution effort      

Early quality prediction  X    

Better analysis of the system specification      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency      

Identification of critical bugs      

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability      

Bug tracking      

Functionality coverage      

Diversification in testing      

Testers' happiness      

Utilization of testers skills  X    

Development of testers' knowledge and skills      

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

     

Communication among entire team      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
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Better tracking of testing progress      

Efficient in dealing with changes  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers      

Providing useful information to managers      

Providing useful information to customers      

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof    X  

Communication among entire team      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

 X    

Accurate decision about when to stop testing      

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 12 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

   X  

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage  X    

Better guidance for test execution effort    X  

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

 X    

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency   X   

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability  X    

Bug tracking  X    

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing  X    

Testers' happiness  X    

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   
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Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

   X  

Accurate decision about when to stop testing    X  

Test adequacy    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 13 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process  X    

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

   X  

Effective in addressing risks    X  

Efficient in handling with uncertainty  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage    X  

Better guidance for test execution effort  X    

Early quality prediction  X    

Better analysis of the system specification    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

   X  

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency  X    

Identification of critical bugs  X    

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability    X  

Bug tracking    X  

Functionality coverage  X    

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

   X  

Communication among entire team    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress     X 

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers  X    

Providing useful information to managers    X  

Providing useful information to customers  X    

Rapid feedback to developers  X    

Showing as proof    X  

Communication among entire team    X  
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Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

   X  

Accurate decision about when to stop testing    X  

Test adequacy    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Person 14 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

X     

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability   X   

Test reusability  X    

Bug tracking X     

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers  X    

Providing useful information to managers  X    

Providing useful information to customers  X    

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof  X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

 X    

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     
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Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 15 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

 X    

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability  X    

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking  X    

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness      

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers X     

Providing useful information to managers X     

Providing useful information to customers X     

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof  X    

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 16 

                                                                 Scales SBTM is 

absolutely 

SBTM is 

slightly 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

TCBT is 

absolutely 
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Benefit factors                                                                                                   better better better better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process    X  

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

   X  

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage    X  

Better guidance for test execution effort    X  

Early quality prediction     X 

Better analysis of the system specification     X 

Overall Pair-wise Comparison     X 

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability     X 

Test reusability     X 

Bug tracking X     

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers    X  

Providing useful information to customers    X  

Rapid feedback to developers  X    

Showing as proof  X    

Communication among entire team  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

 X    

Accurate decision about when to stop testing  X    

Test adequacy  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Person 17 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

X     
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Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability X     

Test reusability X     

Bug tracking X     

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers X     

Providing useful information to managers X     

Providing useful information to customers X     

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 18  
                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process   X   

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

  X   

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage     X 
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Better guidance for test execution effort     X 

Early quality prediction    X  

Better analysis of the system specification    X  

Overall Pair-wise Comparison    X  

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency  X    

Identification of critical bugs  X    

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability    X  

Bug tracking      

Functionality coverage    X  

Diversification in testing  X    

Testers' happiness    X  

Utilization of testers skills  X    

Development of testers' knowledge and skills  X    

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

   X  

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes      

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

  X   

Accurate decision about when to stop testing   X   

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Person 19 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks  X    

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 
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Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability      

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking X     

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 20 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process X     

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

X     

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage X     

Better guidance for test execution effort X     

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

X     

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Execution 
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Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs X     

Test repeatability     X 

Test reusability    X  

Bug tracking   X   

Functionality coverage X     

Diversification in testing X     

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress X     

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers X     

Providing useful information to managers X     

Providing useful information to customers X     

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Person 21 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process   X   

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

  X   

Effective in addressing risks   X   

Efficient in handling with uncertainty   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage   X   

Better guidance for test execution effort   X   

Early quality prediction   X   

Better analysis of the system specification   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

  X   

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency   X   

Identification of critical bugs   X   

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability    X  

Bug tracking   X   
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Functionality coverage   X   

Diversification in testing  X    

Testers' happiness  X    

Utilization of testers skills  X    

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     

The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

  X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers   X   

Providing useful information to managers   X   

Providing useful information to customers   X   

Rapid feedback to developers   X   

Showing as proof   X   

Communication among entire team   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

 X    

Accurate decision about when to stop testing  X    

Test adequacy   X   

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Person 22 

                                                                 Scales 

Benefit factors                                                                                                   

SBTM is 

absolutely 

better 

SBTM is 

slightly 

better 

Equally 

good 

TCBT is 

slightly 

better 

TCBT is 

absolutely 

better 

Phase: Testing Planning 

Easier to make suitable choices about the test process  X    

Effective in expressing choices about the test process to 

stakeholders 

 X    

Effective in addressing risks X     

Efficient in handling with uncertainty  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Design and Implementation 

Enabling high functionality coverage  X    

Better guidance for test execution effort  X    

Early quality prediction X     

Better analysis of the system specification X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Environment Set-up 

Ensuring the compatibility of the application under test 

with the test environment 

 X    

Ensuring the efficiency of test related activities  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison   X   

Phase: Test Execution 

Defect detection efficiency X     

Identification of critical bugs  X    

Test repeatability    X  

Test reusability   X   

Bug tracking  X    

Functionality coverage  X    

Diversification in testing   X   

Testers' happiness X     

Utilization of testers skills X     

Development of testers' knowledge and skills X     
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The product is in conformity with expected 

requirements 

 X    

Communication among entire team  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Monitoring and Control 
Better tracking of testing progress   X   

Efficient in dealing with changes X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

Phase: Test Incident Reporting 

Providing useful information to developers X     

Providing useful information to managers  X    

Providing useful information to customers  X    

Rapid feedback to developers X     

Showing as proof X     

Communication among entire team X     

Overall Pair-wise Comparison X     

Phase: Test Completion 

Easier to make appropriate decision about test 

completion 

X     

Accurate decision about when to stop testing X     

Test adequacy  X    

Overall Pair-wise Comparison  X    

 

 

 

 


